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GEOSYSTEMS GmbH – ATCOR for IMAGINE License Agreement
UNLESS YOU OR THE COMPANY OR OTHER LEGAL ENTITY WHICH YOU REPRESENT HAVE
ALREADY CONCLUDED THIS LICENSE AGREEMENT (“EULA”), THIS EULA SHALL BE FORMED
BY YOUR SELECTION OF THE “I ACCEPT” BUTTON OR BY YOU COPYING, INSTALLING,
UPLOADING, ACCESSING OR USING ALL OR ANY PORTION OF THE ATCOR FOR IMAGINE
SOFTWARE. IF YOU HAVE NOT CONCLUDED AND DO NOT AGREE TO ENTER INTO THIS
AGREEMENT, YOU DO NOT HAVE THE RIGHT TO USE OR INSTALL THE ATCOR FOR IMAGINE
SOFTWARE. IF, IN SUCH EVENT, YOU HAVE PAID CONSIDERATION IN RETURN FOR THIS
ATCOR FOR IMAGINE SOFTWARE, PLEASE CONTACT THE PERSON FROM WHOM YOU
RECEIVED THIS PRODUCT FOR INSTRUCTIONS ON RETURN OF THE UNUSED PRODUCT(S)
FOR A REFUND.
1.

Subject Matter of EULA

The subject matter of this EULA is the use of the computer program ATCOR for IMAGINE of
GEOSYSTEMS GmbH, Riesstrasse 10, 82110 Germering, Germany ("GEOSYSTEMS"), which has
been delivered together with this EULA, the user documentation as well as all other materials related
thereto (collectively referred to hereinafter as “Software”). The following license terms and conditions
specify the scope of Licensee’s rights to use the Software. However, this EULA shall not exclude or limit
the Software’s protection through statutory laws or other legal terms and conditions.
2.

Proprietary Rights and Rights of Use

2.1
Unless agreed upon otherwise in a given case in writing, GEOSYSTEMS grants to Licensee,
subject to the terms and conditions of this EULA, a non-exclusive and perpetual license to use the
Software to the extent it is necessary for use of the Software in accordance with its intended purpose.
2.2
Licensee may install and concurrently operate the Software on the number of seats as specified
in the quotation or any other document in writing. If operating the Software in a network, Licensee shall
ensure that the Software is not concurrently used by more than the authorized number of concurrent
users.
2.3

In particular, Licensee is entitled to
(1)
permanently or temporarily reproduce, for the purpose of processing instructions and
data of the Software in its application environment, the machine readable parts of the Software
by means of loading, displaying, running, transmission or storage, to the extent such
reproduction is necessary for use of the Software in accordance with its intended purpose, and
(2)
make one back-up copy of the Software. Such back-up copy may not be installed on
another computer, unless such computer is a partitioned drive of a server to which only the
authorized user has access. In any event, the back-up copy may not be used or installed as
long as another copy of the Software is installed on any computer.

2.4
Licensee may not reverse engineer, decompile, or disassemble the Software, unless such
action is indispensable to obtain the information necessary to achieve interoperability of an independently created computer program with the Software and such information is not readily available from
GEOSYSTEMS or a third party authorized by GEOSYSTEMS within a reasonable period of time.
2.5
Except as permitted in Sections 2.3 and 2.4, Licensee may not, permanently or temporarily, in
electronic or other form, reproduce, translate, adapt, or otherwise modify the Software, unless such
action is necessary for use of the Software in accordance with its intended purpose, including for error
correction, and GEOSYSTEMS has not removed the obstacle preventing such use within a reasonable
period of time although Licensee has given GEOSYSTEMS an opportunity to do so. Licensee may not
reproduce written documentation material which is delivered with or as part of the Software.
2.6
In the event that Licensee purchases the Software within the territory of the European Union,
another state of the European Economic Area or Switzerland (hereinafter referred to as “Europe”),
Licensee may transfer the Software in its entirety within Europe subject to the following conditions:
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(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Licensee transfers an authorized copy of the Software;
Licensee does not retain any copy of the Software;
the recipient confirms in writing to be bound by the provisions of this EULA; and
the Software may only be transferred in its entirety as it was received by Licensee,
including, in particular, the original media and the original user documentation.

Except as provided above, Licensee may not transfer the Software.
2.7

Licensee may not rent, loan, lease or sublicense the Software.

2.8

Licensee may not use the Software as an Application Service Provider.

2.9
Licensee may not use the Software outside of Europe (as defined in Section 2.6), unless Licensee purchases the Software outside of Europe, in which case the Software may only be used in the
country in which Licensee purchases the Software.
2.10
Licensee may not remove any proprietary notices, serial numbers, marks, or other legal notices
from the Software. Licensee shall exercise all reasonable efforts to ensure that the Software is used in
accordance with the provisions of this EULA only.
2.11
Notwithstanding the terms and conditions of this EULA any notices concerning third party
software programs, which are included in this Software, shall also apply.
3.

Upgrades/Updates/Amendments

3.1
If the Software program delivered is labelled as an upgrade or update (“New Version”) to software previously licensed to Licensee (“Previous Version”), Licensee must destroy all copies of the Previous Version, including any copies installed on Licensee’s hard disk drive, within ten working days of
installing the New Version. GEOSYSTEMS reserves the right to require Licensee to show satisfactory
proof that the Previous Version has been destroyed.
3.2
During the term of this EULA GEOSYSTEMS or a third party authorized by GEOSYSTEMS may
make available to Licensee additional computer programs, which supplement or enhance the Software.
The use of such additional computer programs is subject to the terms and conditions of this EULA.
4.

Limitation of Liability

Except for GEOSYSTEMS’ liability in accordance with law on product liability and in case of an injury to
life, body and health, GEOSYSTEMS’ liability is restricted or excluded as follows: In case of negligence
the liability of GEOSYSTEMS towards Licensee is restricted to reimbursement of typical, foreseeable
damages. However, in case of slight negligence GEOSYSTEMS shall only be liable for damages, if it
infringed a duty the performance of which is necessary to adequately perform this EULA, in particular,
if taking account of both Parties’ interests, a duty the performance of which is necessary to allow an
adequate use of the Software by Licensee, and in the performance of which Licensee may trust.
5.

Severability

If any provision of this EULA is or will be found invalid or unenforceable, that provision will be enforced
to the maximum extent permissible, and the other provisions of this EULA will remain in full force.

6.

Applicable Law; Venue
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This EULA shall be governed by the laws of Germany with the exception of its conflict of laws rules
which would lead to the application of another law. The rights and obligations of the Parties under this
Agreement shall not be governed by the UN Convention on contracts for the International Sale of Goods.
All disputes arising hereunder which cannot be settled amicably by the Parties shall be submitted to the
courts of Munich, Germany. However, GEOSYSTEMS may also file an action at any other statutory
venue.

July 2016

GEOSYSTEMS GmbH, Riesstr. 10, D-82110 Germering, GERMANY
 +49(0)89/894343-0,  +49(0)89/894343-99
:info@geosystems.de, URL: www.geosystems.de / www.atcor.de
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This manual contains the following sections:

Module ATCOR2 – for Flat Terrain



Haze Reduction
Atmospheric Correction
……………………………………………………………………………………………………ATCOR2

Module ATCOR3 – for Rugged Terrain




Haze Reduction
Atmospheric Correction
Topographic Correction
……………………………………………………………………………………………………ATCOR3

Value Adding Products


Derived from ATCOR2 and ATCOR3
……………………………………………………………………………………………………VAP

Appendix
…………………………………………………………………………………………………….ATCOR Appendix

This ATCOR for IMAGINE User Manual is based on the following papers:
Richter, R. 2000a, Atmospheric correction algorithm for flat terrain: Model ATCOR2, DLR-IB 564-02/00, DLR
Richter, R. 2000b, Atmospheric and topographic correction: Model ATCOR3, DLR-IB 564-03/00, DLR
Richter, R. 2000c, Value Adding Products derived from the ATCOR Models: DLR-IB 564-01/00, DLR
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1

Overview

ATCOR2 is a fast atmospheric correction algorithm for imagery of medium and high spatial
resolution satellite sensors such as Landsat Thematic Mapper (TM), SPOT, ASTER, IKONOS
or QuickBird plus many more. The method was developed mainly for optical satellite sensors
with a small swath angle, where the scan angle dependence of the radiance and transmittance
functions is negligible. The algorithm works with a database of atmospheric correction
functions stored in look-up tables. The database consists of a broad range of atmospheric
conditions: different altitude profiles of pressure, air temperature, and humidity; several aerosol
types; ground elevations from 0 to 2.5 km above sea level; solar zenith angles ranging from 0°
to 70°. The database covers visibilities (surface meteorological range) from 5 km to 120 km,
values can be extrapolated down to 4 km and up to 180 km.
The manual describes ATCOR2, the ATCOR for IMAGINE module which performs the
atmospheric correction of satellite imagery over flat terrain. It calculates a ground reflectance
image in each spectral band: the first step assumes an isotropic (Lambert) reflectance law
neglecting the neighborhood of each pixel and the second step accounts for the influence of the
neighboring background (adjacency effect). For a thermal spectral band (e.g. Landsat TM band
6) a ground brightness temperature layer is computed.
ATCOR2 for IMAGINE offers several processing options: a haze removal algorithm, atmospheric correction with constant atmospheric conditions and the capability of viewing reference
spectra of selected target areas. They can be displayed as a function of the chosen atmospheric
parameters to estimate the appropriate atmosphere if no measured information for the atmospheric conditions is available. Library spectra can simultaneously be viewed for comparison.
Although ATCOR has been developed with emphasis on small field-of-view (FOV) sensors a
limited number of wide FOV satellite sensors is also supported such as IRS-1C/1D WiFS.
A second ATCOR module exists for satellite imagery acquired over rugged terrain. It is named
ATCOR3 and compensates additionally to the atmospheric effects introduced by topography
(3rd dimension).
Both ATCOR modules include an option to derive value adding products (VAP) such as leaf
area index (LAI), absorbed photosynthetically active radiation (FPAR), and surface energy
balance components (absorbed solar radiation flux, net radiation, etc.).
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2

Introduction

Optical satellite sensors with higher spatial resolution such as Landsat TM, SPOT, IKONOS or
QuickBird are an important source of information for scientific investigations of the environment, agriculture and forestry, and urban development. Due to an increasing interest in
monitoring our planet, extraction of quantitative results from space instruments, and use of
multi-sensor data, it is essential to convert the gray level information (digital number or DN)
into physical quantities, e.g. ground reflectance and temperature.
The atmospheric correction of satellite images is an important step to improve the data analysis
in many ways:
 The influence of the atmosphere and the solar illumination is removed or at least greatly
reduced,
 Multi-temporal scenes recorded under different atmospheric conditions can better be
compared after atmospheric correction. Changes observed will be due to changes on
the earth's surface and not due to different atmospheric conditions,
 Results of change detection and classification algorithms can be improved if careful
consideration of the sensor calibration aspects is taken into account (classification
algorithms which are object oriented might yield significantly improved results),
 Ground reflectance data of different sensors with similar spectral bands (e.g. Landsat
TM band 3, SPOT band 2) can be compared. This is a particular advantage for multi
temporal monitoring, since data of a certain area may not be available from one sensor
for a number of orbits due to cloud coverage. The probability of getting data with low
cloud coverage will increase with the number of sensors,
 Ground reflectance data retrieved from satellite imagery can be compared to ground
measurements, thus providing an opportunity to verify the results,
The derivation of physical quantities, like ground reflectance, atmospheric water vapor content,
and biochemistry, is a current research topic in remote sensing, especially in imaging spectrometry (Goetz et al., 1990; Goetz, 1992; Green, 1992; Vane et al., 1993; Vane and Goetz, 1993;
Gao et al., 1993).
This manual describes ATCOR2 a spatially-adaptive fast atmospheric correction algorithm for
a flat terrain working with an atmospheric database (Richter 1996a, 1996b). The database
contains the atmospheric correction functions stored in look-up tables. The model assumes a
flat terrain consisting of horizontal surfaces of Lambertian reflectance. The influence of the
adjacency effect is taken into account. ATCOR2 has been developed mainly for satellite sensors
with small field-of-view (FOV) sensors (small swath angle) such as Landsat TM, MSS, and
SPOT. Nevertheless a limited number of wide FOV sensors are also supported such as IRSWiFS.
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ATCOR2 consists of four functionalities:


Haze Removal: a process which can be applied independently before the actual atmospheric correction and results in crisp and presentable images by removing haze and
light clouds.



SPECTRA: a module for viewing reflectance spectra, calculated from the gray level
values. The influence of different atmospheres, aerosol types and visibilities on the
derived spectra can interactively be studied. Reference spectra from a spectral library
can be included for comparison.



Atmospheric Correction with constant atmospheric conditions to derive the true
spectral characteristics of surfaces. The variable atmospheric conditions options
available in earlier ATCOR versions has been discontinued as it proved that the
increased accuracy obtained was marginal only and well below the overall error.



Value Adding Products (VAP): derive value adding products such as leaf area index
(LAI), absorbed photosynthetically active radiation (FPAR), and surface energy
balance components.

2.1 Relationship between model ATCOR and radiative
transfer codes
Radiative transfer (RT) codes such as MODTRAN (Berk et al. 1989, Berk et al. 1998) or 6S
(Vermote et al. 1997) calculate the radiance at the sensor for specified atmospheric parameters,
sun angle, and ground reflectance, and cannot be applied directly to imagery. ATCOR performs
the atmospheric correction for image data by inverting results of MODTRAN calculations that
were previously compiled in a database. The accuracy of MODTRAN-4 or 6S is about 5-10%
in the atmospheric window regions assuming known atmospheric parameters (water vapor,
aerosol type, optical depth) and moderate to high sun angles (Staenz et al. 1995). The accuracy
of ATCOR depends on the accuracy of the RT code and the calibration accuracy of a sensor,
which is also typically about 5-10% (Slater et al. 1987, Santer et al. 1992). So, the overall
accuracy of model ATCOR is about 7-12 % for the at-sensor radiance assuming correct input
of atmospheric parameters. The corresponding ground reflectance accuracy depends on the
reflectance  itself. Typical figures for a nadir view observation and atmospheric conditions
with moderate aerosol loading (20 km visibility) are : for  = 0.05 the accuracy is = 0.02,
for =0.5 the accuracy is = 0.04.
Note: While ATCOR uses AFRL's MODTRAN code to calculate a database of LUT's, the
correctness of the LUT's is the responsibility of ATCOR.
The use of MODTRAN for the derivation of the LUT's is licensed from the United States of
America under U.S. Patent No 5,315,513.
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3

Basics of Atmospheric Correction

This chapter provides some basic information on atmospheric correction. For details the reader
should consult standard remote sensing textbooks (Slater 1980, Asrar 1989, Schowengerdt
1997). A more in depth theory is presented in chapter 9.

3.1 Solar spectral region
In the spectral region 0.4 - 2.5 µm the images of space borne sensors mapping land and ocean
surfaces of the earth strongly depend on atmospheric conditions and solar zenith angle. The
images contain information about solar radiance reflected at the ground and scattered by the
atmosphere.
3.1.1 Atmospheric scattering
A scattering process changes the propagation direction of the incident light, absorption
attenuates the light beam. We distinguish molecular scattering, also called Rayleigh scattering,
and aerosol or Mie scattering. Aerosols are solid or liquid particles suspended in the air.
Molecular scattering is caused by the nitrogen and oxygen molecules in the earth’s atmosphere.
The molecular scattering coefficient strongly decreases with wavelength :
M 

c


4

( 1  cos2 )

(3.1)

where  is the angle between the incident and scattered flux. The scattered flux is distributed
symmetrically about the scattering center. Molecular scattering is negligible for wavelengths
beyond 1 µm, because of the inverse 4th power law.
Aerosol scattering depends on the type of aerosol, i.e. the refractive index and the size
distribution (Shettle and Fenn, 1979). The wavelength dependence of aerosol scattering can be
expressed as:
A 

c
n

(3.2)

where n typically ranges between 0.8 and 1.5. Therefore, aerosol scattering decreases slowly
with wavelength. Additionally, the scattered flux has a strong peak in the forward direction.
3.1.2 Atmospheric absorption
Atmospheric absorption is caused by molecules and aerosols. Molecular absorption, mainly
caused by carbon dioxide and water vapor, is very strong in certain parts of the optical spectrum.
These spectral regions cannot be used for earth remote sensing from satellites. Instead, the
transparent parts of the spectrum, called atmospheric windows, are used. The following Figure
displays the atmospheric transmittance in the 0.4 - 2.5 µm spectrum, showing the regions of
low and high transmittance. Satellite sensors like Landsat TM collect data in spectral regions
of high transmittance (TM1: 0.45-0.52 µm, TM2: 0.52-0.60 µm, TM3: 0.63-0.69 µm, TM4:
0.76-0.90 µm, TM5: 1.5-1.75 µm, TM7: 2.08-2.35 µm).
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Atmospheric transmittance in the 0.4-2.5 µm spectral region. Vertical path from
sea level to space, mid latitude summer atmosphere, rural aerosol, visibility 23 km.

To infer the spectral properties (reflectance) of the earth's surface the atmospheric influence has
to be eliminated. The atmosphere modifies the information of the earth's surface in several
ways:
 it contributes a signal independent of the earth's surface (path radiance)
 it partly absorbs the ground reflected radiance
 it scatters the ground reflected radiance into the neighborhood of the observed pixel.
Therefore, dark areas surrounded by bright areas appear brighter to the remote observer than to
the near observer. This adjacency effect diminishes the image contrast and causes a certain
amount of blurring. The effect is especially important for space borne sensors of high spatial
resolution, e.g. Landsat TM and SPOT (Tanre et al., 1987, Richter 1990). It is usually negligible
for low spatial resolution sensors such as AVHRR (1.1 km nadir resolution) on the NOAA
satellites. The scattering is caused by molecules as well as aerosols in the atmosphere.
Thus, the atmospheric influence modifies the spectral information of the earth's surface and also
degrades the spatial resolution of sensors.
Atmospheric correction is especially useful when comparing multi temporal scenes, since it
eliminates the influence of different atmospheres and solar illuminations. Changes in scenes
recorded at different times thus correspond to actual changes on the earth's surface and not to
changes caused by different atmospheric conditions.
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3.2 Thermal spectral region
Ground temperature is a key parameter in geology, hydrology, and vegetative science. The
retrieval of ground temperature from remotely sensed radiance measurements generally
requires multi-band thermal sensors and some information about the surface emissivity.
In the years 1982 to 1999, Landsat-4/5 TM was the only available high spatial resolution
satellite sensor with a thermal spectral band. Since TM collects only single-band thermal data,
multi-band techniques for atmospheric correction cannot be applied (Anding and Kauth 1970,
Barton 1983). In 1999 Landsat-7 ETM+ (single thermal band) was launched and the ASTER
sensor (five thermal bands).
In the ATCOR modules the scene emissivity is fixed at constant of 0.98 (for ASTER,
temperature / emissivity images are available as higher level EOS products [Gillespie et al.
1996, 1998]).
The temperature image derived from a single thermal band can be used optionally to calculate
radiation and heat fluxes in the ATCOR2 and ATCOR3 models (VAP-Module).
In the 10 – 12 µm spectral region typical emissivity values for man-made surfaces (concrete,
asphalt) are in the range =0.95 - 0.97 (Buettner and Kern 1965). Sand surfaces typically have
emissivity values of =0.90 - 0.98 and vegetation ranges from =0.96 to 0.99 (Sutherland 1986,
Salisbury and D’Aria 1992). A rule of thumb is that a 1 per cent emissivity shift leads to a 0.5°C
temperature shift, i.e. an area with emissivity 0.90 will have a kinetic temperature 4°C higher
than the temperature obtained with the assumption of an emissivity of 0.98, provided that the
surface temperature is much higher than the air temperature.
For high surface temperatures (15 – 25° C above air temperature) the kinetic temperatures of
areas with emissivity of 0.95 – 0.98 can be underestimated up to about 1.5°C, due to the model
assumption of an emissivity of 0.98, see Figure 2, curves 2 and 3. Still, this is a remarkable
improvement compared to the at-satellite blackbody temperature, which may differ more than
10°C from the surface kinetic temperature. For surface temperatures close to the air temperature
the emissivity effect on the retrieved temperature is even less since a reduction in the surface
emitted radiation is nearly compensated for by an increase in the reflected downwelling
atmospheric flux.
Temperature results can be checked if the scene contains calibration targets, favorably water
surfaces of known temperature. Since the average emissivity of water is  =0.98 in the 10.5 12.5 µm spectral region and this value is also assumed by ATCOR2, the brightness temperature
agrees with the kinetic temperature. There may still be discrepancies between the temperature
of the upper water surface layer measured by a radiometer and the bulk water temperature a
few centimeters below the surface.
Especially in urban areas, with a spatial resolution of the thermal channels of 60 – 120 m
(Landsat-TM, ETM+ and ASTER) most pixels will contain mixed information consisting of
vegetation, asphalt, concrete, rooftops etc. For this situation average typical emissivity range
between =0.95-0.99.
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Relation between digital numbers (DN) and temperatures.
(1) = blackbody temperature at the satellite (Landsat-5 TM).
(2) = ground temperature (emissivity=0.98; water).
(3) = ground temperature (emissivity=0.955; asphalt).
Mid latitude summer atmosphere, visibility 15 km, ground at sea level.

The above figure demonstrates the improvement gained with atmospheric correction in the
thermal region. Curve 1 is the at-satellite blackbody temperature (no atmospheric correction).
Curve 2 shows the surface temperature after atmospheric correction assuming a surface
emissivity of =0.98. Curve 3 corresponds to a surface emissivity of 0.955. The air temperature
at sea level is 21°C. The surface temperatures of curves 2 and 3 are close together if the surface
temperature is not much higher than the air temperature. Then, the influence of a 2.5%
emissivity error yields a surface temperature error of less than 1°C. If the surface temperature
is about 20°C higher than the air temperature the influence of a 2.5% emissivity error yields a
surface temperature error of about 1.2°C. In this case if no atmospheric correction is applied
(curve 1, DN=150) deviations of about 12.6°C occur (temperature 29.8°C of curve 1
corresponds to 42.4°C of curve 3).

3.3 The Haze Removal Algorithm
In many cases of satellite imagery the scene contains haze and cloud areas. The optical thickness
of cloud areas is so high that the ground surfaces cannot be seen, whereas in hazy regions some
information from the ground is still recognizable. In ATCOR the scene is partitioned into clear,
hazy, and cloud regions. As a first approximation, haze is an additive component to the radiance
signal at the sensor. It can be estimated and removed as described below. Cloud areas have to
be masked to exclude them from haze areas and to enable a successful haze removal. Cloud
shadow regions are currently not identified, this remains as a future activity.

The haze removal algorithm runs fully automatic. It is a combination of the improved methods
of Richter (1996b) and Zhang et al. (2002). It consists of five major steps:
xix
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1. Masking of clear and hazy areas with the tasseled cap haze transformation (Crist
and Cicone 1984).
(3.3)
TC  x1 * BLUE  x2 * RED
where BLUE, RED, x1, and x2 are the blue band, red band, and weighting coefficients,
respectively. The clear area pixels are taken as those pixels where TC is less than the
mean value of TC.
2. Calculation of the regression between the blue and red band for clear areas ("clear line"
slope angle ), see figure on next page. If no blue band exists, but a green spectral band,
then the green band is used as a substitute.
3. Haze areas are orthogonal to the "clear line", i.e., a haze optimized transform
(HOT) can be defined as (Zhang et al. 2002) :
HOT  BLUE * sin  RED * cos

(3.4)

4. Calculation of the histogram of HOT for the haze areas.
5. For bands below 800 nm the histograms are calculated for each HOT level j. The haze signal
 to be subtracted is computed as the DN corresponding to HOT (level j) minus the DN
corresponding to the 2% lower histogram threshold of the HOT(haze areas). The de-hazed
new digital number is (see figure on next page) :

DN ( new )  DN  

(3.5)

So the haze removal is performed before the surface reflectance calculation. Two options are
available: the use of a large area haze mask (eq. 3.6), which is superior in most cases, or a
compact smaller area haze mask (eq. 3.7).

HOT  mean( HOT )  0.5 * stdev( HOT )
HOT  mean( HOT )

(3.6)
(3.7)

In addition, the user can select between haze removal of "thin/medium haze" or "thin to moderately thick haze", the last option is superior in most cases.
The algorithm only works for land pixels, so the near infrared band (NIR) is used to exclude
water pixels. The current implementation provides a mask for haze-over-land (coded with 255).
The cloud mask is coded with 1.
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Step 1: Masking of clear and hazy areas:

Raw Landsat TM image

Clear-Areas/Haze Mask

Step 2: Regression “Clear Line“ & Step 3. HOT:

HOT = Blue*sin  - Red*cos 

Step 4: Histogram HOT:

HOT = Blue*sin  - Red*cos 
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Example: HOT levels in image data (Landsat TM):

Raw Landsat TM image

HOT levels

Step 5: Calculation of the correction value  :

DN(de-haze) = DN - 

Correction value  as a function of the HOT level:

DN(de-haze) = DN - 
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3.3.1 Limitations of the algorithm:
 The method needs clear and hazy areas. If only limited clear areas are available within
the image (predominantly clouds and haze) the algorithm fails.
 If the correlation between the blue and red bands is below a certain level (r < 0.8) the
method also fails to produce good results.
 The method can also be used for data without the blue band but will yield less perfect
results.
 The algorithm is not suitable for haze over water.
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4

Compilation of the Atmospheric Database

A database of atmospheric correction functions has been compiled for a number of high spatial
resolution satellite sensors, e.g. Landsat TM, MSS, SPOT, MOMS-02 (Kaufmann et al., 1989;
Richter and Lehmann, 1989), and IRS (ISRO 1988, Kalyanaraman et al. 1995). For a wide
range of atmospheric conditions and solar zenith angles this database enables the conversion of
raw data (gray levels) into ground reflectance images and ground brightness temperature data
(thermal band).
The first edition of the database was compiled in 1990 (Richter 1990) using model LOWTRAN7 (Isaacs et al., 1987; Kneizys et al., 1988). The atmospheric correction functions were
calculated for Landsat TM, MSS and SPOT.
The second edition of the database was recompiled in 1994 using models MODTRAN-2 (Berk
et al., 1989) and SENSAT-5 (Richter 1994). The sensors MOMS-02 and IRS LISS were added
to the list of supported sensors. Also, the range of solar zenith angles was increased from 0°. to
70°, compared to 20° to 70° in the 1990 edition. Ground elevations ranged from 0 to 1 km above
sea level. Visibilities ranged from 5 to 40 km.
The 1996 edition of the database increased the range of ground elevations to 1.5 km, and the
visibility range to 80 km, compared to the 1994 edition.
The 1998 edition comprises ground elevations from 0 to 2.5 km above sea level, and visibilities
(surface meteorological range) from 5 to 120 km.
The 2000 edition of the database was recompiled for improved accuracy using MODTRAN-4
(Acharya et al. 1998, Berk et al. 1998) with the DISORT 8-stream option instead of the Isaacs
2-stream option.
The atmospheric correction functions are stored as look-up tables in the database and consist of
the following parameters:
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Standard atmospheres (altitude profile of pressure, air temperature, water vapor
content, ozone concentration), taken from model MODTRAN-2. Currently the
following atmospheres are available:
1. mid-latitude summer atmosphere
2. US standard atmosphere 1976
3. tropical atmosphere
4. fall (autumn) atmosphere
5. mid-latitude winter



Aerosol types: rural, urban, other (desert, maritime).



A range of aerosol concentrations (aerosol optical depth), defined by the horizontal
surface meteorological range, shortly called visibility. The visibility range is 5 - 120
km, calculated values are: 5, 7, 10, 15, 23, 40, 80, 120 km. Values in between are linearly interpolated.



Range of ground elevations: 0 - 2.5 km above sea level (asl). The calculation is
performed for the elevations 0, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, and 2.5 km (asl), corresponding to
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pressure levels of about 1010, 960, 900, and 850, 800, and 755 mbar, respectively. In
this way, the Rayleigh optical depth for places of different elevation is taken into
account. Elevations in between are obtained by interpolation.


Solar zenith angles from 0° - 70°, calculated in steps of 10°. Values in between are
linearly interpolated.



The atmospheric correction functions depend on the spectral response of the sensor,
thus there are different functions (calibration values) for each sensor and each band.

The atmospheric correction functions also depend on the sensor view angle. For sensors without
tilt capability the radiative transfer calculation is performed for the nadir view.
For tiltable sensors like SPOT the database contains the radiance and transmittance functions
in a “tightly woven net”; intermediate values are interpolated. The path radiance is calculated
for 7 relative angles of Azimuth (0 to 180 deg., in steps of 30 deg. separately for each aerosol
type (rural, urban, maritime and desert). This is done for a 10 deg wide mesh of tilt angles. In
both dimensions, tilt und relative azimuth, these values are interpolated additionally.
Currently, the number of look-up table entries (sets of path radiance, direct and diffuse
transmittance, direct and diffuse flux, spherical albedo) in the database exceeds 3 million.
The following figure shows a graphic presentation of the course of some selected atmospheric
correction functions for Landsat TM band 2. The results were calculated for a standard midlatitude summer atmosphere with a rural aerosol at three visibilities for a ground at sea level.
Path radiance and diffuse solar flux on the ground decrease with increasing visibility, whereas
the direct solar flux on the ground shows the opposite trend. Function q is a measure of the
strength of the scattering efficiency (adjacency effect, compare chapter “Theory of Atmospheric
Correction”). It decreases with increasing wavelength and visibility. The transmittance
functions are the direct (beam) and diffuse transmittances from the ground to the sensor.
Note: while ATCOR uses AFRL’s (MODTRAN code to calculate a database of LUT's, the
correctness of the LUT's is the responsibility of ATCOR.
The use of MODTRAN for the derivation of the LUT's is licensed from the United States of
America under U.S. Patent No 5,315,513.
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Atmospheric correction functions for Landsat5 TM band 2.
Atmosphere: mid-latitude summer; aerosol: rural; ground at sea level.
Diamond: visibility 10 km, triangle: visibility 23 km, square: visibility 80 km.
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5

ATCOR2 Program Modules

Clicking on the ATCOR icon from the ERDAS IMAGINE / Toolbox / GEOSYSTEMS icon
panel will open the ATCOR Menu:

The ATCOR selection menu displays four different options:
(1) Sun Position Calculator A tool to calculate the sun position (sun azimuth and zenith)
from the acquisition time / date and the location of the image.
(2) ATCOR2 Workstation This starts the ATCOR2 main menu.
(3) ATCOR3 Derive Terrain Files A tool to calculate the necessary input DEMderivatives for ATCOR3. This is discussed in the ATCOR3 manual.
(4) ATCOR3 Workstation This starts the ATCOR3 main menu. This option is discussed
in the ATCOR3 manual.



ON LINE - HELP: ATCOR does not have the HTML-Help system IMAGINE has. Instead
a position-sensitive quick help for most of the fields is displayed in the usual IMAGINEfashion in the status line of most of the ATCOR windows.
Note: Clicking on the HELP-Button will open the ATCOR Manual (PDF).
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5.1 Sun-position Calculator
Sun-position Calculator:

This option calculates the Solar zenith (degrees) and the Solar azimuth (degrees) for
your image. The Time of Day must be entered in UTC. This menu is also accessible from
the ATCOR2 main menu.



The Time of Day can be entered as: hh:mm:ss.
Coordinated Universal Time (UTC) is the international time standard. It is the
current term for what was commonly referred to as Greenwich Meridian Time
[GMT]. The Longitude and Latitude can be entered as dd:mm:ss. Both entries
are automatically converted to decimal values.
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5.2 ATCOR2 Workstation Menu

ATCOR Project File ( .rep): Before the ATCOR main menu opens you will be asked to
enter either a previously existing ATCOR project file or create a new one. An ATCOR
project file is an ASCII-file which contains all necessary information to fill the menu automatically. It is saved once you run an ATCOR session. Via the IMAGINE preferences it
can be controlled if the previously existing ATCOR project file will be overwritten with
updated values if selected. In this case a backup file will be created. An example of an
ATCOR2 project file can be found on the next page. If desired it also could be edited
manually.
Create a new ATCOR2 project will open a file chooser menu and let you define your
new project file name.

Open an existing ATCOR2 project will open a file chooser menu and let you select your
existing project file.

xxx
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ATCOR2 Project File (Example):
<<<ATCOR2>>>
<<MainMenu>>
<FileSpecifications>
InputRasterFile = $IMAGINE_HOME/examples/atcor2/tm_essen.img
OutputRasterFile = $IMAGINE_HOME/examples/atcor2/test.img
Day = 20
Month = 8
Year = 1989
LayerBandAssignment = 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
FromBand = 1
ToBand = 7
Fcref[] = 4.000000
Fctem[] = 4.000000
Offtem[] = 0.000000
<GeometrieSpecifications>
Sensor = Landsat-4/5 TM
CalibrationFile = $IMAGINE_HOME/examples/atcor2/tm5_essen.cal
<SensorSpecifications>
SolarZenith[degree] = 43.000000
SolarAzimuth[degree] = 0.000000
AverageGroundElevation[km] = 0.100000
<AtmosphericSelections:Visibility>
SceneVisibility[km] = 35.000000
<AtmosphericSelections:Aerosoltype>
SolarAtm = rural
SolarAerosolType = midlat_summer_rural
ThermalAtm = midlat_summer

<<SpectraModule>>
<Parameter>
K0 = 209.472000
<BoxSize>
TargetBox[Pixels] = 5
AdjacencyRange[m] = 1005.000000

<<ConstantAtmosphereModule>>
<HazeRemovalOptions>
HazeRemovalDone = Yes
SizeOfHazeMask = LargeArea
DehazingMethod = ThinToThick
CloudThreshold[] = 35.000000
WaterThreshold[] = 9.100000
SnowThreshold[] = 3.000000

Example of an ATCOR2 Project File.
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After naming and saving the project file the ATCOR2 Main Menu opens:

The ATCOR2 main menu contains the necessary options to define the ATCOR2 input
parameters and offers the main processing steps:
ATCOR2 for IMAGINE Workstation Menu:
Tab 1: Specifications in this Tab all file and sensor parameters have to be specified (Input
Raster File, Output Raster File, Acquisition Date, Input Layers, Scale Factors, Sensor
Type, Calibration File, Solar Zenith and Ground Elevation).
Tab 2: Atmospheric Selections in this Tab all parameters concerning the atmospheric
conditions at the time of the data acquisition have to be specified.
ATCOR Functions:
Validate Spectra (SPECTRA): the reflectance spectra (and brightness temperature for
thermal bands) are calculated and displayed. The influence of different atmospheres,
aerosol types, and visibilities can interactively be studied and the correctness of the
selected values be verified.
Run Correction: Open the Haze Removal and Atmospheric Correction (for constant
atmospheric conditions) Menu.
Value Adding (VAP): Option to derive value adding products such as leaf area index
(LAI), absorbed photosynthetically active radiation (FPAR), and surface energy
balance components (absorbed solar radiation flux, net radiation, etc.). This module
is described in the last section of this manual.
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The user normally should work from top to bottom through the ATCOR2 Main Menu
(after entering the input file name the system asks automatically for the Acquisition
Date and the Layer Assignment).
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5.2.1 Options of Tab 1: “Specifications”



If you intend to do a Haze Removal only (no Atmospheric Correction) all
parameters which deal with atmospheric conditions at the date of the data take do
not need to be elaborated in detail although the generation of the Haze-Mask is
influenced by the calibration file. The ones which can be set arbitrarily are marked
with an ().

 First the Input Raster File must be specified. All valid ERDAS IMAGINE RasterFormats can be used. Calibrated images -the ERFAS IMAGINE way of storing
transformation information with the image- are not supported which means images must
be resampled. Extensive tests have shown that even with a bilinear resampling technique
the spectral consistency is maintained and ATCOR will yield good results.
 Data type: Only data of 8-bit (U8) unsigned and 16-bit (U16) unsigned are allowed.
Otherwise an error message will appear.



Some Sensors need ‘preparatory treatment’: ASTER: the TIR bands which are
recorded in 12-bit and delivered in 16-bit should be rescaled (via the ERDAS
IMAGINE function RESCALE with the Min-Max Option) to 8-bit before being
combined with the VNIR- and SWIR-bands into one 14-bands file. For further
details also check chapter 7.2.
For Landsat 7 ETM+ the preferred thermal band has to be selected. See also the
InfoBox for Layer-Band-Assignment on the next page.
The Landsat 8 TIRS Bands are not supported.

 Acquisition Date: After this selection a menu pops up where the user must enter the
day when the image has been acquired ().

The Acquisition Day of the image is used to
correct for the actual earth - sun distance.
The Acquisition Year is included for
documentation purposes only.
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 The next specification is the selection of the Layer-Band-Assignment:

The first number is the layer-number of the input file, the second number is editable and
applies to the sensor, e.g. TM band 6 is the thermal band, TM band 7 is the 2.2 µm band.
The sequence of bands is arbitrary for all modules, e.g. TM band 3 might be the first
band of the input file. However, the module Value Adding Products (VAP) requires
the standard sequence (see also the Info Boxes below). Clicking on the arrow  will open
the band 8-14 menu. For images with > 14 bands (‘hyperspectral data’) sets of bands
can be selected (from band x to band y).



Note: In general it is not recommended to edit the original sequence of bands.
Data in the DIMAP format (e.g. SPOT, THEOS, Pleiades MS) with a RedGreen-Blue-NIR order (B2, B1, B0, B3) need to be rearranged to reflect the band
order required by ATCOR (Blue-Green-Red-IR).



Note: Layers can be set to 0 (=disable) if they should not be used. This works only
from ‘both ends’ inwards of the Layer-Band-Assignment listing.

Some sensors require specific entries:

 Landsat7 ETM+: the atmosphere entries in the ATCOR database are based on
Landsat5 TM which has 7 bands. As Landsat7 ETM+ has 2 thermal bands, LG
(Low Gain) and HG (High Gain) you need to reduce the number of bands to 7 also
for ETM+ (this can easily be done with the ERDAS IMAGINE function SUBSET
or LAYERSTACK). Secondly only the band in the layer-position 6 (usually the LG
band) is used for the ATCOR thermal calculations. In order to process the HG-band
you need to remove band 6 (LG) from the input data and place the HG band (usually
on last position on the original data CD) at this position. This is easily done with
the ERDAS IMAGINE function SUBSET (the sequence of bands to be written into
the output file would be: 1,2,3,4,5,8,7).
ASTER: if a 14-bands ASTER image is loaded the default Layer-Band- assignment
will be set that input layer 13 (thermal band 13) is set to layer 10 and the output
image will be restricted to 10 bands. The reason for this is that from the 5 ASTER
thermal bands only band 13 is used in ATCOR.
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ATCOR needs a certain number of bands for the specific haze detection calculations
(haze/cloud pixels, tasseled cap…). This depends on the sensor as listed below.
Haze Band

Red Band

NIR Band TIR Band

ASTER
1
2
3
GEOEYE-1
1
3
4
IKONOS
1
3
4
IRS 1A/1B LISS-1,2
1
3
4
IRS-1C/D LISS-3
1
2
3
KOMPSAT
1
2
4
Landsat MSS
1
2
4
Landsat-5 TM
1
3
4
Landsat-7 ETM+
1
3
4
Landsat-8 OLI
1
3
4
LISS-4
1
2
3
MOMS-02
1
3
4
MOS-B
2
7
11
MSU-E
1
2
3
Pleiades MS
1
3
4
OrbView
1
3
4
Quick Bird
1
3
4
RapidEye
1
3
4
SPOT-1 HRV1
1
2
3
SPOT-1 HRV2
1
2
3
SPOT-2 HRV1
1
2
3
SPOT-2 HRV2
1
2
3
SPOT-3 HRV1
1
2
3
SPOT-3 HRV2
1
2
3
SPOT-4 HRV1
1
2
3
SPOT-4 HRV2
1
2
3
THEOS
1
3
4
WiFS-2
1
2
WiFS-3
1
2
WiFS-4
1
2
3
WorldView2
2
4
5
Listing of the required sensor bands for the atmospheric correction.



13

(as Layer 10)

6
LG or HG (as Layer 6)
Not used

Panchromatic images can nevertheless also be atmospherically corrected (a haze
removal is not possible). The overall ‘crispness’ of the image will be enhanced as
well as the adjacency effect will be compensated and e.g. roads running through
dark forested regions will appear brighter.

 Next the Output Raster File-name has to be entered via the standard ERDAS
IMAGINE interface. All valid ERDAS IMAGINE Raster-Formats can be used.
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 The next optional parameters are the (Output) Scale Factors():

These Output Scale Factors are used to scale the output reflectance image. The preset
default Factor for Reflectance is 4 (=fcref) for both reflectance and temperature. Since
the output image is encoded like the input image (1 byte per pixel for most sensors), and
the radiometric sensitivity of the sensors usually is about a quarter of a per cent, all
reflectance values are coded as fcref * reflectance, e.g. a reflectance value of 10 % is
coded with a digital number DN = 40. The maximum reflectance value in the 8 bit range
is 255/4 = 63.75 %. If the scene contains reflectance values above 64 % the default
scaling factor fcref has to be adapted correspondingly to stay within the 8 bit dynamic
range. A value of fcref=10 or higher causes the output file to have 2 bytes per pixel
(16bit).
The same principle is used to encode the ground brightness temperature (degree Celsius,
TM band 6 data and ASTER band 13 only) using Factor for temperature (fctem) and
Offset for temperature (offtem) for negative Celsius temperatures.
T(Celsius) = DN/fctem - offtem

(5.1)

Example: DN = 100 (output image), fctem=4, offtem = 0, means a ground brightness
temperature of 25°C.
 Next the Output Raster File-name has to be entered via the standard ERDAS IMAGINE interface. All valid ERDAS IMAGINE Write-Raster-Formats can be used.
 Sensor specification: The correct sensor has to be selected from the pull-down listing.
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Only sensors which have the same number of bands or more bands as the input file are
allowed. Otherwise an error message: ‘Too many input layers for selected sensor’ will
pop up.
 Calibration File: The correct calibration file has to be selected from a file chooser listing:

IMPORTANT: Calibration files which can be used as is are named <sensor>.cal.
Calibration files named <template_sensor>.cal need to be updated with the true
c0 and c1 parameters to correctly convert to TOA values (on www.atcor.de the ‘Sensorxxxvii
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Calibration’ section provides updated information on calibration files and how the
parameters can be extracted from the meta data. In some cases they have specific file
names e.g. tm5_essen.cal or l7etm_chamonix.cal. These are dedicated
calibration files for the provided test data. For a detailed discussion on <sensor>.cal files
please see chapter 8.



Also check the ‘Sensor-Calibration’ section of www.atcor.de. Updated information on calibration files and information on how the parameters c0 and c1 can be
found in the meta data is available from this site.

 Elevation Enter the average height ASL (in km) for the footprint of the selected image
().
 Solar Zenith Enter the Solar Zenith Angle for the selected image ().



Usually the meta data contain the Sun Elevation [in Degrees]. The Solar Zenith
is calculated as 90° – Sun Elevation.

With the option Calculate… the Sun-position Calculator (Chapter 5.1) is opened. In
case the Solar Zenith is not known it can be calculated with this tool. Apply… automatically imports the value into the Menu.
For sensors with a tilting capability, the following parameters have to be entered:

 Solar Azimuth, Sensor Tilt and Satellite Azimuth. These values can be found in the
meta data for the selected image. ().
Solar Azimuth:
Sensor Tilt:
Satellite Azimuth:
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East = 90°, West = 270°
0 = Nadir
East = 90°, West = 270°
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5.2.2 Options of Tab 2: “Atmospheric Selections”

Section: Visibility():
 Enter an assumed Scene Visibility (km) in the range of 5km up to 120km.



Visibility: The ability to distinguish a black object against a white background
(“ground meteorological range”). Practically speaking, it is the ease with which
features along the skyline can be distinguished from the sky itself. This again is
influenced by Extinction: removal of light from a path by absorption and/or
scattering.

Option Estimate…


The Visibility Estimate… function provides a visibility value for the selected aerosol
type by checking dark scene pixels in the red band (vegetation, water) and NIR band
(water). It is assumed that the lowest reflectance in the red band is 0.01 (1 percent) and
0.0 in the NIR band. Therefore, the obtained visibility value usually can be considered
as a lower bound.
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Section: Aerosoltype ():
 The next parameter to choose is the Atmospheric Model for the Solar Region. This is
done in two steps. First an aerosol type has to be selected from 3 choices
(“other” stands for maritime and desert which will appear in the following menus):

 Then the atmosphere type has to be selected ():

For a detailed discussion on which aerosol / atmosphere model to select consult the
description of the SPECTRA module (chapter 5.3).
 If a sensor contains a thermal band a Model for the Thermal region has to be
selected:

The aerosol content of the atmosphere at a given location will depend on the trajectory
of the local air mass during the preceding several days. However, some general easy-touse guidelines for the selection are:
a) rural aerosol
If in doubt, select the "rural" aerosol type. It represents conditions one finds in continental areas not directly influenced by urban/industrial sources. This aerosol consists of dust-like and organic particles.
b) urban aerosol
In urban areas, the rural aerosol background is often modified by the addition of
particles from combustion products and industrial sources (carbonaceous soot-like
particles). However, depending on wind direction and shortly after raining, the rural
aerosol might also be applicable in urban areas.
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c) maritime aerosol
In areas close to the sea or close to large lakes, the aerosol largely consists of seasalt particles, mixed with continental particles. In these areas, the aerosol choice
would depend on wind direction: for an off-shore wind, the rural aerosol (or urban)
type is still the best choice, otherwise the maritime. Again, since the wind
conditions are often not known, select the rural type if in doubt.
d) desert aerosol
As the name implies, this type is intended for desert-like conditions, with dust-like
particles of larger size.
In forested, agricultural areas and scrub land the rural aerosol is usually the adequate
choice. This also holds for polar, arctic, and snow covered land.



After all prerequisite information has been entered the next option to be selected is
the Validate SPECTRA module. This step can be skipped if a Haze Removal only is
intended!
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5.3 SPECTRA module
What it does:
This module works with the originally recorded gray level image. It calculates and displays a
box-averaged reflectance spectrum based on the selected calibration file, visibility, and atmosphere.

The purpose of the SPECTRA module:
Its purpose is the determination of an appropriate atmosphere (aerosol and humidity) and the
decision on the selected visibility (ground meteorological range). The selected values will later
be used in the atmospheric correction module.
Additionally, the influence of different calibration files on the reflectance spectra can
immediately be studied: just click-on the selected target area for a certain selected calibration
file, select a second calibration file and re-evaluate the same target. The resulting two spectra
will show the influence and facilitate a decision on the appropriate calibration.
For sensors with a thermal band (if it has been included in the Layer-Band-Assignment option)
the ground brightness temperature can be calculated. The SPECTRA module uses a fixed
ground surface emissivity of  =0.98.

 NOTE: If a Haze Removal only is intended, the SPECTRA module can be skipped completely!
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Negative values in the measured spectra: In principle reflectance cannot have a negative
value. Keeping this in mind when working with SPECTRA can give you a first clue that
one of the set parameters is not adequate. The aerosol type is in general quite insensitive
(rural works quite well in most cases) as well as the humidity (default: mid-latitude
summer). Also a visibility of approximately 30km is usually a good starter. If these values
(and the correct gains) have been selected, large negative reflectance values in the
measured spectra (>-10%) -especially in the visible bands- can only be caused by wrong
c0 and c1 values in the Calibration (*.cal) file. Nevertheless as ATCOR’s accuracy in
calculating reflectance values anyway is around 10%, slightly negative values (<1% of the
image pixels) are possible. This usually happens in dark targets (water or dark vegetation).
In the output reflectance image the pixel with negative values are set to zero.
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5.3.1 SPECTRA: Main Display Setup

The image is displayed automatically in two windows (the Band Selection is done
according to the Viewer Preferences for all images): a large overview viewer and a
smaller (linked) magnification viewer. Both can be used to pick a spectrum. Besides
the two windows two reflectance charts and the main SPECTRA control window are
displayed.
Clicking with the
within one of the images will display the spectrum in the
selected reflectance charts (Chart 1 or Chart 2):

Other SPECTRA Main Display controls:
= normal cursor
= selects a new target (pick point cursor)
= keep tool
= reselect last target (pick same point again)
= interactive zoom in
= interactive zoom out
= fit to window
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 Reflectance Chart:

Brightness
Temperature in
°Celsius (if a thermal
band is available)

The properties of the displayed chart (range, color, background, legend…) can be
controlled by the top level menu (Save.., Scale.., Options.., Legend.. and Clear..).

 When initially displayed, a new spectrum is automatically scaled into the default
0-100% reflectance range. If one of the set parameters (gain, calibration file, ur
atmosphere) is not adequate the graph might be in the negative range and thus not
be visible. In this case use the Scale... button.

 Module SPECTRA - control menu (Tab: Parameter):

Within this first tab of the SPECTRA Control Menu most of the parameters which had
already been selected earlier can again be modified to study their effect on the spectrum:
Visibility, Calibration File and Thermal Calibration K0 factor (Thermal Calibration
Offset K0: T=k0+k1*L+k2*L2, see chapter 10.0 for an explanation).
The parameter K0 has a default value for the following sensors (it usually does not have
to be changed):
 TM4/5 = 209.47
 ETM+ = 210.60
 ASTER = 214.14
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The Models for Solar and Thermal Region have to be re-selected within the ATCOR2
Main Menu if it seems necessary to change them. It is still open in the background). In
this case the SPECTRA module has to be updated to use the newly selected models with
this button:

Edit Cal… this option opens the IMAGINE editor with the Calibration File currently
selected. There you can update the original calibration file (Path: e.g.: IMAGINE
2013\etc\atcor\cal\landsat4_5\tm_essen.cal). A backup file will be generated automatically. It has a suffix ‘‘*.ed”.





For details on updating a Calibration File please see chapter 7.2 Sensor Calibration Files.

Module SPECTRA - control menu (Tab: Box Size):

Target Box Size (Pixels): When picking a target in the image a GCP-type symbol will
be created (labeled Tgt_x) and -visible depending on the chosen zoom-factor- a box (the
“Adjacency Box” [see Range of Adjacency Effect (m)]) around it.
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Magnifier Window:
“Adjacency Box”
(Box size of 30Pixels in this case)
„Identfication Box“

The size of the target box may vary and can be defined in the control window with the
element called Target Box Size. The default value of this box is 5. All digital number
(DN) values of each layer inside this box will be averaged. Since the DN values of the
pixels on every surface always differ a little from each other, it is recommended to
average some of the pixels inside such an area in order to minimize the variability and
to get a representative spectral result. The target box can be different for each picked
target. Only odd numbers are allowed to be entered in this number field. The outer box
is just an indicator to identify the picked target easier (it is not the adjacency area [see
next paragraph]).

Range of Adjacency Effect (m) the adjacency effect is taken into account in the
computation of the reflectance for the spectral graphs. By default, the value is set to
roughly 1km (transformed to pixels, taking the nominal pixel size of each sensor into
account). If the adjacency effect should be switched off, the value has to be set to 0. To
do this, the Target Box Size has first to be set to 1 (pixels). Then the Range of Adjacency
can be set to 0 (and accordingly resets itself to ½ pixel size of the sensor). As maximum
range (2*box-size) is limited to 99 pixel the default 1km might be less for higher
resolution sensors: e.g. maximum range of the adjacency effect for ASTER (15m) =
pixel size * sensor_resolution/2 -> 99*15/2 = 742m.


Module SPECTRA - control menu (Tab: Spectrum):

By clicking on the Save last spectrum button the user can save the last picked reflectance spectrum in a file. A new menu is opened.
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Save last spectrum:

There are two different possibilities to save information into a file at this point. The first
would be an IMAGINE "*.sif" formatted file, which is the file format used by the
IMAGINE SpecView tool (Spectral Library). The user can specify the filename, a title
text which will appear on top of the graph, as well as a legend text. To be able to view
the saved data with the SpecView tool, one has to save the files in the directory
$IMAGINE_HOME/etc/spectra/erdas. Press Save (ERDAS) to write the data into
the file. The second file format is a simple ASCII text file, which also saves a large
amount of information about the input file and the parameters that were set in the main
menu, as well as detailed information about the used calibration factors etc. It is
recommended to produce such a file when all the parameters that will be used for the
atmospheric correction are chosen, as a means of keeping a protocol for the process.
These files can be stored anywhere (extension *.spc) after defining the filename and
pressing the button Save (ASCII)



The user is encouraged at this point to start generating a library of saved reflectance spectra (*.sif files) as it is possible inside the SPECTRA module to load
previously saved reference spectra and view them along with the target spectra in
a chart window for comparison reasons.

Save Multiple Spectra since the "SpecView" tool inside the IMAGINE spectral profile
tool can deal with spectral files which contain up to 3 spectral graphs, an option has been
created inside SPECTRA to save the last 3 picked spectra in a file in the IMAGINE *.sif
format. The next table contains the information available with the option "Save multiple
spectra". The table shows three reflectance spectra (unit = %) stored as column vectors.
The first column is the center wavelength (µm) of each reflective band of the
corresponding sensor (TM). Counting starts from 1 again if this "save" option was used.



When displaying a ‘Multiple Spectra’ *.sif file in the ATCOR Spectra Module the
first spectrum of the set will be loaded only!
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Three pine targets:
wavelength (microns)

pine0

pine1

0.486000
1.722011
2.161304
0.570000
4.460003
4.388831
0.838000
32.541109
30.979840
1.676000
13.191983
11.870584
2.216000
5.682788
5.096314
Information available with the option "Save multiple spectra".

pine2
1.518603
4.091644
30.840526
12.061701
4.941240

Load Reference Spectrum:

A reference spectrum, either taken from a ground truth measurement or from a spectral
library, is additionally displayed when selecting the push-button Reference spectrum.
This spectrum is displayed in red color. Its wavelength range and the number of
wavelength entries have to agree with the wavelength channels of the selected sensor. A
maximum of 2 reference spectra may be picked for display inside each chart. To be able
to draw a reference spectrum in a chart, there has to be at least one target spectrum inside
this chart display already. Also there always has to be at least one target spectrum in the
list (legend) before a reference spectrum. Therefore it is not possible to delete the last
target spectrum before a reference spectrum, except by pressing "Clear". Reference
spectra are not displayed in the table above each chart. For this reason they can only be
deleted by pressing "Clear" for that chart.
Original Spectra: A standard set of reference spectra is included in the
$IMAGINE_HOME/etc/atcor/refspect/original directory:
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Reference Spectra

Description

agrisoil.sif
baresoil.sif
asphalt.sif
concrete_aged.sif
concrete_fresh.sif
sand.sif
pine.sif

agricultural soil
bare soil
concrete, aged
concrete, fresh
Pines are evergreen and resinous trees. The bark of most pines
is thick and scaly, but some species have thin, flaking bark. The
branches are produced in regular "pseudowhorls", actually a
very tight spiral but appearing like a ring of branches arising
from the same point. The adult leaves or needles, green
(photosynthetic), bundled in clusters (fascicles) of (1-) 2-5 (-6)
needles together, each fascicle produced from a small bud on a
dwarf shoot in the axil of a scale leaf. (in German: “Kiefer”)

meadow.sif

Reference Spectra

Description

spruce.sif

Spruce (etym.: from Polish "z Prus" means "from Prussia") refers
to trees of the Genus Picea. Spruces are large trees, from 20-60 (95) m tall when mature, and can be distinguished by their
whorled branches and conical form. The needles, or leaves, of
spruce trees are attached singly to the branches in a spiral fashion,
each needle on a small peg-like structure called a pulvinus. (in
German: „Fichte“)
dry vegetation
clear (dark) lake-water
lake-water with suspended materials
sea-water
sand shining through clear shallow water

vegetation_dry.sif
lake_dark.sif
lake_bright.sif
sea.sif
water_clear_over_bright_sand.sif

Since these spectra consist of many semi-continuous samples, they cannot be displayed
inside one of the SPECTRA-Reflectance-Chart-windows. To view these spectra the user
selects "OK", which starts the IMAGINE SpecView-tool.
Resampled Spectra: These spectra are also available resampled to the spectral bands
of the supported sensors. The corresponding filenames consist of the original filename
with a two character sensor tag. (e.g.: agrisoil.sif resampled to TM bands results
in a filename: agrisoil_tm.sif).
This library can be found in $IMAGINE_HOME/etc/atcor/refspect/resampled.
Since these data are tailored to each sensor they can be displayed as reference plots in
the ATCOR2 reflectance charts.



The Resampled Spectra option is the preferred option at the start of a project.
The main objective in comparing the measured spectra and a reference spectra is
not to get an exact fit by changing e.g. visibility or atmosphere/aerosol but to get
a consistent trend in the spectra of different targets.

User Data User-supplied reference spectra may be included in any directory and
displayed in the chart viewers. They can be produced by saving picked reflectance plots
in the usual IMAGINE *.sif format. The users are advised to build their own spectral
libraries, using the possibilities given inside this ATCOR2 module. User-supplied
reference spectra may be included in the "./refspect" directory. They must be ASCII
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files consisting of wavelength (micrometer or nanometer unit) and reflectance (%, or
range 0-1), one pair per line.

 Module SPECTRA - control menu (Tab: Calibrate):
Background for the AutoCalibration Function:
For the atmospheric and topographic correction of satellite data ATCOR needs true
radiances at the sensor (aperture). The actual digital number (DN) or gray level imagery
delivered by satellite data providers, usually is not radiance (L) data. A simple linear
relationship has to be employed to convert the DN into L: L = c0 + c1*DN. The band
specific radiometric calibration values c0, c1 are stored in ATCOR calibration files for
each supported sensor.
As a starter, the ATCOR calibration files contain values which are either pre-flight
values or values which have been provided by the satellite data vendors.
In principle, for an optimal result, a specific calibration file should be created for each
image which is being processed using the parameters of the meta-data or being provided
by the data vendor.
As these values sometimes may not be available, an automatic approach has been
implemented in ATCOR: a semi-automatic in-flight calibration-file generation where
the spectrum of a selected target (in an area within the image which is not affected by
haze/clouds [but of course still shows the atmospheric influence]) with a well-known
spectrum either from the internal database or from a spectrum measured by the user,
generates the gain (c0) and bias (c1) values for each spectral band and automatically
writes a new calibration file.
Calibrate has 4 sequential steps to generate the calibration file (*.cal) . This can then
be used during the following processing steps:
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Options:
1. Identify Target

Pick

2. Define Signature

Select

3. Solve Calibration

Solve

4. Confirm Calibration

Accept

With this selection the target can be selected. A target is a area
for which a measured reference spectrum is available. Click on
the button and use the left mouse button to select a reference
target. NOTE: The target should not be affected by haze/clouds.
With this step the signature or spectrum of a known surface (the
reference) must be selected.
Name the new calibration file
Confirm to use the new calibration file in the subsequent
processing.

1. Identify Target:
Identified reference
target (e.g. pine forest)

2. Define Signature:

Select a reference spectrum from the examples. It is possible to create your own
spectra by editing an existing one (be careful with the formatting). The examples
spectra are located in ..\IMAGINE 2013\etc\atcor\refspect\resampled.
pine_tm
wavelength (microns)
0.486000
0.570000
0.661000
0.838000
1.676000
2.216000

pine_tm
4.400000
7.200000
5.600000
34.900002
16.400000
8.700000

Example for pine_tm.sif
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Also make sure to use the correct file naming convention (for “TM” name the file
xxx_tm.sif , where xxx can be set as you like, _tm is the identifier and .sif the
necessary file-extension. For e.g. SPOT use xxx_sp.sif ).

For the correct identifiers check the following table:
Sensor
ASTER
HYPERION
GEOEYE1
IRS-2A LISS-4
IRS-1C/D LISS-3
IRS-1A/B LISS-2
MOS-B
MOMS-02
Landsat-4/5 MSS
Landsat-8 OLI
SPOT-4 MS
SPOT-5 MS
MOMS-02 PAN
Cartosat PAN
IRS-1C/D PAN
MSU-E
SPOT-1/2/3 MS
SPOT-1/2/3 PAN
SPOT-5 PAN
QuickBird PAN
IKONOS 2 PAN
Landsat-7 PAN
OrbView PAN
Landsat-4/5 TM
QuickBird
Landsat-7 ETM+
IKONOS 2 MS
OrbView MS
RapidEye
Pleiades
Theos
WiFS-2 RED/NIR
WiFS-3 RED/N/S
WiFS-4 G/R/N/S

3. Solve Calibration

lii

Identifier
_as.sif
_hy.sif
_g1.sif
_ic.sif
_ir.sif
_mb.sif
_mo.sif
_ms.sif
_ol.sif
_s4.sif

_sp.sif

_tm.sif

_r1.sif
_pl.sif
_th.sif
_w2.sif
_w3.sif
_w4.sif
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4. Confirm Calibration

If Yes is selected, the new calibration file is used for all further processing.

New calibration file

 To verify the parameters defining the atmospheric conditions previously selected
in the main ATCOR menu, it is now possible to select the same target with the
standard SPECTRA procedures and display the target plus the spectra selected for
the calibration target in one of the reflectance charts. Result: both spectra should
(almost) exactly match each other (the reference is equal to the sample).



Note: The Auto-Calibration algorithm uses the currently set parameters for visibility and the atmospheric model to calculate the c0 and c1 values used in the
calibration files. This implies that afterwards the usual SPECTRA procedures to
verify the visibility and atmospheric model should NOT be used with a calibration
file which was generated with Auto-Calibration.

Return to the ATCOR2 Main menu: After having determined an optimal set of
parameters (aerosol type, atmosphere, visibility, calibration file, etc.) with the
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SPECTRA module pressing the button Cancel in the control window will close the
SPECTRA module window and return to the ATCOR2 main menu.
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5.3.2 Functional flowchart of the SPECTRA Module:
SPECTRA Module
Parameters: atmospheric model, sensor calibration file, visibility

Start of the interactive, iterative process
Autocalibration

Pick Target

Evaluate spectra and
compare with reference spectra
Spectra incorrect

All targets ok
Spectra ok

Adjust parameters

Save spectra in library

Pick same target

Pick different target

Exit SPECTRA and continue with the correction
process (Run Correction from Main Menu)

Functional flowchart of the SPECTRA Module for ATCOR2.
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5.3.3 Tips to determine the visibility
In most cases the atmospheric parameters have to be estimated from the image data. The important parameters for atmospheric correction are:
 Aerosol type (e.g. rural, urban…)
 Visibility (aerosol concentration, optical depth)
 Humidity (spectral bands beyond 700 nm, e.g. TM bands 4 to 7)
This information is seldom available for the date and time of image data acquisition. Therefore,
the following strategy is recommended:
Start identifying atmospheric conditions:
 Specify the estimated atmospheric humidity. This may be based on local nearby weather
stations or climatologic charts. The humidity range is dry to very humid: dry (winter,
fall), moderate (US standard, arid), humid (mid-latitude summer), very humid (tropical).
 Specify a first guess of the visibility from the appearance of the image data: low contrast
(VIS < 10 km), average (VIS = 15 km), clear (VIS = 25 km).
Iterations to get to meaningful atmospheric conditions:
 Select a target with low reflectance (less than 10 %) in the blue to red spectral region
(450 - 700 nm). Possible candidates are water and vegetation. Click-on this target in the
image to display its spectrum for the three main aerosol types (urban, rural, other; switch
to the main menu of ATCOR for this selection). Compare these reflectance values with
the following tables. An incorrect aerosol type will cause very low reflectance values.
The aerosol type with the best performance should be selected to continue with the next
step to vary the visibility.
 Assuming a certain start value of the visibility (e.g. VIS=15 km), additional target
spectra should now be evaluated for some lower (e.g. VIS=12 km) and higher visibilities
(e.g. 20 km), from which the appropriate visibility can iteratively be determined. The
decision criterion should be a consistent trend in the spectra of different targets, not the
match of a certain reflectance value for a special target.
 The simultaneous display of reference spectra from the ATCOR library or user-defined
spectra may be helpful.

Target

Blue (0.49µm)

Green (0.55µm) Red (0.66µm)

water
3-5
4–6
dense dark veg.
0.5 - 2.5
2–5
green vegetat.
3-6
6 – 12
agricultural soil
4-8
7 – 12
asphalt (dark)
8-9
9 – 10
asphalt (bright)
14 - 16
16 – 18
Typical reflectance values (%) in different parts of the spectrum

2-3
1-3
4-8
10 - 15
9 - 10
16 - 19

NIR (0.84µm)
0-1
16 - 25
35 - 50
15 - 25
10 - 12
18 - 22

5.4 Haze Removal and Atmospheric Correction Menu
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From the ATCOR2 Main Menu the following Window is be opened when clicking on the button
Run Correction in the ATCOR2 main menu. A quick pre-view processing (DeHaze Preview)
will be active for large images.

5.4.1 Haze Removal
The Haze removal is an independent process of ATCOR and can be used standalone without
the following Atmospheric Correction. If the option Perform Haze Removal before
Correction? is selected with YES the option “Haze Correction” on the right will become
active. If NO is chosen the option “Atmospheric Correction” will become active.


Size of Haze Mask
a) Large Area haze mask (see Chapter 3: HOT  mean( HOT )  0.5 * stdev( HOT )
(This option is the choice in most cases)
b) Compact smaller area haze mask (see Chapter 3: HOT  mean( HOT ) )



Dehazing Method In addition, the user can select between haze removal of “Thin to
Medium” haze or “Thin to Thick” haze. The last option is the choice in most cases.

 NOTE: The algorithm only works for land pixels, so the near infrared band (NIR)
is used to exclude water pixels. If the image does not have a NIR-Band an error
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message will appear. The current implementation provides a mask for haze-overland (coded with 255). The cloud mask is coded with 1.



Cloud Threshold. “Detect all pixels higher than x% reflectance in BLUE band as
cloud”.
With this option the threshold for the cloud mask can interactively be controlled. It is
suggested to leave the initial default (after installation it is a 35. This can be set in the
IMAGINE Preferences, category ATCOR). Only if the resulting cloud mask is not
correct, it might be necessary to find a new value. The range is 10 – 60.
The Correction report gives for e.g. the example image tm_essen.img the following:
“0 cloud pixels (reflectance > 35 percent in BLUE band) detected”



Water Threshold. “Detect all pixels lower than x% reflectance in NIR band as water.”
With this option the threshold for the water mask can interactively be controlled. It is
suggested to leave the initial default (after installation it is a 9. This can be set in the
IMAGINE Preferences, category ATCOR). Only if the resulting water mask is not
correct, it might be necessary to find a new value. The range is 2 – 15.
The Correction report gives for e.g. the example image tm_essen.img the following:
“903 water/snow pixels (reflectance < 9 percent in NIR band) detected”





NOTE: There is a 3rd threshold for snow. This can be set in the IMAGINE
Preferences, category ATCOR. The range is 1 – 30. The default value is a 3.
Remember, water and snow pixels are excluded from haze reduction!

DeHaze Preview. The Constant Atmosphere Module menu has an option on the left
side. The activation depends on the size of the input image. If used, a degradation of the
image will be performed before the Haze Correction. A performance meter will show
the status of the degradation process.
If the input file has an image size of Rows 2  Columns2 < 1000 pixel the option
DeHaze Preview is not active.
This feature should be used for large images to assess if haze-reduction will yield
acceptable results and which parameters should best be used (Size of Haze Mask /
Dehazing Method / Thresholds).

After selecting the above parameters the Option Haze Correction can be started and the Haze
Removal Process begins. The status line explains where it stands and simultaneously the
Correction Report is filled with information:
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Options in the above Menu:


Display Buttons:
= Interactive Zoom In (Step: 2)
= Interactive Zoom Out (Step: 2)
= Fit to Window
= Normal Cursor
= Roam / Rotate
Additionally the standard “Quick View” option (right-mouse-click within a viewer) can
be started with the options: Arrange Layers, Inquire Cursor…, Zoom, Fit Image to
Window and Geo. Link/Unlink…



Select Overlay:
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This option displays the haze-mask which was used in the detection of haze vs. nonhaze areas. Additionally the pixels detected as clouds or snow are shown in blue. This
file is also accessible in the output directory as: <name>-hazemask.img (default
name).
Additionally a haze-levels file is produced. It shows the detected haze as gray levels. It
has the default name: <name>-haze-levels.img. It is used during the haze reduction
process.

Haze mask image (tm_essen_hazemask.img)



Haze level image (tm_essen_haze_levels.img)

Correction Report:
The correction report gives all information concerning the haze calculation. An example
is shown below:

***** Haze Removal *****
0 cloud pixels (reflectance > 35 percent in BLUE band) detected
903 water/snow pixels (reflectance < 9 percent in NIR band) detected
----------------------------903 pixels = 0.3 percent of image area excluded
410.0 percent of image land pixels are clear land
50.7 percent of image land pixels are hazy land
***** time needed for haze removal = 32.0 sec *****
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The following Info Message will appear for the described conditions:
‘‘No clear land pixels found: haze correction not possible.’’
‘‘Snow Band No.X Not Selected!’’
‘‘Haze correction not possible: correlation coefficient for VIS
bands is below 0.80.’’
‘‘Strange HOT histogram: haze correction not possible.’’
= not enough Haze-levels found (>3)
‘‘No haze pixels found after cloud detection.’’

 Limitations:
- The method needs clear and hazy areas. If only limited clear areas are
available within the image (predominantly clouds and haze) the algorithm
fails.
- If the correlation between the blue and red bands is below a certain level
(r < 0.8) the method also fails to produce good results.
- The method can also be used for data without the blue band but will yield less
perfect results.
- The algorithm is not suitable for haze over water.
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5.4.2 Atmospheric correction
The Atmospheric correction is started by clicking on the Atmospheric Correction button in
the Haze Removal and Atmospheric Correction Menu. There will be no further questions
asked. The progress can be seen in the status line.

Menu Constant Atmosphere after Atmospheric Correction


Correction Report:
The correction report gives all information concerning the atmospheric processing. An
example is shown below:

***** Atmospheric Correction *****
Statistics of Band No.1
deltaMAX (before-after) = 23
deltaMIN (before-after) = 57
deltaMEAN (before-after) = 50.03
deltaSTDDEV (before-after) = -1.47

Statistics of Band No.2
deltaMAX (before-after) = -65
deltaMIN (before-after) = 17
deltaMEAN (before-after) = -0.98
deltaSTDDEV (before-after) = -5.47
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Statistics of Band No.3
deltaMAX (before-after) = -67
deltaMIN (before-after) = 9
deltaMEAN (before-after) = -3.59
deltaSTDDEV (before-after) = -6.80

Statistics of Band No.4
deltaMAX (before-after) = -112
deltaMIN (before-after) = 6
deltaMEAN (before-after) = -310.07
deltaSTDDEV (before-after) = -14.38

Statistics of Band No.5
deltaMAX (before-after) = -39
deltaMIN (before-after) = 1
deltaMEAN (before-after) = -14.42
deltaSTDDEV (before-after) = -4.82

Statistics of Band No.6
deltaMAX (before-after) = -40
deltaMIN (before-after) = 55
deltaMEAN (before-after) = 8.83
deltaSTDDEV (before-after) = -13.35

Statistics of Band No.7
deltaMAX (before-after) = -80
deltaMIN (before-after) = 1
deltaMEAN (before-after) = -18.94
deltaSTDDEV (before-after) = -10.06

***** time needed for correction = 13.0 sec *****

Example correction report

 Report File: A report file is automatically produced. It is written into the output
directory (where the output file resides - set in the ATCOR Main Menu) and is
labeled with the extension <output_file>.rep. This ASCII file contains the
history of the processing and the results of the statistics.
 Report File will be saved automatically while starting SPECTRA Module or can be
saved manually with the “Save as …”
 Report File automatically save while changing parameters can be activated by
preference setting change.
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5.5 Simple Haze Removal without Calculation of
Reflectance Values
The two options in ATCOR2 for IMAGINE 2013 Haze Removal and Atmospheric Correction are independent and can be used separately. A pure haze removal operation can also be
run without iterating the atmospheric variables using the SPECTRA module. Also all the
Options of Tab-1 and -2 within the ATCOR Main Menu which deal with setting the atmospheric condition at the time of the data take do not need to be elaborated in detail. Only the
derivation of the Haze-Mask is influenced by the calibration file.

5.6 Panchromatic Sensors
Panchromatic images can be corrected within ATCOR2 with the Atmospheric Correction
option. A Haze removal is not possible as no bands for an estimation of the haze are available.
The effect of an atmospheric correction is -as no haze removal is done- sometimes not very
much recognizable. Only the adjacency effect might be compensated and e.g. roads running
through dark forested regions might appear brighter. For rugged terrain a correction might be
worthwhile as ATCOR3 as well compensates for a topographic effect (shadow removal).

5.7 Data Meta Information to run an ATCOR2 session
ATCOR2 Input Parameters
Acquisition Date (Day and Month)
Sequence of Input Bands (Layers)
Sensor type
Gain Settings of the Sensor (menu pops up if
sensor has variable Gain Setting)
Calibration-File
Solar Zenith Angle
Model for Aerosol

Model for Solar Region

Model for Thermal Region (if thermal Band is
included)
Ground Visibility
Ground Elevation

Source
Available in the Meta-Data of the Satellite Scene.
Available in the Meta-Data of the Satellite Scene or set individually.
All Sensors supported can be selected.
Available in the Meta-Data of the Satellite Scene or already included in the
Calibration-File.
Examples to start from are available in the ATCOR2 menu. Detailed values can
be extracted from meta-data of the satellite scene or the data provider.
Available in the Meta-Data of the Satellite Scene.
Library is available from ATCOR2 Menu. External Models cannot be
incorporated. If unavailable parameters can be assumed and checked with
SPECTRA Module.
Library is available from ATCOR2 Menu. External Models cannot be
incorporated. If unavailable parameters can be assumed and checked with
SPECTRA Module.
Library is available from ATCOR2 Menu. External Models cannot be
incorporated. If unavailable parameters can be assumed and checked with
SPECTRA Module.
Available from local Meteorological-Data.
Parameters can be assumed and checked with SPECTRA Module.
Average elevation available from Ground Truth / topographic map.

The parameters listed above are necessary to run an ATCOR2 session.
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6

ATCOR2 Sample Case

6.1 Landsat 5 TM Scene
As an example of an ATCOR2 processing a Landsat TM image is shown in the following
chapter. This example is also available after installation on your PC where it is installed (if
chosen during installation) in the directory: $IMAGINE_HOME/examples/atcor2
For a starter and any demo purposes the following ATCOR project file can be used:
$IMAGINE_HOME/examples/atcor2/tm_essen.rep. It already contains all necessary
parameters.
Processing Parameters (Report File):
<<<ATCOR2>>>
<<MainMenu>>
<FileSpecifications>
InputRasterFile = $IMAGINE_HOME/examples/atcor2/tm_essen.img
OutputRasterFile = $IMAGINE_HOME/examples/atcor2/test.img
Day = 20
Month = 8
Year = 1989
LayerBandAssignment = 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
FromBand = 1
ToBand = 7
Fcref[] = 4.000000
Fctem[] = 4.000000
Offtem[] = 0.000000
<GeometrieSpecifications>
Sensor = Landsat-4/5 TM
CalibrationFile = $IMAGINE_HOME/examples/atcor2/tm5_essen.cal
<SensorSpecifications>
SolarZenith[degree] = 43.000000
SolarAzimuth[degree] = 0.000000
AverageGroundElevation[km] = 0.100000
<AtmosphericSelections:Visibility>
SceneVisibility[km] = 35.000000
<AtmosphericSelections:Aerosoltype>
SolarAtm = rural
SolarAerosolType = midlat_summer_rural
ThermalAtm = midlat_summer

<<SpectraModule>>
<Parameter>
K0 = 209.472000
<BoxSize>
TargetBox[Pixels] = 5
AdjacencyRange[m] = 1005.000000

<<ConstantAtmosphereModule>>
<HazeRemovalOptions>
HazeRemovalDone = Yes
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SizeOfHazeMask = LargeArea
DehazingMethod = ThinToThick
<BRDFOptions>
BRDFCorrectionDone = Yes
EmpiricalBRDFFunctionG = (1)
ThresholdAngleBeta_t[degree] = 65.000000
LowerBoundaryg = 0.250000

File name:
Location:
Size:
Date of Acquisition:
Bands:
Solar zenith angle:
Ground elevation
Atmosphere (solar and thermal)
Calibration file
Visibility

Tm5_essen.img
Near city of Essen, Germany
512 x 512 pixel
August 20, 1989
1-7, Thermal band is #6
43°
0.1 km ASL
Mid-latitude summer, rural aerosol
tm5_essen.cal
35km

This example can be tested with ATCOR2 (Haze reduction and Atmospheric correction)
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Landsat5 TM scene near the city of Essen (Germany).
Left: raw image, Right: after haze reduction and atmospheric correction.

The scene contains haze and a cloud region, the atmospheric correction removes most of the
haze. The visibility mask (left image on the next page) is clearly displaying the haze regions.
The figure on the following page shows spectra taken from the corrected image. Although no
comparison with ground truth reflectance spectra is available, the retrieved spectra show the
typical behavior to be expected for vegetation and bare soil (Huete 1987). Also, the bare soil
spectra (clear / hazy part of scene) do agree well considering the possible variation encountered
in nature, indicating a successful performance of the haze removal part of the atmospheric
correction.
A surface brightness temperature map is calculated from the thermal band of TM. Results for
some selected surface cover types are: lakes 20 - 25°C, coniferous forest 25 - 28°C, meadows
30 - 35°C, bare soil 40 - 50°C. Since the temperature derivation is based on a surface emissivity
of 0.98 (emissivity of water in this band) the temperature of lakes will be surface kinetic
temperatures. The emissivity of vegetation and soil in the 10 - 12 µm region typically varies
between 0.95 and 0.99 (Buettner and Kern 1965; Sutherland 1986; Salisbury and D'Aria 1992)
resulting in an approximate 2°C underestimation of the kinetic temperature at an emissivity of
0.95. However, the at-satellite brightness temperature may be off by 10°C, see chapter 3.2.
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Landsat5 TM scene near the city of Essen (Germany).
Left: Visibility Mask, Right: Brightness Temperature Map.

Reflectance spectra of the TM scene.
solid : bare soil, taken from clear part of the scene
dotted: bare soil, taken from hazy part of the scene
dashed: deciduous forest, dash-dot : coniferous forest
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7

Discussion and Tips

In this section the possibilities and limitations of the spatially adaptive atmospheric correction
algorithm are discussed. The following sections contain some tips about the selection of the
atmosphere and sensor calibration files.
It is well known that the sensitivity of optical space sensors changes with time, usually the
sensitivity decay is strongest at the beginning. Therefore, the preflight calibration may not be
applicable and experiments for an in-flight calibration are conducted to derive new calibration
coefficients (offset and gain for a linear relationship between digital number and radiance) for
each band (Singh and Cracknell 1985; Slater et al., 1987; Price 1989). The effect of a degradation in the instrument sensitivity is a decrease of the recorded radiance, and if the preflight
calibration is used the retrieved apparent surface reflectance will be smaller than the true one.
The reduced optical depth will result in a smaller atmospheric correction. Some numerical results are given elsewhere (Kaufman and Sendra 1988). With ATCOR2, the influence of sensor
calibration on the derived spectra can interactively be assessed. A file with the results of the
latest in-flight calibration may easily be added to the existing calibration files.
The advantages of the implemented algorithm are:
1. Results of radiative transfer calculations are stored in a database of look-up tables,
enabling a fast atmospheric correction algorithm.
2. Data of the thermal band of the TM (on Landsat 5 and 7) as well as ASTER band 13
are converted into a ground brightness temperature image, as opposed to an at-satellite
brightness temperature image.
The limitations of the algorithm are:
1. It assumes horizontal surfaces of Lambertian reflectance. Usually this assumption will
not have a strong effect on the correction (Lee and Kaufman 1986). However, large
errors can be expected for viewing directions close to specular reflection and
backscattering.
2. It neglects the scan angle dependence of the radiance and transmittance functions, so it
is restricted to sensors with a small field of view.
The next two sections contain tips concerning the choice of the appropriate atmosphere and
aerosol from the database. A discussion on the sensor calibration files is also included.

7.1 Selection of atmosphere and aerosol
The main difference between the atmospheres offered in the catalog consists in the temperature
and water vapor profiles see chapter 8. The atmosphere closest to the (measured or assumed)
conditions of the scene to be processed should be selected. Thus, a mid-latitude summer
atmosphere might be selected for a specific US scene acquired by Landsat TM, and a US
standard atmosphere might be appropriate for a European scene.
The US standard atmosphere is often appropriate for the spring or fall season conditions in
central Europe.
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Data of TM bands 1 - 3 (MSS bands 1 and 2, SPOT bands 1 and 2) are almost not influenced
by the water vapor content of the atmosphere. TM bands 4, 5, 7 (MSS bands 3 and 4, SPOT
band 3) show a moderate dependence of the measured signal on the water vapor content. Data
of all bands of sensors in the 0.4 - 2.5 µm region strongly depend on the aerosol type and
visibility (optical depth).
Presently, there are four aerosol types (Shettle and Fenn 1979; Kneizys et al. 1983) in the catalog:
1. rural: it represents the aerosol conditions one finds in continental areas which are not
influenced by urban and / or industrial aerosol sources.
2. urban: in urban areas the rural aerosol background gets modified by the addition of
aerosols from combustion products and industrial sources.
3. desert: it represents dry sandy aerosol conditions, where the ground visibility depends
on the wind speed.
4. maritime: These aerosols are largely sea-salt particles which are produced by the
evaporation of sea-spray droplets. Together with the background aerosol of more or
less pronounced continental character they form a fairly uniform maritime aerosol
which is representative in the lowest 2 - 3 km layer of the atmosphere over the oceans,
but which also occurs over the continents in a maritime air mass. The navy maritime
aerosol of LOWTRAN / MODTRAN (air mass character ICSTL=3) is selected here.
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8

Sensor calibration files

NOTE: For a detailed description of many of the supported Sensors in ATCOR for IMAGINE
refer to the web page http://www.atcor.de/sensor-calibration. On this location you will find
updated information on the different sensors, its geometry as input into the ATCOR menu as
well as information on the radiometry and how to construct the calibration file.
The reflectance calculation depends on the sensor calibration coefficients c 0 
i and c1i , see
chapter 9, equation (9.1). Nominal values of these coefficients for each band i are given in the
appropriate calibration files (extension " .cal" and located at $IMAGINE_HOME/etc/atcor/
cal/<sensor>). For Landsat-4/5 TM, the accuracy of the calibration values is estimated to
be 5 - 14 per cent (Slater et al. 1987, Price 1989). Calibration coefficients from literature may
differ slightly. One reason is that different radiative transfer codes can yield slightly different
radiances, which in turn will lead to reflectance differences. A second reason is that different
ground receiving stations use different processing algorithms and processing techniques may
change. Finally, there are different level products available (e.g. Level-0, Level-1). Last but not
least the sensitivity of instruments may change with time. So updated calibration files may be
included with time.
Since the suppliers of satellite images deliver calibration information in various units it is
important to stick to the radiance unit employed in ATCOR, which is [ mW cm-2 sr-1 µm-1]. So
for all sensors this unit should be used except for SPOT where the unit [ W -1 m2 sr µm ] is
employed (see below).



Negative reflectance values in the measured Spectra: Some of the default calibration
files provided (<sensor>.cal and/or <sensor>_template.cal can be used as a first
starting point. If e.g. the reflectance values in the SPECTRA module are consistently in
the negative range regardless of the visibility and/or aerosol/humidity model used it is
likely that wrong values in the calibration-file cause this negative trend. Then check the
above mentioned website for new values and how to retrieve them from the meta-data. A
second possibility -if no values are available- is to manually adapt iteratively the c0 and
c1 values of the cal-file always comparing with the provided reference spectra. (The *.calfiles are located in the directory: $IMAGINE_HOME/etc/atcor/cal/<sensor>])
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 Example format of a *.cal file (tm5_essen.cal):
7
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

c0
-0.2100
-0.2310
-0.2302
-0.1945
-0.0217
0.1240
-0.0153

c1
0.0626
0.1205
0.0880
0.0873
0.0130
0.00563
0.0070

[mW/cm2 sr micron]

c0 and c1 values in [mW/cm2 sr micron]
Number of bands in this file
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9 Altitude Profile of Standard Atmospheres
This chapter contains tables of pressure, air temperature, and humidity in the altitude region 0
- 5 km. The tables were taken from the MODTRAN model. Only the lower 5 km altitudes are
shown, since this region usually contains about 95 % of the total water vapor column. The tables
are intended to guide the user in the selection of the appropriate atmosphere. The atmosphere
closest to the measured or assumed water vapor profile for the current scene should be selected.
The fall, arid, dry, and humid atmospheres are not a MODTRAN standard, they were added as
a useful supplement.
The water columns of earlier ATCOR versions (before 2000) were based on equivalent sea
level columns (MODTRAN2 output). Now, vertical ground-to-space water vapor columns
(MODTRAN-4) are given. These values are about 20-30% higher than the previous values.
The following tables are ordered according to an increasing water vapor content.






Mid-latitude winter: u = 0.85 (gcm-2)
Fall (autumn): u = 1.14 (gcm-2)
US Standard: u = 1.42 (gcm-2)
Mid-latitude summer: u = 2.92 (gcm-2)
Tropical: u = 4.11 (gcm-2)
altitude
(km)

pressure
(mbar)

temperature
(°C)

0
1017
-1.0
1
897
-4.5
2
789
-8.0
3
694
-11.5
4
608
-17.5
5
531
-23.5
Altitude profile of the mid-latitude winter atmosphere.
Total (ground-to-space) water vapor content = 0.85 (g cm –2)

altitude
(km)

pressure
(mbar)

temperature
(°C)

0
1013
10.0
1
902
3.0
2
802
-1.0
3
710
-5.0
4
628
-9.1
5
554
-14.0
Altitude profile of the fall (autumn) atmosphere.
Total (ground-to-space) water vapor content = 1.14 (g cm –2)

rel. humidity
(%)
77
70
65
57
50
47

rel. humidity
(%)
56
47
41
40
40
40

abs. humidity
(g/m3)
3.5
2.5
1.8
1.2
0.7
0.4

abs. humidity
(g/m3)
5.2
2.8
1.9
1.4
1.0
0.6
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altitude
(km)

pressure
(mbar)

temperature
(°C)

0
1013
15.0
1
900
8.5
2
795
2.0
3
701
-4.5
4
616
-11.0
5
540
-17.5
Altitude profile of the 1976 US Standard atmosphere.
Total (ground-to-space) water vapor content = 1.42 (g cm –2)

altitude
(km)

pressure
(mbar)

temperature
(°C)

0
1013
21.0
1
902
16.5
2
802
12.0
3
710
6.0
4
628
0.0
5
554
-6.0
Altitude profile of the mid-latitude summer atmosphere.
Total (ground-to-space) water vapor content = 2.92 (g cm –2)

altitude
(km)

pressure
(mbar)

temperature
(°C)

0
1013
26.4
1
904
20.4
2
805
14.4
3
715
10.4
4
633
3.8
5
559
-3.0
Altitude profile of the tropical atmosphere.
Total (ground-to-space) water vapor content = 4.11 (g cm –2)
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rel. humidity
(%)
46
49
52
51
50
48

rel. humidity
(%)
76
66
55
45
39
31

rel. humidity
(%)
75
73
74
48
35
38

abs. humidity
(g/m3)
5.9
4.2
2.9
1.8
1.1
0.6

abs. humidity
(g/m3)
13.9
10.0
5.9
3.9
1.9
1.0

abs. humidity
(g/m3)
18.9
13.0
10.0
4.7
2.2
1.5
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10

Theory of Atmospheric Correction

This chapter summarizes the equations used by model ATCOR2. The reflective and thermal
spectral region are treated separately, since the influence of the sun dominates in the solar reflective region, while it can usually be neglected in the thermal region.

10.1 Solar spectral region: small field-of-view sensors
Since the field-of-view is small, the sun angle and the radiance and transmittance functions are
evaluated for the image center and treated as independent of scan angle. The first step of the
algorithm compares measured and model-derived planetary (earth / atmosphere) albedos to
calculate the surface reflectance. The measured planetary albedo  p is related to the digital
number (DN) in channel i (Markham and Barker, 1985):

 Li  d 2
 d2
c 0 i  c1 i  DN
 p (Measurement) =

E s i  cos s
E s i  cos s

(10.1)

where Li  , E s i  , c 0 i , and c1i are spectral radiance, extraterrestrial solar irradiance,
offset and slope of calibration coefficients, respectively, i is the center wavelength,  s is the
solar zenith angle, and d is the earth - sun distance in astronomical units.
The model-derived planetary albedo is given below (eq. 10.4 to 10.6). The model first calculates
the solar radiance reflected from a uniform Lambert surface of reflectance    , which is
received by a spaceborne sensor (Kaufman, 1985):
L(  )  L 0 (  ) 

E g  



 ( )   dir     dif   

(10.2)

where L 0 , E g ,  dir , and  dif are path radiance for a black ground (   0 ), global flux on the
ground, and direct and diffuse transmittance (ground to sensor), respectively. The global flux
E g is the sum of the direct flux E dir  E S cos S  S (  S is the beam transmittance sun-toground) and the diffuse downwelling flux E dif , i.e., E g  E dir  E dif . Model MODTRAN-2
defines a path radiance L p that includes the diffusely reflected ground radiation according to:
L p    L 0   

E g  



    dif  

(10.0)

Thus, L 0 = L p can be obtained by a MODTRAN run with   0 . The term  dif , which is
needed in the second step of the algorithm, can then be evaluated from equation (10.0).
The model-derived planetary albedo is now calculated with band-integrated terms using the
SENSAT-5 code (Richter, 1994):

 p Model  a0 Atm,  v ,  s ,    a1 Atm,  v ,  s   

(10.4)
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2

a0 

 R   L0 (  ) d


cos  s

1
2

(10.5)

 R   E s   d

1
2

1
a1 
cos s

 R   E g    dir     dif   d

1

(10.6)

2

 R   E s   d

1

where  is the average in-band surface reflectance, Atm indicates the dependence on atmospheric parameters,  v is the sensor view angle,  is the relative azimuth angle, and R is the
normalized spectral response function of the sensor.
If the measured planetary albedo (equation 10.1) agrees with the model-derived value
(equations 9.4 to 9.6) the first step of the algorithm yields the surface reflectance  (1) :

 1 


 d2

 E s i  cos s

1
a1

10.1.1



 c 0 i   c1 i  DN   a 0 


(10.7)

Approximate correction of the adjacency effect

The adjacency effect (Pearce, 1977; Dave, 1980) describes the influence of atmospheric
crosstalk in modifying the radiances of adjacent fields of different reflectance. An upper limit
of the range of this effect is about 2 - 3 km (Kaufman, 1985), assuming large homogeneous
surfaces several times the length of the aerosol scale height (1 - 3 km). However, for typical
remote sensing conditions the effective range of the adjacency effect is between 500 m and
1000 m (Tornow, 1993).
Since the strength of the adjacency effect depends on the reflectance differences of neighboring
fields, a low pass reflectance image is calculated from the  (1) image, describing the average
reflectance in the neighborhood of each pixel. This operation is implemented as an N N pixel
low pass filter:



(1)



1
N

2

N2

  j1

(10.8)

j1

The model-derived reflectance  (1) of equation (10.7) is based on the assumption of a Lambert
ground (see equation 10.2), whereas the measurement (equation 10.1) actually consists of the
direct reflected radiance from the pixel with surface reflectance  and the diffuse background
reflectance  (1) from the neighborhood :
L   L 0   

E g  



   dir   

E g  



 (1)   dif  

Comparing equations (10.2) and (10.9) one obtains
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 1  dir   dif    dir   (1) dif

(10.10)

from which the final surface reflectance    2  results:



 2    1  q  1   (1)



(9.11)

where
q

 dif  
    R   d
1 dir

2

10.1.2

(9.12)

Range of the adjacency effect

Since the typical effective range of the adjacency effect is about 500-1,000 m, the low pass
filter size must be twice this value, because the pixel under consideration is in the center of the
filter. Therefore, the filter size must be about 1-2 km and the appropriate window size N in
equation (10.8) is the pixel equivalent of 1 - 2 km (e.g. Landsat TM: 33 - 67 pixels).
Since the adjacency effect is a second order effect, the exact choice of the window size N usually
is not of critical influence on the final reflectance values.
The exception occurs for neighboring regions of large reflectance difference like ocean/land
borders or lakes surrounded with vegetated fields. In the NIR spectral region (750 - 1000 nm)
the reflectance of water is about 0 - 1% while vegetation typically ranges above 40 %. In cases
of high atmospheric scattering efficiency, the adjacency influence may range to 2 – 3 km
requiring a filter size of twice that range. The appropriate effective range can iteratively be
determined: If the range is too small the central lake area will have higher retrieved reflectance
values (e.g. 3 - 5%) than the border region (e.g. 1 %). Increasing the filter size will finally yield
the same low reflectance values (1 %) in the border area and far off the border.
In the thermal spectral region, the adjacency effect can be neglected because the scattering
efficiency strongly decreases with wavelength (Tanre, 1987; Richter, 1990).
10.1.3

Range-dependence of the adjacency effect

The last equation has been extended to include the range-dependent exponential decrease of the
adjacency effect as an option:
R




 f ( x, y)   ( x, y)  q   ( x, y)    (r ) A(r ) exp( r / rs ) dr 


0



(10.13)

Here, R is the range where the intensity of the adjacency effect has dropped to the 10% level
(i.e. r=R=2.3 rs, where rs is a scale range), (r) is the reflectance at the range r from the (x,y)
position and A(r) is the area of a circular zone from r to r+dr. Usually, R is about 0.5 - 1 km, it
may extend to about 2 - 3 km depending of the aerosol height distribution (Kaufman 1984).
Evaluating eq. (10.13) for a sequence of nR discrete square regions, defined by low pass filtering
of the reflectance image  ( x, y ) , one obtains



nR




 f ( x , y)   ( x , y)  q   ( x , y)    i w i 
i 1

(10.14)
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where
wi 

1
nR

 Wi

Wi and Wi 

ri

 A(r ) exp( r) dr

ri 1



ri

 ( 2r )

2

exp( r ) dr

(9.15)

ri 1

i 1

The regions extend from ri-1 to ri , where r0 = 0. Since the sequence of moving digital low pass
filters works with square filters of size 2ri  2ri , the area A(r) is approximated as the
corresponding square region A(r) = (2r)2 .
Example: for nR=5 regions the radii were defined as ri = [0.45, 0.65, 0.80, 0.90, 1.0]  R The
corresponding weight factors are wi = [0.24, 0.24, 0.22, 0.15, 0.15]. The radii were selected
such that the first three regions contribute 70% of the total weight, regions 4 and 5 each share
15% of the total weight.
For nR=4 regions the radii are defined as ri = [0.52, 0.75, 0.90, 1.0]  R with wi = [0.315, 0.3101,
0.2249, 0.15], for nR=3 the definition is ri = [0.65, 0.90, 1.0]  R with wi = [0.4698, 0.3757,
0.1545], and for nR=2 the assignment is ri = [0.7, 1.0]  R with wi = [0.5355, 0.4645].
In the special case of an isolated pixel of reflectance  surrounded by a uniform background of
reflectance  b equation (10.14) agrees with the simpler equation (10.11), i.e.
 f    q (    b ) , and for  b   one obtains  f   . So, equation (10.14) fulfills a
necessary boundary condition.

10.1.4
Accounting for the dependence of the global flux on
background reflectance
The diffuse solar flux E dif that contributes to the term E g of equation (10.2) depends slightly
on the background reflectance  and the ATCOR database contains values for average
background conditions, e.g.  =  ref = 0.15. The exact relationship for the reflected radiance
of equation (9.2) is (Kaufman 1985) :
L1   v

 t E g (   0)
 1  s

(10.16)

where  t is the reflectance of the considered target pixel, E g is the global (direct plus diffuse)
solar flux on the ground for a zero reflectance ground,  is the local background reflectance,
and s is the spherical albedo, i.e. the fraction of the upward solar flux backscattered by the
atmosphere to the surface. Usually, s is rather small, typical values are s=0.12 at 550 nm and
s=0.06 at 850 nm. If the default option of adjacency correction is accepted, the local background
reflectance  (x,y) is calculated and this provides an opportunity to update the target
reflectance:

 t (update )   t  1  (    ref ) s



(10.17)

The updated values are usually close to the previous values, since (    ref ) s  0.02 in most
cases. For very high reflectance backgrounds with (    ref )  0.5 and s in the range 0.150.25 (in the blue spectral region) the updated reflectance values will be lowered by 7-12% .
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10.1.5

Numerically fast atmospheric correction algorithm

If the atmospheric correction functions L 0 , E S , E g ,  dir ,  dif , q, and s are known, the ground
reflectance in each band can be calculated (eq.'s 10.7, 10.8, 10.11, 10.17).
The atmospheric database contains the necessary path radiance, direct and diffuse solar fluxes,
and transmittance functions stored in look-up tables. For a wide range of atmospheric conditions
and solar zenith angles, this database enables the conversion of raw data images into ground
reflectance images if the DN-to-radiance calibration coefficients are known.
The small angle approximation is used by model ATCOR2 to generate a numerically fast
algorithm. This means the sensor - ground - sun geometry is fixed for each image and the sensor
swath angle is small. In this case, the angular dependence of the radiance / transmittance
functions can be neglected within the small swath angle range. For nadir-looking sensors the
atmospheric correction functions are evaluated for the nadir view angle. For tiltable sensors like
SPOT or Quick Bird a discrete set of tilt angles (0° = nadir, 10° off-nadir, 20°, and 27° for
SPOT, 30° for Quick Bird) is provided in the database. For across-track tilt sensors like SPOT
two relative azimuth angles, i.e. angle between sensor-line-of-sight and solar azimuth, are
included for each tilt angle: 30° (tilt east) and 150° (tilt west). For the omnidirectional tilt sensor
Quick Bird four relative azimuth angles are provided: 30° (tilt east), 150° (tilt west), 120° (tilt
north), and 60° (tilt south).
A discussion of the error bounds due to the small angle approximation is given elsewhere
(Richter 1991).

10.2 Solar spectral region: wide field-of-view sensors
For wide field-of-view sensors the radiance at the sensor depends on the view angle  v , solar
zenith angle  S , the relative azimuth angle  (angle between scan line azimuth and solar
azimuth, different for left and right part of image), and on atmospheric parameters:
L( v , S ,  )  L 0 ( v , S ,  )   dir ( v )   dif ( v )   E dir ( S )  E dif ( S ) / 

This equation is replaced by:





*
L( v , S ,  )  L*0 ( v , S ,  )   dir ( v )   dif
( v  0)  E dir ( S )  E dif ( S ) / 

(10.18)

(10.19)

where the quantities with an asterisk indicate approximations :

L*0 ( v , S ,  )  L 0 ( v  0, S,nadir ) *  ( v ,  )

(10.20)

So, the view angle dependence and the change of solar zenith angle within the scene are taken
into account and two approximations are being used:
For the diffuse ground-to-sensor transmittance  dif ( V ) the nadir value is taken and the view
angle dependence is neglected (relative error less than 1-2% for  v < 30°).
For the path radiance a correction function  ( V ,  ) is applied that depends on view angle and
relative azimuth angle. It is calculated with the MODTRAN code for the rural and urban aerosol
employing the maximum sensor specific off-nadir view angles (e.g. 26° for WiFS) and a
reference relative azimuth angle between the solar azimuth and the scan line pointing to east
(e.g.   30 for WiFS, right part of image). The relative azimuth angle for the left part of the
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image is the complement to 180° (e.g.   150 ). The path radiance for view angles between
nadir and the maximum off-nadir view angle are calculated with linear interpolation.
The solar zenith angle has to be specified for the image corners and a bilinear interpolation is
applied to determine the sun angle for each pixel.
The relative azimuth angle  can change with the day of the year (even for sun-synchronous
satellites) , and it also depends on the geographic latitude. In addition, it can even be different
for satellites of the same series (e.g., the IRS-1C and IRS-1D satellites with the WiFS sensor
have different equator crossing times). Therefore, the presented approach is a compromise to
put no additional burden on the user (concerning an input for the relative azimuth angle) and to
avoid a much larger ATCOR database and corresponding execution times.
A separate investigation showed that the relative reflectance errors increase with increasing
solar zenith angle, they decrease with wavelength, because the path radiance decreases with
wavelength. The errors also decrease with rising surface reflectance, because the relative
contribution of the path radiance to the total radiance decreases.
For sensors such as IRS-WiFS with spectral bands  > 550 nm and a FOV=52.2° , i.e. off-nadir
view angles  26.1°, the variation of solar and viewing geometry can often be neglected, since
the error is less than 10-15%, see the dashed curves. Much larger uncertainties can arise from
bidirectional surface reflectance behavior and / or a change of the aerosol type (single scattering
albedo, scattering phase function) within the scene.
If the deviation of the solar zenith angle with respect to the image center is less than 2° the sun
angle is treated as constant and only the view angle dependence is taken into account in equation
(10.19).

10.3 Thermal spectral region (8-14 µm)
The the radiance equation in the thermal spectral region can be written as (Kahle et al. 1980,
Richter 1994a, Gillespie et al. 1998) :
L  Lp   v  Lsurf (T )   v (1   ) Eth / 

(10.21)

where
at-sensor radiance ;
L
thermal path radiance ;
Lp

v
T
Lsurf

ground-to-sensor atmospheric transmittance ;
surface emissivity ;
surface temperature ;
blackbody radiance at the ground surface ;

E th

thermal downwelling flux on the ground.



The second term of equation (10.21) is emitted surface radiance reaching the sensor, the third
term is the reflected surface radiance attenuated by the atmosphere. The spectral band index is
omitted for brevity.
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The relationship between surface radiance Lsurf and temperature T depends on Planck’s
blackbody function Lbb (  , T ) and the spectral channel response:
2

 Lbb (  , T )R(  ) d

Lsurf ( T ) 

1

2

(10.22)

 R(  ) d

1

For a discrete temperature interval T =(T1,T2) and increment (e.g., T1=270 K, T2=330 K,
increment 1 Kelvin) equation (10.22) is solved numerically and the temperature / radiance
relationship is approximated by a second order polynomial fit :

T  k0  k 1 Lsurf  k 2 L2surf

(10.23)

The table at the end of this paragraph shows the polynomial coefficients for different
temperature ranges.

10.3.1

Temperature / emissivity separation

For a sensor with n thermal channels there are n equations of (10.21) with n+1 unknowns,
namely the n surface emissivity plus a surface temperature. So, the system of equations (10.21)
is always underdetermined. Several possibilities exist to address this problem (Gillespie et al.
1996). In model ATCOR the user can select a constant emissivity value of 0.98 for the scene
or a surface cover dependent emissivity value. This value is based on a classification of the
previously calculated surface reflectance spectrum of each pixel. Three surface cover classes
are currently employed:
(1) soil / asphalt / mixed pixels (assigned emissivity value = 0.96)
determined with (RED) > 10 %
(2) vegetation pixels (assigned emissivity value = 0.97) determined
with (NIR)/ (RED) > 2
(3) water and unclassified pixels are assigned the emissivity value = 0.98
After the emissivity is assigned in one channel, this channel can be used for the surface
temperature retrieval. In cases of multispectral thermal bands and when the emissivity spectrum
is of interest, the remaining channels can be used to solve for the remaining n-1 emissivity,
employing one of the standard algorithms from literature (Gillespie et al. 1996). The advantage
of the proposed classification approach is that it also works for instruments with only a single
thermal band such as Landsat-5 TM.
The influence due to neglecting of the scan angle dependence is usually less than 0.1°C for the
standard atmospheres of the database. It may increase to 0.2°C in some cases.
For the same visibility the difference between the aerosol types (rural, urban, maritime, and
desert) plays a minor role in the thermal spectral region. The corresponding errors are less than
0.1°C. Therefore, all atmospheres are calculated with the rural aerosol and the aerosol type is
not included as an identifier in the filename, see chapter 8.
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The ground brightness temperature image is normally scaled with fctem = 4, i.e. a DN value of
40 corresponds to a ground temperature of 10°C. In case of negative Celsius temperatures
(winter scenes) the gray level range has to be shifted to positive 8 bit values by specifying an
appropriate temperature offset “offtem”, see eq. 4.1 .
Another possibility is to use a scale factor of 10 (or higher) for the reflectance and temperature
data. In this case the output image is scaled as 16 bit integer and negative surface temperatures
fit in the data range, so the default temperature offset offtem=0 does not have to be modified.
sensor

temperature range

polynomial coefficients

Landsat-5 TM

270-330 K
= 0.35 K

k0 = 209.472
k1 = 0.0117981
k2=-2.20952E-7
k0 = 197.565
k1 = 0.0149736
k2=-4.26995E-7
k0 = 210.600
k1 = 0.0115457
k2=-2.15424E-7
k0 = 198.563
k1 = 0.0147329
k2=-4.20792E-7
k0 = 214.144
k1 = 0.0107391
k2=-1.96480E-7
k0 = 201.752
k1 = 0.0139405
k2=-3.97209E-7

250-300 K
= 0.30 K
Landsat-7 ETM+

270-330 K
= 0.36 K
250-300 K
= 0.31 K

Aster band 13

270-330 K
= 0.40 K
250-300 K
= 0.35 K

Second order polynomial fit coefficients for two temperature ranges.  is the maximum temperature
error due to the polynomial fit. For the ASTER sensor the thermal band 13 (10.25-10.95 µm, see
Appendix A) is selected for the temperature evaluation.
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12 Overview
This manual describes ATCOR3 for IMAGINE, a method for the radiometric correction of
satellite imagery over rugged terrain to remove atmospheric and topographic effects. The
algorithm accounts for the height dependence of the atmospheric radiance and transmittance
functions to simulate the simplified properties of a 3D atmosphere. A database has been compiled that contains the results of radiative transfer calculations (atmospheric transmittance, path
radiance, direct and diffuse solar flux, MODTRAN 4 code with the DISORT option using 8
streams) for a wide range of weather conditions. A Digital Elevation Model (DEM) is used to
obtain information about surface elevation, slope, and orientation. Based on the Lambertian
assumption the surface reflectance in rugged terrain is calculated for the specified atmospheric
conditions. Regions with extreme illumination geometries sensitive to BRDF effects can be
optionally processed separately using empirical geometric functions.
ATCOR3 was developed mainly for high spatial resolution satellite sensors with a small swath
angle such as LANDSAT TM and SPOT HRV, since some simplifying assumptions were made
to reduce the required image processing time.
A limited number of wide field-of-view sensors such as IRS-1C WiFS is also supported in the
ATCOR3 module.
Multispectral and panchromatic imagery can be processed for the elevation range from 0 to 8.5
km above sea level.
A separate model (ATCOR2) exists for processing of imagery of flat terrain. Both ATCOR
models include an option to derive value adding products such as leaf area index (LAI), absorbed photosynthetically active radiation (FPAR), and surface energy balance components
(absorbed solar radiation flux, net radiation, etc.).
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13 Introduction
The quantitative evaluation of multispectral satellite imagery over rugged terrain has been an
area of research for a number of reasons, e.g., improved land use classification, assessment of
erosion hazards, water runoff estimation and resource management, and multi-temporal
monitoring. The current generation of high spatial resolution satellite sensors such as IKONOS
and QuickBird provide multispectral and panchromatic imagery of 3-4 m and 1 m resolution,
respectively. These products have opened exciting new applications in topographic mapping,
GIS, urban planning, environmental management, intelligence, and defense. The correction of
atmospheric and topographic effects is an important processing step to enhance the data quality,
help the interpreter, and improve the performance of subsequent processing, e.g., classification
algorithms.
Basically, two different approaches have been used to correct for the varying illumination and
reflection geometry caused by the topography. The first employs band ratios (Holben and
Justice 1980) and statistical transformations such as principal component or regression
techniques (Civco 1989) to derive a band-specific and scene-dependent correction. The second
approach employs a radiative transfer code to obtain a deterministic description of the
correction of topographic effects (Conese 1993). The advantage of the second method is that
scene-dependent empirical techniques are avoided. The difficulty with this approach is the
estimation of radiances, transmittances, and solar fluxes for each image pixel.
The model presented here iteratively calculates the ground reflectance in rugged terrain with
the Lambertian assumption, i.e. assuming an isotropic reflectance law. It is an extension to
current models, since it is capable of deriving 2-D horizontally varying optical depths and also
uses height-resolved atmospheric radiance, transmittance, and solar fluxes to simulate a
simplified three-dimensional (3-D) atmosphere. It is an enhancement to the 1996 version of the
ATCOR3 model (Richter 1997), which was restricted to low and medium elevation regions of
0 - 1.5 km above sea level. Major improvements are the extension of the database to 2.5 km
elevation, the consideration of radiance reflected from adjacent terrain, which is calculated
iteratively, the range dependence of the adjacency effect caused by atmospheric scattering, and
a special processing in areas of low illumination, where strong BRDF (bi-directional reflectance
distribution function) effects may appear (Richter 1998). The ATCOR3 model is now
applicable in the elevation region from sea level to 8.5 km, where atmospheric functions beyond
2.5 km elevation are obtained with extrapolation.
Both ATCOR models include an option to derive value adding products (VAP) such as leaf
area index (LAI), absorbed photosynthetically active radiation (FPAR), and surface energy
balance components (absorbed solar radiation flux, surface emitted thermal flux, thermal airto-surface flux, net radiation, ground flux, latent and sensible heat flux).

ATCOR3 consists of four functionalities:
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Haze Removal: a process which can be applied independently before the actual
atmospheric correction and results in crisp and presentable images by removing haze
and light clouds.



SPECTRA: a module for viewing reflectance spectra, calculated from the gray level
values. The influence of different atmospheres, aerosol types and visibilities on the
derived spectra can interactively be studied. Reference spectra from a spectral library
can be included for comparison.



Atmospheric Correction with constant atmospheric conditions to derive the true
spectral characteristics of surfaces. The variable atmospheric conditions options available in earlier ATCOR versions has been discontinued as it proved that the increased
accuracy obtained was marginal only and well below the overall error.



Value Adding Products (VAP): derive value adding products such as leaf area index
(LAI), absorbed photosynthetically active radiation (FPAR), and surface energy
balance components.
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14 Theory of Atmospheric and Topographic
Correction
The ATCOR3 approach is an extension to the model ATCOR2 with which one can calculate
ground reflectance and surface brightness temperature (thermal band) for a flat terrain (Richter
1996a, 1996b). Both models utilize the small angle approximation, i.e., the sensor’s swath angle
is less than  8° with respect to the image center and the solar zenith angle is constant for a
recorded scene. Typical representatives of this kind are high spatial resolution satellite sensors
such as LANDSAT TM (Thematic Mapper), SPOT HRV (High Resolution Visible), and IRS
LISS (Linear Imaging Self Scanning cameras). Both models are able to handle horizontally
varying optical depths and contain a statistical haze removal algorithm.
A radiative transfer code is required to compute the atmospheric transmittance, direct and
diffuse solar flux, and path radiance. Here, these quantities are summarized as atmospheric
correction functions and they were calculated with the MODTRAN 4 code using the DISORT
option with 8 streams (Acharya et al. 1998, Berk et al. 1998). A database has been compiled
for a wide range of typical atmospheric conditions. The next section summarizes the scope of
the database followed by a presentation of the correction algorithm. The database covers terrain
elevations from 0 to 2.5 km above sea level, and values for elevation regions above 2.5 km are
obtained with extrapolation.

14.1 Atmospheric Database
The database contains atmospheric correction functions whose numerical values are stored as
look-up tables. They account for the influence of atmospheric absorption and scattering. The
main variable atmospheric parameters that affect the radiative transfer in the atmospheric
window regions are water vapor content as well as the type of aerosol and the optical depth.
The following parameters were explicitly taken into account:









Water vapor content (ground-to-space column) : range 0.8 - 4.75 ( g / cm 2 );
calculated vertical column values are 0.85, 1.14, 1.42, 2.08, 2.15, 2.92, 4.11, 4.75
( g / cm 2 ) for a ground at sea level. The numbers given in previous ATCOR
versions (before 1999) were equivalent sea level columns, these are about 2030% smaller.
Aerosol types : rural, urban, maritime, desert (Shettle and Fenn 1979)
Visibilities: 5 - 120 km (calculated values are 5, 7, 10, 15, 23, 40, 80, 120 km).
Ground elevations: 0 – 8.5 km above sea level (calculated values 0, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5,
2.0,2.5 km). Values above 2.5 km elevation are extrapolated.
Solar zenith angle: 0° - 70° (calculated in steps of 10°).
Different view and azimuth angles for tilt sensors.
Interpolated atmospheric functions are provided for intermediate values of zenith
angle, ground elevation, and visibility.

The look-up tables also depend on the spectral band. Currently, sensors such as Landsat TM
and MSS, SPOT HRV, IRS LISS and MOMS-02, MSU-E, IKONOS, and QuickBird are
supported and more than 3 million table entries have been compiled to cover the above
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parameter combinations (water vapor, aerosol type, visibility, sun angle, elevation, view angle)
for all sensors.
Note: While ATCOR uses AFRL's MODTRAN code to calculate a database of LUT's, the
correctness of the LUT's is the responsibility of ATCOR. The use of MODTRAN for the
derivation of the LUT's is licensed from the United States of America under U.S. Patent No
5,315,513.

14.2 The Haze Removal Algorithm
In many cases of satellite imagery the scene contains haze and cloud areas. The optical thickness
of cloud areas is so high that the ground surfaces cannot be seen, whereas in hazy regions some
information from the ground is still recognizable. In ATCOR the scene is partitioned into clear,
hazy, and cloud regions. As a first approximation, haze is an additive component to the radiance
signal at the sensor. It can be estimated and removed as described below. Cloud areas have to
be masked to exclude them from haze areas and to enable a successful haze removal. Cloud
shadow regions are currently not identified, this remains as a future activity.
The haze removal algorithm runs fully automatic. It is a combination of the improved methods
of Richter (1996b) and Zhang et al. (2002). It consists of five major steps:
6. Masking of clear and hazy areas with the tasseled cap haze transformation (Crist
and Cicone 1984).
TC  x1 * BLUE  x2 * RED
where BLUE, RED, x1, and x2 are the blue band, red band, and weighting coefficients,
respectively. The clear area pixels are taken as those pixels where TC is less than the
mean value of TC.
7. Calculation of the regression between the blue and red band for clear areas ("clear line"
slope angle ), see figure on next page. If no blue band exists, but a green spectral band,
then the green band is used as a substitute.
8. Haze areas are orthogonal to the "clear line", i.e., a haze optimized transform
(HOT) can be defined as (Zhang et al. 2002) :

HOT  BLUE * sin  RED * cos
9. Calculation of the histogram of HOT for the haze areas.
10. For bands below 800 nm the histograms are calculated for each HOT level j. The haze signal
 to be subtracted is computed as the DN corresponding to HOT(level j) minus the DN
corresponding to the 2% lower histogram threshold of the HOT(haze areas). The de-hazed
new digital number is (see figure on next page) :

DN ( new )  DN  
So the haze removal is performed before the surface reflectance calculation. Two options are
available: the use of a large area haze mask (a), which is superior in most cases, or a compact
smaller area haze mask (b).
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HOT  mean( HOT )  0.5 * stdev( HOT )
HOT  mean( HOT )

(a)
(b)

In addition, the user can select between haze removal of "thin/medium haze" or "thin to
moderately thick haze", the last option is superior in most cases.
The algorithm only works for land pixels, so the near infrared band (NIR) is used to exclude
water pixels. The current implementation provides a mask for haze-over-land (coded with 255).
The cloud mask is coded with 1.
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Step 1: Masking of clear and hazy areas:

Raw Landsat TM image

Clear-Areas/Haze Mask

Step 2: Regression “Clear Line“ & Step 3. HOT:

HOT = Blue*sin  - Red*cos 

Step 4: Histogram HOT:

HOT = Blue*sin  - Red*cos 
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Example: HOT levels in image data (Landsat TM):

Raw Landsat TM image

HOT levels

Step 5: Calculation of the correction value  :

DN(de-haze) = DN - 

Correction value  as a function of the HOT level:

DN(de-haze) = DN - 
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14.2.1





cii

Limitations of the algorithm:
The method needs clear and hazy areas. If only limited clear areas are available
within the image (predominantly clouds and haze) the algorithm fails.
If the correlation between the blue and red bands is below a certain level (r < 0.8)
the method also fails to produce good results.
The method can also be used for data without the blue band but will yield less
perfect results.
The algorithm is not suitable for haze over water.
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14.3 Radiometric Correction Algorithm
Figure 1 shows a schematic sketch of the four radiation components taken into account:





Figure 1.

path radiance,
radiation reflected from the pixel in the instantaneous field-of-view,
adjacency radiation caused by atmospheric scattering over adjacent fields of
different reflectance (typical range 1 – 2 km),and
reflected terrain radiation from the neighborhood (R=0.5 km range assumed).

Radiation components taken into account in model ATCOR3.
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The equations for these radiation components are :
L2   v


Edir  Edif 


(3.1)

where  v ,  , E dir , E dif are ground-to-sensor transmittance, ground reflectance, and direct and
diffuse solar flux, respectively.
L1  L p (path radiance from radiative transfer code),

L4   v

(3.2)


 terrain E g Vterrain


(3.3)

where E g is the global (direct plus diffuse) flux on the ground, and the view factor Vterrain is
explained below. The radiation components are written in a quasi-monochromatic form to stress
the main physical contents. Details concerning the actual implementation with the weighting of
the channel response function are given in Appendix B. The measured at-sensor radiance Lsat
can be obtained from the recorded digital number DN and the calibration coefficients c0 , c1
(Slater et al. 1987) :
Lsat  c0  c 1 DN

(3.4)

Neglecting the adjacency component for the moment, one obtains
Lsat  c0  c 1 DN  L1  L2  L4

(3.5)

from which the following equation can be derived :






 d 2 Lsat  L p





(3.6)

 v Edir  Edif   terrainE g Vterrain

Here, the factor d 2 accounts for the current earth-sun distance (in astronomical units), since
the calculations for the ATCOR3 database were performed with the mean earth-sun distance
d=1. The earth-sun distance d can be approximated as (Gurney and Hall 1983)
 2 ( doy  93.5 ) 
d  1  0.0167 sin 

365



(3.7)

where doy is the day number of the year (1-365).
The final equation has to be extended slightly to account for the directional dependence of the
direct and diffuse solar radiation in a rugged terrain. Based on the selected atmosphere (water
vapor content, type of aerosol), the visibility map, and the information from the digital elevation
model (DEM) resampled to the pixel size of the georeferenced image, the reflectance  i of each
pixel is calculated iteratively (i=0,1, 2, 3) according to
i ( x, y ) 
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 d 2 c0  c1 DN ( x , y )  L p ( z )



(i)
 v ( z ) b E s s ( z ) cos  ( x , y )  E*d ( x , y , z )  E g ( z )  terrain
Vterrain( x , y )



(3.8)
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where the band index is omitted for brevity and the terms are :
x, y
z
DN(x,y)
Lp( z )

horizontal coordinates corresponding to the georeferenced pixel positions;
vertical coordinate containing the elevation information from the DEM;
digital number of georeferenced pixel;
elevation dependent path radiance;

ground-to-sensor view angle transmittance with direct plus diffuse
v( z )
components;
sun-to-ground beam (direct) transmittance;
 s( z )
 (x,y)angle between the solar ray and the surface normal (illumination angle);
b
binary factor: b=1 if pixel receives direct solar beam, otherwise b=0;
extraterrestrial solar irradiance;
Es
E*d ( x , y , z )

E g ( z)

diffuse solar flux (see equation 9 below)
global flux (direct plus diffuse solar flux on a horizontal surface at elevation z);

(0 )
 terrain

initial value (constant for each band) of average terrain reflectance;

(i)
 terrain
( x , y ) locally varying average terrain reflectance, calculated iteratively (i=1,2,3) by

low pass filtering the image with a box of 1 km  1 km, i.e. twice the R=0.5 km
range;
Vterrain( x , y ) terrain view factor (range 0-1), calculated from the local slope or a horizon
analysis (Dozier et al. 1981, Hill et al. 1995, Sandmeier and Itten 1997).
The term E s  s ( z ) cos  (x,y) represents the beam irradiance, see figure 2. It is preceded by a
binary factor b, where b=1 if direct radiation illuminates pixel (x,y). The factor b is zero if cos
 (x,y) < 0 , which means the pixel is completely in shadow and does not receive direct solar
radiation. This applies for the case of self-shadowing. Factor b is also set to zero if shadow is
cast from surrounding topography.
If  s ,  n ,  s , n , denote solar zenith angle, terrain slope, solar azimuth and topographic
azimuth, respectively, the diffuse solar flux on an inclined plane is calculated with Hay’s model
(Hay and McKay 1985) accounting for the binary factor b:
E*d ( x , y , z )  Ed ( z )  b s ( z ) cos  ( x , y ) / cos s  1  b  s ( z ) Vsky ( x , y )



(3.9)

Here, Ed ( z ) is the isotropic diffuse solar flux on a horizontal plane at elevation z. Equation
(3.9) accounts for the anisotropic distribution of the diffuse sky radiance. It is a linear
combination of the contribution of the circumsolar diffuse irradiance from the solid angle near
the sun and an isotropic contribution for the remaining sky dome, see figure 2. To assess the
influence of the anisotropic diffuse sky radiance there is an option to calculate the isotropic case
as well. Vsky ( x , y ) is the sky view factor (range 0-1).
For the simple trigonometric case one obtains Vsky ( x , y )  cos 2 (  n ( x , y ) / 2 ) = ( 1  cos n ) / 2
based on the local slope angle  n (Conese et al. 1993). The horizon algorithm provides a more
accurate value of the sky view factor by considering the terrain neighborhood of each pixel
(Dozier et al. 1981, Hill et al. 1995, Sandmeier and Itten 1997), compare figure 3. Vsky and
Vterrain are related by :
Vsky ( x , y )  1  Vterrain( x , y )

(3.10)
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Figure 2.

cvi

Geometry of solar illumination, direct and diffuse radiation components.
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Figure 3.

Sky and terrain view factors.

The illumination angle  is calculated from the DEM slope and aspect angles and the solar
geometry:
cos  ( x , y )  cos s cos n ( x , y )  sin s sin n ( x , y ) cos s  n ( x , y )

(3.11)

Path radiance, diffuse solar flux, and the transmittance functions for the selected atmosphere
(with water vapor column profile and type of aerosol fixed) are taken from the ATCOR3
database. They are weighted with the corresponding spectral response function for each band.
These radiance and transmittance functions are stored in the database for the elevations 0, 0.5,
1.0, 1.5, 2.0, and 2.5 km above sea level and interpolated values are generated in a 100 m grid.
The values for elevations beyond 2.5 km are obtained by extrapolation. In case of horizontally
varying atmospheric conditions, this grid is computed for the extended visibility range 4 - 180
km (see table 1) to generate the visibility map. In case of horizontally constant atmospheric
conditions a visibility in the 5 - 120 km range must be specified. Then, the reflectance of each
pixel can be computed with equations 1 to 3 accounting for the height-dependence of the
atmospheric radiance and transmittance functions.
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14.4 Adjacency effect
The next step is the approximate correction of the adjacency effect (Dave 1980) caused by
atmospheric cross talk modifying the radiances of adjacent fields of different reflectance. The
final reflectance  f (x,y) depends on the reflectance  (x,y) =  3 obtained from equation (8),
step i=3, and the local average reflectance in the neighborhood (typically 1 km  1 km) of each
pixel :
 f ( x , y )  ( x , y )  q ( x , y )   ( x, y ) 

(3.12)

The reflectance difference (x, y)  (x, y) is weighted with an atmospheric function q (ratio
of diffuse to direct transmittance, also stored in the database, Richter 1996a) depending on the
strength of the atmospheric scattering effect. This equation has been extended to include the
range-dependent exponential decrease of the adjacency effect:


R





0



 f ( x , y )   ( x , y )  q   ( x , y )    ( r ) A( r ) exp(  r / rs ) dr 

(3.13)

Here, R is the range where the intensity of the adjacency effect has dropped to the 10% level
(i.e. r=R=2.3 rs, where rs is a scale range), (r) is the reflectance at range r from the (x,y)
position and A(r) is the area of a circular zone from r to r+dr. Usually, R is approximately 0.5 1 km; it could extend to approximately 2 - 3 km depending on the aerosol height distribution
(Kaufman 1984). Evaluating eq. (3.13) for a sequence of nR discrete square regions, defined by
low pass filtering of the reflectance image  ( x, y) , one obtains





nR






 f ( x , y )   ( x , y )  q   ( x , y )    i wi 
i1

(3.14)

where
wi 

1
nR

 Wi

ri

ri

ri 1

ri 1

Wi and Wi   A( r ) exp(  r ) dr   ( 2 r ) 2 exp(  r ) dr

(3.15)

i 1

The regions extend from ri-1 to ri , where r0 = 0. Since the sequence of moving digital low pass
filters works with square filters of size 2ri  2ri , the area A(r) is approximated as the
corresponding square region A(r) = (2r)2 .
As an example: for nR=5 regions the radii were defined as ri = [0.45, 0.65, 0.80, 0.90, 1.0]  R
. The corresponding weight factors are wi = [0.24, 0.24, 0.22, 0.15, 0.15]. The radii were
selected such that the first three regions contribute 70% of the total weight, regions 4 and 5 each
share 15% of the total weight.
In the special case of an isolated pixel of reflectance  surrounded by a uniform background of
reflectance  b equation (3.14) agrees with the simpler equation (3.12), i.e.  f    q (    b )
, and for  b   one obtains  f   . So, equation (3.14) fulfills a necessary boundary
condition.
The diffuse solar flux E dif of equation (3.1) slightly depends on the background reflectance 
and the ATCOR database contains values for average background conditions, e.g.  = ref =
0.15 . The exact relationship for the reflected radiance of equation (3.1) is (Kaufman 1984,
Kaufman and Sendra 1988) :
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L1   v

t Eg (   0 )

1  s

(3.16)

where  t is the reflectance of the considered target pixel, E g is the global (direct plus diffuse)
solar flux on the ground for a zero reflectance ground,  is the local background reflectance,
and s is the spherical albedo, i.e. the fraction of the upward solar flux backscattered by the
atmosphere to the surface. Usually, s is rather small, typical values are s=0.12 at 550 nm and
s=0.06 at 850 nm. If the default option of adjacency correction is accepted, the local background
reflectance  (x,y) is calculated and this provides an opportunity to update the target
reflectance:



 t ( update )   t 1  (    ref ) s



(3.17)

The updated values are usually close to the previous values, since (    ref ) s  0.02 in most
cases. For very high reflectance backgrounds with (    ref )  0.5 and s in the range 0.150.25 (in the blue spectral region) the updated reflectance values will be lowered by 7-12% .

14.5 Areas of low illumination: BRDF effects
Many surface types exhibit anisotropic reflectance behavior, i.e. the reflectance depends on the
viewing and illumination geometry ( Kriebel 1978, Kimes 1983, Kimes et al. 1985). The relationship is described by the bi-directional reflectance distribution function (BRDF). An
approximation of the BRDF is given by the bi-directional reflectance function BRF, also called
bi-conical reflectance function, which is measured for finite solid angles of incoming and
reflected radiation.
For high spatial resolution sensors with a small field-of-view the solar/viewing geometry is
approximately constant in a flat terrain. Therefore, the reflectance image calculated with the
assumption of an isotropic (Lambert) reflectance law contains the BRDF properties for this
geometry and BRDF variations for a certain cover type because geometry changes are small.
However, in mountainous terrain with slopes as large as 30°-50° and a solar zenith angle of  S
=40°, the range of incident angles will be  = 0° - 90°. For this extreme range, most surface
types show anisotropic reflectance properties.
For moderate incident angles  < 60° , BRDF deviations from the flat case (= S ) are often
less than 30% , whereas for   70° - 80° deviations might rise to a factor of 2 – 6 (Kriebel
1978, Kimes 1983). There is a further difficulty: in regions of significant slope the BRDF is no
longer symmetrical about the principal plane (Schaaf et al 1994) and measurements performed
on a flat area do not apply. In addition, BRF measurements of tilted natural land surfaces are
not available. To aggravate problems the spatial resolution of available DEM’s is often not
appropriate, see the discussion in the next section.
Figure 4 shows the bi-directional reflectance of coniferous forest in the near infrared (840 nm).
The shaded region indicates a typical range of reflectance values, the solid curve corresponds
to a certain profile. There is a clear trend of increasing reflectance with rising angle of incidence.
Therefore, an empirical approach is optionally offered to process faintly illuminated areas
where regions of high reflectance can occur because of BRDF effects.
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Figure 4.

Bi-directional reflectance of coniferous forest.

The following set of empirical functions G serves to reduce the high reflectance values in
regions of extreme geometry to get reflectance values closer to those of adjacent areas with
moderate incident angles. G ranges between a specified lower boundary g and 1, i.e. g  G  1.
Only areas of extreme incidence and/or exitance angles are involved, starting with a threshold
angle T :
G  cos  i / cos T
G   cos  i / cos T

(3.18a)

 1/ 2

(3.18b)

G  cos  i cos  e / cos T
G   cos  i cos  e / cos T

(3.18c)

 1/ 2

.

(3.18d)

Values of G greater than 1 are set to 1, and values less than the boundary g are reset to g. This
means the processing works in the geometric regime from  T to 90° and the updated
reflectance is
g   f G

(3.19)

Most of the high spatial resolution sensors have view angles close to nadir, whereas the sun is
usually at a greater distance from nadir. Therefore, the incident angles are more likely to enter
the critical region  i =60°-90° and option (a) or (b) should be applied.
Options (c) and (d) also depend on the exitance angle  e . These options are included for tilt
sensors (SPOT, QuickBird etc.) if scenes are recorded with a larger off-nadir viewing angle
(e.g. 20°-30°), which might be closer to the solar zenith. In this case, the angles  i and  e may
both enter the critical region 60°-90°.
Figure 5 shows the course of G for options (a) and (b). The three curves correspond to  T =
60°, 65°, 70° (dashed, dotted, and solid curves, respectively). As an example, for a solar zenith
cx
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angle of 35°, maximum terrain slope angles of 40°, and a threshold  T =60° option (a) yields
G=0.5, i.e., the reflectance of pixels with incident angles of 75° would be reduced by a factor
of 2.

Figure 5. Geometric functions for empirical BRDF correction.
Parameters: threshold angles 60°, 65°, 70°
(dashed, dotted, solid, respectively), g=0.25.
The shaded region indicates the range of incident angles encountered
for the selected sample geometry (nadir view, solar zenith angle=35°,
maximum slope=40°).

14.6 Discussion
The effects of self-shadowing and shadowing caused by the adjacent topography can be
accounted for by resetting the direct solar contribution in equations (3.8, 3.9) to zero (b=0).
Self-shadowing can be determined immediately from the solar geometry and the DEM.
Topography-induced shadowing requires running a ray tracing program prior to ATCOR3, the
results of which are stored in a binary file with 0 indicating a shadowed pixel and 1 for a nonshadow pixel.
Radiance contributions from surrounding terrain such as reflected radiation from opposite
slopes and valleys can be included (term Vterrain in equation 3.8) using the local slope information or the information from a horizon line algorithm (Dozier et al. 1981). The second option
provides more realistic terrain view factors. It is still an approximation to the real-world
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situation in rugged terrain, since the reflectance in the neighborhood of each pixel is averaged
within a 0.5 km radius. However, it is a reasonable compromise, because the more accurate
calculation with pixel-to-pixel view factors weighted with the corresponding single-pixel
reflectance leads to prohibitive execution times for large scenes even for the fastest available
computers of today (Borel et al. 1991, Thomas 1997).
In addition, the reflected terrain contribution in equation (3.8) neglects the atmospheric
attenuation of the path from an opposite slope or valley to the current pixel location. Because
of short path lengths of less than 0.5 km, this approximation is acceptable but leads to a small
overestimation of this radiance component.
14.6.1

Range-dependence of the adjacency correction:

The range-dependence of the adjacency effect usually is not a critical point as shown in the
following examples. So, in most cases the calculation with nR=1 or equation (12) is sufficient.
This option also reduces execution time and memory requirements.
Inland lake surrounded by vegetation, spectral range of Landsat TM band 4 (760-900 nm)
The lake diameter be 1 km. The range of the adjacency effect is also assumed to be 1 km. The
lake reflectance without adjacency correction be 6%. The reflectance of the vegetation be 40%.
For a mid-latitude summer atmosphere with a rural aerosol and a visibility range of 10-25 km
the difference in retrieved lake reflectance for both cases including adjacency correction
(equation 12 with one region, equation 14 with 5 regions) is less than 0.5%, i.e. (lake) = 1.1%
versus (lake) = 1.6% .
Coastal region, vegetated land, spectral range of Landsat TM band 4 (760-900 nm)
The absolute difference in retrieved reflectance for land pixels close to the coast is less than
2.5% for both cases (1 region versus 5 regions), i.e. (land) = 48% versus (land) = 45.5% .
The relative difference is about 5 %. Again, this applies for the visibility range 10-25 km.
Long street running through a large vegetated field, spectral regions of TM band 1 and 4
TM band 1 (450-520 nm) : Without adjacency correction the reflectance of the street and the
vegetated field be (street) = 10% and (vegetation) = 5%. After adjacency correction the
difference in reflectance between both cases (1 region versus 5 regions) is less than 0.1% for
the retrieved street reflectance, where (street) = 12.5% for a visibility of 23 km.
TM band 4 (760-900 nm) : Without adjacency correction the reflectance of the street and the
vegetated field be (street) = 20% and (vegetation) = 50%. After adjacency correction the
difference in reflectance between both cases (1 region versus 5 regions) is also less than 0.1%
for the retrieved street reflectance, where (street) = 15% for a visibility of 23 km. Although
the scattering efficiency strongly decreases with wavelength, i.e. q(TM1) = 0.49 and q(TM4) =
0.17 for a solar zenith angle of 40° and the 23 km visibility, the adjacency influence is larger
for TM band 4 in this case, because the reflectance difference (vegetation) - (street) is much
larger than in TM band 1.
These examples demonstrate that it is much more important to select a reasonable range for the
adjacency effect (R = 0.5 - 2 km) than to employ a detailed model of its range-dependence.
However, the range-dependent adjacency model is useful for comparison purposes to assess the
possible error with the simpler version, and for the rare cases where a comprehensive set of
atmospheric and ground reflectance measurements is available.
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14.6.2

Influence of the number of terrain iterations

Figure 6 shows the influence of the number of iterations on the average terrain reflectance. The
(0)
start value terrain
= 6% was intentionally selected much too low to demonstrate the fast
(i )
convergence of terrain
( x, y) within 3 iterations. Results of the 4th iteration agree within 1% with
those of the 3rd iteration (the IMAGINE implementation uses 3 iterations).

Figure 6. Influence of the number of iterations on the average terrain reflectance.
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14.6.3
Elevation interpolation and extrapolation for the
atmospheric functions
Figure 7 shows the direct and diffuse fluxes as a function of terrain elevation for a selected
cloud-free standard atmosphere. The database contains calculations for the elevation range 0 –
2.5 km, in steps of 0.5 km. Because of the linear behavior of these functions, values for
elevations beyond 2.5 km can be obtained by linear extrapolation with an error of less than 5%.
To obtain a fast image processing algorithm, the height-dependent functions are interpolated to
a 100 m grid, and each image pixel is put into the appropriate class for the nearest 100 m grid
point. Errors that are due to this approximation are of the order of 2%. The extrapolation and
interpolation errors are tolerable, since in most cases atmospheric parameters are not available
and must be estimated from the image data itself.

Figure7. Elevation dependence of direct and diffuse solar fluxes (ATCOR3 database).
Diamond: visibility 23 km; asterisk: visibility 10 km. The top line represents the
direct solar flux, the lower line the diffuse flux. Mid-latitude summer atmosphere
with a rural aerosol, solar zenith angle 30°.
The graph presents the direct and diffuse solar flux for the sensor Landsat TM band 2 as a
function of elevation. The fluxes are displayed for two visibilities (10 km and 23 km) assuming
a rural aerosol, a mid-latitude summer atmosphere, and a solar zenith angle of 30°.
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14.6.4

DEM resolution

The most critical points for the radiometric correction are the spatial resolution of the DEM
(Goodenough et al. 1990), the calculation of slope and aspect from digital terrain data (Carter
1992), and bi-directional reflectance effects. The last item is to some degree coupled to the
DEM accuracy. It would be desirable to have a spatial resolution of 0.25 times the pixel size or
better (Goodenough et al. 1990). In terms of the Landsat TM this would require DEM data with
approximately 7 m resolution, for the 10 m SPOT panchromatic imagery DEM’s with 2.5 m,
and for satellite sensors like the 1 m panchromatic QuickBird, the DEM resolution would have
to be 0.25 m. For most areas of the world such high spatial resolution data are not available.
Even though data may exist for some areas or will be generated in the future there will always
be a trade-off with high costs of these data, so in most cases low resolution DEM’s in the 10 –
100 m range will have to be used.



NOTE: If the DEM is coarser as the resolution of the imaging satellite sensor, artifacts
might appear in the resulting images. Sometimes a cubic convolution resampling of the
DEM to the pixel size of the image might be useful to minimize these effects.

14.6.5
Regions with low illumination and overcorrected high
reflectance
It is recommended to skip the empirical BRDF option during the first pass and to process a
smaller sub-scene, e.g. of size 1000  1000 pixels as the option is not always necessary and it
should only be applied when bright regions of over-correction are obvious. In this case, a look
at the illumination file is required to determine the threshold angle, where the angular correction
has to start. In addition, the desired lower bound g for the reduction of the reflectance level can
be adapted to the scene.
Although the threshold angle T usually is in the range 60°-70° , values as low as T = 45°
have been applied (with a solar zenith angle of 28°) for the processing of rugged terrain scenes
containing desert sands and rocks where BRDF effects occurred.
The tendency of over-correction may be caused by BRDF effects and/or multiple reflection of
radiation between opposite slopes. A simple way to reduce overcorrected high reflectance
values is to fix the terrain reflectance for each spectral band at a high level, e.g.  terrain = 50%.
In regions with steep slopes associated with high terrain view factors ( Vterrain > 0.6) the terrain
contribution  terrain Vterrain will be distinctly increased (compared to the low direct solar
radiation available), while it is still negligible in areas with Vterrain < 0.2 (compared to the high
direct solar radiation provided here), see equation (3.8). This method is computationally fast,
since it avoids the iteration of terrain reflectance and keeps the terrain reflectance at a fixed
level. The terrain contribution varies with the terrain view factor.
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Main processing steps
The figure below shows a block diagram of the main processing steps performed by the
ATCOR3 model. Solid and dashed lines indicate required and optional processing steps,
respectively.
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Figure: Block diagram of main processing steps of ATCOR3.
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15 ATCOR3 Program Modules
Clicking on the ATCOR icon from the ERDAS IMAGINE icon panel will open the ATCOR
Selection Menu:

The ATCOR selection menu displays four different options:
(5) Calculate Sun Position A tool to calculate the sun position (sun azimuth and zenith)
from the acquisition time / date and the location of the image.
(6) ATCOR2 Workstation This starts the ATCOR2 main menu. It is discussed in the
ATCOR2 manual
(7) ATCOR3 Derive Terrain Files A tool to calculate necessary input DEM-derivatives
for ATCOR3..
(8) ATCOR3 Workstation This starts the ATCOR3 main menu.



ON LINE - HELP: ATCOR does not have the HTML-Help system ERDAS IMAGINE
has. Instead a position-sensitive quick help for most of the fields is displayed in the usual
IMAGINE-fashion in the status line of most of the ATCOR windows.
Note: Clicking on the HELP-Button will open the ATCOR Manual (PDF).

15.1 Data Requirements
(4) Input satellite image: The satellite image to be topographically and atmospherically
corrected in ATCOR3 should be orthorectified and georeferenced. The reason for this
is that ATCOR3 calculates the topographic correction depending on an accurate fit
between the DEM and the image. This of course also depends on the height variation
within the image or how steep ridges or prominent other topographic features are. If
there is a misalignment between the DEM and the image, artifacts in the form of bright
or dark seams along ridges or peaks might appear.
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Note that a resampling is necessary as well. ATCOR currently does not support the
ERDAS IMAGINE geometric calibration feature. Several tests have proven that even
with a bilinear resampling the spectral consistency is still maintained and valid reflectance images can be obtained.
(5) DEM: The DEM needs to be georeferenced and does have to have at least some overlap
for the area which is supposed to be corrected.
(6) Raw raster images: If you want to work with an un-georeferenced ‘raw’ x,y-coordinate
image, both the DEM and the image must have the same number of rows/columns
(which implies the same pixel size). A valid ‘workaround’ for the generation of the
terrain files (Menu “Generate Terrain Files from DEM” menu) where a correct pixel
size is mandatory, is to temporarily assign a pixel size via the Viewer|ImageInfo tool.
For the ATCOR processing the ‘pixel size’ must later be removed again using the same
tool.
(7) Resolution of the DEM: The resolution of the used DEM plays an important role in the
topographic and atmospheric correction. For a detailed discussion please refer to chapter
3.6.4.: “DEM resolution” in this manual.

15.2 Sun-position Calculator
Sun-position Calculator:

This option calculates the Solar zenith (degrees) and the Solar azimuth (degrees) for
your image. The Time of Day must be entered in UTC. This menu is also accessible from
the ATCOR3 main menu.
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The Time of Day can be entered as: hh:mm:ss.
Coordinated Universal Time (UTC) is the international time standard. It is the
current term for what was commonly referred to as Greenwich Meridian Time
[GMT]. The Longitude and Latitude can be entered as dd:mm:ss. Both entries
are automatically converted to decimal values.
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15.3 Derive Terrain Files
A prerequisite to use ATCOR3 is that a DEM must be available for the footprint of the
image to be corrected. In order to generate the necessary parameters like SLOPE,
ASPECT, SKYVIEW and SHADOW for input into the main ATCOR3 menu these derivative products have to be generated in advance.


Generate Terrain Files from DEM menu:

Enter the input Elevation File and type in the Elevation Unit, Pixel Size, Zenith and
Azimuth value. The latter two can be extracted via the Sun Position Calculator by
clicking on Calculate. See chapter 4.2 for details.
The result can automatically be pasted into the menu by clicking on Apply.



Usually the ephemeris data of satellite images list the sun elevation. The zenith
angle is calculated as 90° - sun elevation. The ERDAS IMAGINE Interface allows
for an entry like “90-<sun angle>“ and automatically calculates this expression.
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The output files will be automatically written into the directory where the input DEM
resides. They are named automatically in the following convention:
File
slope file
aspect file
skyview file
shadow file





Suffix

Example

_slo
_asp
_sky
_shd

<dem-name>_slo.img
<dem_name>_asp.img
<dem-name>_sky.img
<dem-name>_shd.img

SLOPE: slope in degrees: 0° - 90° coded as 0 - 90. Data type is U8.
ASPECT: aspect of a DEM coded from 0° - 360° clockwise as 0-360. Value 361
is flat (no aspect). Data type is U16.
SKYVIEW: result of ray tracing program: stored between 0 and 255:
100° = 255 (full horizon) and 0° = 0 (no view of the sky at all). Data type is U8.
SHADOW: cast shadow. Shadow = 1, no shadow = 0. Data type is U1.

On the following page examples of the original DEM and the 4 derivatives are shown.
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DEM prerequisites: The DEM needs to be georeferenced and does have to have
at least overlap for the area which is supposed to be corrected. At least for the
Generate Terrain Files from DEM menu. Calculations will not work if angular
units (x, y; Lat/Lon) are mixed with distance units (z; meters). If you want to work
with an ‘un-georeferenced’, raw x,y-coordinate image, both the DEM and the
image must have the same number of rows/columns as well as pixel size. A valid
‘workaround for the generation of the terrain files for data which are not
georeferenced is to temporarily assign a pixel size via the Viewer|ImageInfo tool.
For a detailed discussion on the resolution of the DEM refer to chapter 3.5.4.
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The DEM and its 4 derivative products
from the Generate Terrain Files from
DEM menu.
Original DEM File
Slope File
Shadow File

Aspect File
Skyview File
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15.4 ATCOR3 Main Menu

ATCOR Project File ( .rep): Before the ATCOR main menu opens you will be asked to
enter either a previously existing ATCOR project file or create a new one. An ATCOR
project file is an ASCII-file which contains all necessary information to fill the menu automatically. It is saved once you run an ATCOR session. Via the IMAGINE preferences it
can be controlled if the previously existing ATCOR project file will be overwritten with
updated values if selected. In this case a backup file will be created. An example of an
ATCOR3 project file can be found on the next page. If desired it also could be edited
manually.
Create a new ATCOR3 project will open a file chooser menu and let you define your
new project file name.

Open an existing ATCOR3 project will open a file chooser menu and let you select your
existing project file.
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ATCOR3 Project File (Example):
<<<ATCOR3>>>
<<MainMenu>>
<FileSpecifications>
InputRasterFile = $IMAGINE_HOME/examples/atcor3/tm7_chamonix.img
OutputRasterFile = $IMAGINE_HOME/examples/atcor3/test.img
Day = 12
Month = 8
Year = 2000
LayerBandAssignment = 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
FromBand = 1
ToBand = 7
GainSettings = 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
Fcref[] = 4.000000
Fctem[] = 4.000000
Offtem[] = 0.000000
<GeometrieSpecifications>
Sensor = Landsat-7 ETM+
CalibrationFile = $IMAGINE_HOME/etc/atcor/cal/landsat7/l7_etm_chamonix.cal
<SensorSpecifications>
SolarZenith[degree] = 36.500000
SolarAzimuth[degree] = 141.500000
ElevationUnit = 1
ElevationFile = $IMAGINE_HOME/examples/atcor3/dem_chamonix.img
SlopeFile = $IMAGINE_HOME/examples/atcor3/dem_chamonix_slo.img
AspectFile = $IMAGINE_HOME/examples/atcor3/dem_chamonix_asp.img
SkyViewFile = $IMAGINE_HOME/examples/atcor3/dem_chamonix_sky.img
CastShadowFile = $IMAGINE_HOME/examples/atcor3/dem_chamonix_shd.img
AverageGroundElevation[km] = 1.5000000
<AtmosphericSelections:Visibility>
SceneVisibility[km] = 55.000000
<AtmosphericSelections:Aerosoltype>
SolarAtm = rural
SolarAerosolType = midlat_summer_rural
ThermalAtm = midlat_summer
<<SpectraModule>>
<Parameter>
K0 = 210.600000
<BoxSize>
TargetBox[Pixels] = 5
AdjacencyRange[m] = 1005.000000
<<ConstantAtmosphereModule>>
<HazeRemovalOptions>
HazeRemovalDone = Yes
SizeOfHazeMask = LargeArea
DehazingMethod = ThinToThick
CloudThreshold[] = 35.000000
WaterThreshold[] = 2.000000
SnowThreshold[] = 3.000000
<BRDFOptions>
BRDFCorrectionDone = Yes
EmpiricalBRDFFunctionG = (1)
ThresholdAngleBeta_t[degree] = 65.000000
LowerBoundaryg = 0.250000

Example of an ATCOR3 Project File.
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After setting the project file the ATCOR3 Main Menu opens:

The ATCOR3 main menu contains the necessary options to define the ATCOR3 input
parameters and offers the main processing steps:
ATCOR3 for IMAGINE Workstation Main Menu:
Tab 1: Specifications in this Tab all file and sensor parameters have to be specified (Input
Raster File, Output Raster File, Acquisition Date, Input Layers, Scale Factors, Sensor
Type, Calibration File, Solar Zenith and Azimuth, the Elevation Files and Ground
Elevation).
Tab 2: Atmospheric Selections in this Tab all parameters concerning the atmospheric
conditions at the time of the data acquisition have to be specified.
ATCOR Functions:
Validate Spectra (SPECTRA): the reflectance spectra (and brightness temperature for
thermal bands) are calculated and displayed. The influence of different atmospheres,
aerosol types, and visibilities can interactively be studied and the correctness of the
selected values be studied.
Run Correction: Open the Haze Removal and Atmospheric Correction (for constant
atmospheric conditions) Menu.
Value Adding (VAP): Option to derive value adding products such as leaf area index
(LAI), absorbed photosynthetically active radiation (FPAR), and surface energy
balance components (absorbed solar radiation flux, net radiation, etc.). This module
is described in the last section of this manual.
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The user normally should work from top to bottom through the ATCOR3 Main Menu
(after entering the input file name the system asks automatically for the Acquisition
Date, the DEM [plus the Terrain Files] and the Layer Assignment).

15.4.1



Options of Tab 1: “Specifications”
If you intend to do a Haze Removal only (no Atmospheric Correction) all
parameters which deal with atmospheric conditions at the date of the data take do
not need to be elaborated in detail although the generation of the Haze-Mask is
influenced by the calibration file. The ones which can be set arbitrarily are marked
with an ().

First the Input Raster File must be specified. All valid ERDAS IMAGINE RasterFormats are supported. Note that a resampling is necessary: ATCOR does not
support the ERDAS IMAGINE geometric calibration feature. Several tests have proven
that even with a bilinear resampling the spectral behavior is still maintained and valid
reflectance images can be obtained.
Only data of 8-bit (U8) unsigned and 16-bit (U16) unsigned are allowed. Otherwise an
error message will appear.





Certain Sensors need ‘preparatory’ treatment:
ASTER: the TIR bands which are recorded in 12-bit and delivered in 16-bit should
be rescaled (via the ERDAS IMAGINE function RESCALE with the Min-Max
Option) to 8-bit before being combined with the VNIR- and SWIR-bands into one
14-bands file. For further details also check ATCOR2 chapter 7.2.
Landsat 7 ETM+ the preferred thermal band has to be selected. See also the
InfoBox for Layer-Band-Assignment on the next page.

Acquisition Date: After the selection of the input image a menu pops up where
the user must enter the day when the image has been acquired ().

The Acquisition Day of the image is used to
correct for the actual earth - sun distance.
The Acquisition Year is included for
documentation purposes only.
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The next specification is the selection of the Layer-Band-Assignment:

The first number is the layer-number of the input file, the second number is editable and
applies to the sensor, e.g. TM band 6 is the thermal band, TM band 7 is the 2.2 µm band.
The sequence of bands is arbitrary for all modules, e.g. TM band 3 might be the first
band of the input file. However, the module Value Adding Products (VAP) requires
the
standard
sequence
(see
also
the
information
boxes
below).
Clicking on the arrow  will open the band 8-14 menu. For images with > 14 bands
(‘hyperspectral data’) sets of bands can be selected (from band x to band y).



Note: In general it is not recommended to edit the original sequence of bands.
Data in the DIMAP format (e.g. SPOT, THEOS, Pleiades MS) with a RedGreen-Blue-NIR order (B2, B1, B0, B3) need to be rearranged to reflect the band
order required by ATCOR.



Note: Layers can be set to 0 (=disable) if they should not be used. This works only
from ‘both ends’ inwards of the Layer-Band-Assignment listing.

Some sensors require specific entries:

 Landsat7 ETM+: the atmosphere entries in the ATCOR database are based on
Landsat5 TM which has 7 bands. As Landsat7 ETM+ has 2 thermal bands, LG
(Low Gain) and HG (High Gain) you need to reduce the number of bands to 7 also
for ETM+. Secondly only the band in the layer-position 6 (usually the LG band) is
used for the ATCOR thermal calculations. In order to process the HG-band you
need to remove band 6 (LG) from the input data and place the HG band (usually on
last position on the original data CD) at this position. This is easily done with the
ERDAS IMAGINE function SUBSET (the sequence of bands to be written into the
output file would be: 1,2,3,4,5,8,7).
ASTER: if a 14-bands ASTER image is loaded the default Layer-Band assignment
will be set that input layer 13 (thermal band 13) is set to layer 10 and the output
image will be restricted to 10 bands. The reason for this is that from the 5 ASTER
thermal bands only band 13 is used in ATCOR.
The Landsat 8 TIR Sensor is not supported.
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ATCOR needs a certain number of bands for the specific haze detection calculations
(haze/cloud pixels, tasseled cap…). This depends on the sensor as listed below.
Haze Band

Red Band

NIR Band TIR Band

ASTER
1
2
3
GEOEYE-1
1
3
4
IKONOS
1
3
4
IRS 1A/1B LISS-1,2
1
3
4
IRS-1C/D LISS-3
1
2
3
KOMPSAT
1
2
4
Landsat MSS
1
2
4
Landsat-5 TM
1
3
4
Landsat-7 ETM+
1
3
4
Landsat-8 OLI
1
3
4
LISS-4
1
2
3
MOMS-02
1
3
4
MOS-B
2
7
11
MSU-E
1
2
3
Pleiades MS
1
3
4
OrbView
1
3
4
Quick Bird
1
3
4
RapidEye
1
3
4
SPOT-1 HRV1
1
2
3
SPOT-1 HRV2
1
2
3
SPOT-2 HRV1
1
2
3
SPOT-2 HRV2
1
2
3
SPOT-3 HRV1
1
2
3
SPOT-3 HRV2
1
2
3
SPOT-4 HRV1
1
2
3
SPOT-4 HRV2
1
2
3
THEOS
1
3
4
WiFS-2
1
2
WiFS-3
1
2
WiFS-4
1
2
3
WorldView2
2
4
5
Listing of the required sensor bands for the atmospheric Correction.
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(as Layer 10)

6
LG or HG (as Layer 6)
Not used

Panchromatic images can nevertheless also be atmospherically corrected (a haze
removal is not possible). The overall ‘crispness’ of the image will be enhanced as
well as the adjacency effect will be compensated and e.g. roads running through
dark forested regions will appear brighter.

Next the Output Raster File-name has to be entered via the standard ERDAS
IMAGINE interface. All valid ERDAS IMAGINE Raster-Formats can be used.
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The next optional parameters are the (Output) Scale Factors():

These Output Scale Factors are used to scale the output reflectance image. The preset
default Factor for Reflectance is 4 (=fcref) for both reflectance and temperature. Since
the output image is encoded as the input image (1 byte per pixel for most sensors), and
the radiometric sensitivity of the sensors usually is about a quarter of a per cent, all
reflectance values are coded as fcref * reflectance, e.g. a reflectance value of 10 % is
coded with a digital number DN = 40. The maximum reflectance value in the 8 bit range
is 255/4 = 63.75 %. If the scene contains reflectance values above 64 % the default
scaling factor fcref has to be adapted correspondingly to stay within the 8 bit dynamic
range. A value of fcref=10 or higher causes the output file to have 2 bytes per pixel
(16bit).
The same principle is used to encode the ground brightness temperature (degree Celsius,
TM band 6 data and ASTER band 13 only) using Factor for temperature (fctem) and
Offset for temperature (offtem) for negative Celsius temperatures.
T (Celsius) = (DN - offtem) / fctem

(4.1)

Example: DN = 100 (output image), fctem=4, offtem = 0, means a ground brightness
temperature of 25°C.


Sensor specification: The correct sensor has to be selected from the pull-down
listing.
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Only sensors which have the same number of bands or more bands as the input file are
allowed. Otherwise an error message: ‘Too many input layers for selected sensor’ will
pop up.
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Calibration File A calibration file has to be selected from a file chooser listing:

 IMPORTANT: Calibration files which can be used as is are named <sensor>.cal.
Calibration files named <template_sensor>.cal need to be updated with the true
c0 and c1 parameters to correctly convert to TOA values (on www.atcor.de the ‘SensorCalibration’ section provides updated information on calibration files and how the
parameters can be extracted from the meta data. In some cases they have specific file
names e.g. tm5_essen.cal or l7etm_chamonix.cal. These are dedicated
calibration files for the provided test data. For a detailed discussion on <sensor>.cal files
please see chapter 6.





Also check the ‘Sensor-Calibration’ section of www.atcor.de. Updated
information on calibration files and information on how the parameters c0 and c1
can be found in the meta-data is available from this site.

Terrain File Specifications: The pre-calculated terrain files can be entered via
the “Elevation Files Set… Button”.
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If the slope, aspect and sky view file adhere to the default naming (see chapter 4.3 Derive
Terrain Files) only the Elevation File name has to be entered. All others are filled in
automatically.
 Solar Zenith Enter the Solar Zenith Angle for the selected image ().



Usually the Meta Data contain the Sun Elevation [in Degrees]. The Solar
Zenith is calculated as 90° – Sun Elevation.

With the option Calculate… the Sun-position Calculator is opened. In case the Solar
Zenith is not known it can be calculated with this tool. Apply… automatically imports
the value into the Menu.
For sensors with a tilting capability, the following parameters have to be entered:

 Solar Azimuth, Sensor Tilt and Satellite Azimuth. These values can be found in the
Meta Data for the selected image. ().

Solar Azimuth:
Sensor Tilt:
Satellite Azimuth:
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East = 90°, West = 270°
0 = Nadir
East = 90°, West = 270°
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15.4.2

Options of Tab 2: “Atmospheric Selections”



Enter an assumed Scene Visibility (km) in the range of 5km up to 120km ().



Visibility: The ability to distinguish a black object against a white background
(ground meteorological range). Practically speaking, it is the ease with which
features along the skyline can be distinguished from the sky itself. This again is
influenced by Extinction: removal of light from a path by absorption and/or
scattering.

Option Estimate…


The Visibility Estimate… function provides a visibility value for the selected
aerosol type by checking dark scene pixels in the red band (vegetation, water) and
NIR band (water). It is assumed that the lowest reflectance in the red band is 0.01 (1
percent) and 0.0 in the NIR band. Therefore, the obtained visibility value usually
can be considered as a lower bound.

Section: Aerosoltype():
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The next parameter to choose is the Atmospheric Model for the Solar Region.
This is done in two steps. First an aerosol type has to be selected from 3 choices
(“other” stands for maritime and desert which will appear in the following
menus):



Then the atmosphere type has to be selected ():

For a detailed discussion on which aerosol / atmosphere model to select consult
the description of the SPECTRA module (chapter 4.5).


If a sensor was selected which contains a thermal band a Model for the Thermal
region has to be selected:

The aerosol content of the atmosphere at a given location will depend on the
trajectory of the local air mass during the preceding several days. However, some
general easy-to-use guidelines for the selection are:
a) rural aerosol
If in doubt, select the "rural" aerosol type. It represents conditions one finds
in continental areas not directly influenced by urban/industrial sources. This
aerosol consists of dust-like and organic particles.
b) urban aerosol
In urban areas, the rural aerosol background is often modified by the addition
of particles from combustion products and industrial sources (carbonaceous
soot-like particles). However, depending on wind direction and shortly after
raining, the rural aerosol might also be applicable in urban areas.
c) maritime aerosol
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In areas close to the sea or close to large lakes, the aerosol largely consists of
sea-salt particles, mixed with continental particles. In these areas, the aerosol
choice would depend on wind direction: for an off-shore wind, the rural
aerosol (or urban) type is still the best choice, otherwise the maritime. Again,
since the wind conditions are often not known, select the rural type if in doubt.
d) desert aerosol
As the name implies, this type is intended for desert-like conditions, with
dust-like particles of larger size.
In forested, agricultural areas and scrub land the rural aerosol is usually the
adequate choice. This also holds for polar, arctic, and snow covered land.



After all prerequisite information has been entered the next option to be selected is
the Validate SPECTRA module. This step can be skipped if a Haze Removal only is
intended!
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15.5 SPECTRA module
What it does:
This module works with the originally recorded gray level image. It calculates and displays a
box-averaged reflectance spectrum based on the selected calibration file, visibility, and
atmosphere.

The purpose of the SPECTRA module:
Its purpose is the determination of an appropriate atmosphere (aerosol and humidity) and the
decision on the selected visibility (ground meteorological range). The selected values will later
be used in the atmospheric correction module.
Additionally, the influence of different calibration files on the reflectance spectra can
immediately be studied: just click-on the selected target area for a certain selected calibration
file, select a second calibration file and re-evaluate the same target. The resulting two spectra
will show the influence and facilitate a decision on the appropriate calibration.
For sensors with a thermal band (if it has been included in the Layer-Band-Assignment option)
the ground brightness temperature can be calculated. The SPECTRA module uses a fixed
ground surface emissivity of  =0.98.



NOTE: If a Haze Removal only is intended, the SPECTRA module can be skipped
completely!



Negative values in the measured spectra: In principle reflectance cannot have a negative
value. Keeping this in mind when working with SPECTRA can give you a first clue that
one of the set parameters is not adequate. The aerosol type is in general quite insensitive
(rural works quite well in most cases) as well as the humidity (default: mid-latitude
summer). Also a visibility of ca 30km is usually a good starter. If these values (and the
correct gains) have been selected, large negative reflectance values in (>-10%) the
measured spectra -especially in the visible bands- can only be caused by wrong c0 and c1
values in the Calibration (*.cal) file. Nevertheless as ATCOR’s accuracy in calculating
reflectance values anyway is around 10%, slightly negative values (<1% of the image
pixels) are possible. This usually happens in dark targets (water or dark vegetation). In the
output reflectance image the pixel with negative values are set to zero.
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SPECTRA: Main Display Setup

The image and the DEM beneath is displayed automatically in two windows (the Band
Selection is done according to the Viewer Preferences for all images): a large overview
viewer and a smaller (linked) magnification viewer. Both can be used to pick a
spectrum. Besides the two windows two reflectance charts and the main SPECTRA
control window are displayed.
Clicking with the
within one of the images will display the spectrum in the
selected reflectance charts (Chart 1 or Chart 2):

Other SPECTRA Main Display controls:
= normal cursor
= selects a new target (pick point cursor)
= keep tool
= reselect last target (pick same point again)
= interactive zoom in
= interactive zoom out
= fit to window
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Reflectance Chart:

Brightness
Temperature in
°Celsius (if a thermal
band is available)

The properties of the displayed chart (range, color, background, legend…) can be
controlled by the top level menu (Save.., Scale.., Options.., Legend.. and Clear..).

 When initially displayed, a new spectrum is automatically scaled into the default
0-100% reflectance range. If one of the set parameters (gain, calibration file or
atmosphere) is not adequate the graph might be in the negative range and thus not
be visible. In this case use the Scale... button.



Module SPECTRA - control menu (Tab: Parameter):

Within this first tab of the SPECTRA Control Menu most of the parameters which had
already been selected earlier can again be modified to study their effect on the spectrum:
Visibility, Calibration File and Thermal Calibration K0 factor (Thermal Calibration
Offset K0: T=k0+k1*L+k2*L2, see chapter 10.0 of the ATCOR2 manual for an
explanation).
The parameter K0 has a default value for the following sensors (it usually does not have
to be changed):
 TM4/5 = 209.47
 ETM+ = 210.60
 ASTER = 214.14
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The Models for Solar and Thermal Region have to be re-selected within the ATCOR
Main Menu if it seems necessary to change them. It is still open in the background). In
this case the SPECTRA module has to be updated to use the newly selected models with
this button:
Edit Cal… this option opens the IMAGINE editor with the Calibration File currently
selected. There you can update the original calibration file (Path: e.g.: IMAGINE
2016\etc\atcor\cal\landsat4_5\tm_essen.cal). A backup file will be
generated automatically. It has a suffix ‘‘*.ed”.

 For details on updating a Calibration File please see chapter 6 Sensor Calibration
Files.



Module SPECTRA - control menu (Tab: Box Size):

Target Box Size (Pixels): When picking a target in the image a GCP-type symbol will
be created (labeled Tgt_x) and -visible depending on the chosen zoom-factor- a box (the
“Adjacency Box” [see Range of Adjacency Effect (m) ]) around it.
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Magnifier Window:
“Adjacency Box “
(Box size of 30Pixels in this case)
„Identfication box“

The size of the target box may vary and can be defined in the control window with the
element called Target Box Size. The default value of this box is 5. All digital number
(DN) values of each layer inside this box will be averaged. Since the DN values of the
pixels on every surface always differ a little from each other, it is recommended to
average some of the pixels inside such an area in order to minimize the variability and
to get a representative spectral result. The target box can be different for each picked
target. Only odd numbers are allowed to be entered in this number field. The outer box
is just an indicator to identify the picked target easier (it is not the adjacency area [see
next paragraph]).

Range of Adjacency Effect (m) The adjacency effect is taken into account in the
computation of the reflectance for the spectral graphs. By default, the value is set to
roughly 1km (transformed to pixels, taking the nominal pixel size of each sensor into
account). If the adjacency effect should be switched off the value has to be set to 0. To
do this the Target Box Size has first to be set to 1 (pixels). Then the Range of Adjacency
can be set to 0 (and accordingly resets itself to ½ pixel size of the sensor). As maximum
range (2*box-size) is limited to 99 pixel the default 1km might be less for higher
resolution sensors: e.g. maximum range of the adjacency effect for ASTER (15m) =
pixel size * sensor_resolution/2 -> 99*15/2 = 742m.


Module SPECTRA - control menu (Tab: Spectrum):

By pressing the Save last spectrum button the user can save the last picked
reflectance spectrum in a file. A new menu is opened.
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Save last spectrum:

There are two different possibilities to save information into a file at this point. The first
would be an IMAGINE "*.sif" formatted file, which is the file format used by the
IMAGINE SpecView tool (Spectral Library). The user can specify the filename, a title
text which will appear on top of the graph, as well as a legend text. To be able to view
the saved data with the SpecView tool, one has to save the files in the directory
$IMAGINE_HOME/etc/spectra/erdas. Press Save (ERDAS) to write the data into
the file. The second file format is a simple ASCII text file, which also saves a large
amount of information about the input file and the parameters that were set in the main
menu, as well as detailed information about the used calibration factors etc. It is
recommended to produce such a file when all the parameters that will be used for the
atmospheric correction are chosen, as a means of keeping a protocol for the process.
These files can be stored anywhere (extension *.spc) after defining the filename and
pressing the button Save (ASCII)



The user is encouraged at this point to start generating a library of saved reflectance spectra (*.sif files) as it is possible inside the SPECTRA module to load
previously saved reference spectra and view them along with the target spectra in
a chart window for comparison reasons.

Save Multiple Spectra since the "SpecView" tool inside the IMAGINE spectral profile
tool can deal with spectral files which contain up to 3 spectral graphs, a option has been
created inside SPECTRA to save the last 3 picked spectra in a file in the IMAGINE *.sif
format. The next table contains the information available with the option "Save multiple
spectra". The table shows three reflectance spectra (unit = %) stored as column vectors.
The first column is the center wavelength (µm) of each reflective band of the
corresponding sensor (TM). Counting starts from 1 again if this "save" option was used.
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When displaying a ‘Multiple Spectra’ *.sif file in the ATCOR Spectra Module the
first spectrum of the set will be loaded only!
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Three pine targets:
wavelength (microns)

pine0

pine1

0.486000
1.722011
2.161304
0.570000
4.460003
4.388831
0.838000
32.541109
30.979840
1.676000
13.191983
11.870584
2.216000
5.682788
5.096314
Information available with the option "Save multiple spectra".

pine2
1.518603
4.091644
30.840526
12.061701
4.941240

Load Reference Spectrum:

A reference spectrum, either taken from a ground truth measurement or from a spectral
library, is additionally displayed when selecting the push-button Reference spectrum.
This spectrum is displayed in red color. Its wavelength range and the number of
wavelength entries have to agree with the wavelength channels of the selected sensor. A
maximum of 2 reference spectra may be picked for display inside each chart. To be able
to draw a reference spectrum in a chart, there has to be at least one target spectrum inside
this chart display already. Also there always has to be at least one target spectrum in the
list (legend) before a reference spectrum. Therefore it is not possible to delete the last
target spectrum before a reference spectrum, except by pressing "Clear". Reference
spectra are not displayed in the table above each chart. For this reason they can only be
deleted by pressing "Clear" for that chart.
Original Spectra: A standard set of reference spectra is included in the
$IMAGINE_HOME/etc/atcor/refspect/original directory:

Reference Spectra

Description

agrisoil.sif
baresoil.sif
asphalt.sif
concrete_aged.sif
concrete_fresh.sif
sand.sif
pine.sif

agricultural soil
bare soil
concrete, aged
concrete, fresh
Pines are evergreen and resinous trees. The bark of most pines is thick and
scaly, but some species have thin, flaking bark. The branches are produced
in regular "pseudo-whorls", actually a very tight spiral but appearing like a
ring of branches arising from the same point. The adult leaves or needles,
green (photosynthetic), bundled in clusters (fascicles) of (1-) 2-5 (-6)
needles together, each fascicle produced from a small bud on a dwarf shoot
in the axil of a scale leaf (in German: “Kiefer”)
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Reference Spectra

Description

meadow.sif
spruce.sif

Spruce (etym.: from Polish "z Prus" means "from Prussia") refers
to trees of the Genus Picea. Spruces are large trees, from 20-60 (95) m tall when mature, and can be distinguished by their whorled
branches and conical form. The needles, or leaves, of spruce trees
are attached singly to the branches in a spiral fashion, each needle
on a small peg-like structure called a pulvinus. (in German:
“Fichte”)
vegetation_dry.sif
dry vegetation
lake_dark.sif
clear (dark) lake-water
lake_bright.sif
lake-water with suspended materials
sea.sif
sea-water
water_clear_over_bright_sand.sif sand shining through clear shallow water

Since these spectra consist of many semi-continuous samples, they can not be displayed
inside one of the SPECTRA-Reflectance-Chart-windows. To view these spectra the user
selects "OK", which starts the IMAGINE specview-tool.
Resampled Spectra: These spectra are also available resampled to the spectral bands
of the supported sensors. The corresponding filenames consist of the original filename
with a two character sensor tag. (e.g.: agrisoil.sif resampled to TM bands results
in a filename: agrisoil_tm.sif).
This library can be found in $IMAGINE_HOME/etc/atcor/refspect/resampled.
Since these data are tailored to each sensor they can be displayed as reference plots in
the ATCOR3 reflectance charts.



The Resampled Spectra option is the preferred option at the start of a project.
The main objective in comparing the measured spectra and a reference spectra is
not to get an exact fit by changing e.g. visibility or atmosphere/aerosol but to get
a consistent trend in the spectra of different targets.

User Data User-supplied reference spectra may be included in any directory and
displayed in the chart viewers. They can be produced by saving picked reflectance plots
in the usual IMAGINE *.sif format. The users are advised to build their own spectral
libraries, using the possibilities given inside this ATCOR2 module. User-supplied
reference spectra may be included in the "./refspect" directory. They must be ASCII
files consisting of wavelength (micrometer or nanometer unit) and reflectance (%, or
range 0-1), one pair per line.
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Module SPECTRA - control menu (Tab: Calibrate):
Background for the AutoCalibration Function:
For the atmospheric and topographic correction of satellite data ATCOR needs true radiances at the sensor (aperture). The actual digital number (DN) or gray level imagery
delivered by satellite data providers, usually is not radiance (L) data. A simple linear
relationship has to be employed to convert the DN into L: L = c0 + c1*DN. The band
specific radiometric calibration values c0, c1 are stored in ATCOR calibration files for
each supported sensor.
As a starter the ATCOR calibration files contain values which are either pre-flight values
or values which have been provided by the satellite data vendors. In principle, for an
optimal result, a specific calibration file should be created for each image which is being
processed using the parameters of the meta-data or being provided by the data vendor.
As these values sometimes may not be available an automatic approach has been
implemented in ATCOR: a semi-automatic in-flight calibration-file generation where
the spectrum of a selected target (in an area within the image which is not affected by
haze/clouds [but of course still shows the atmospheric influence]) with a well-known
spectrum either from the internal database or from a spectrum measured by the user,
generates the gain (c0) and bias (c1) values for each spectral band and automatically
writes a new calibration file.
Calibrate has 4 sequential steps to generate the calibration file (*.cal) . This can then
be used during the following processing steps:

Options:
1. Identify Target

Pick

2. Define Signature

Select

3. Solve Calibration

Solve

4. Confirm Calibration

Accept

With this selection the target can be selected. A target is a area
for which a measured reference spectrum is available. Click on
the button and use the left mouse button to select a reference
target. NOTE: The target should not be affected by haze/clouds.
With this step the signature or spectrum of a known surface (the
reference) must be selected.
Name the new calibration file
Confirm to use the new calibration file in the subsequent
processing.
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5. Identify Target:
Identified reference
target (e.g. pine forest)

6. Define Signature:

Select a reference spectrum from the examples. It is possible to create your own
spectra by editing an existing one (be careful with the formatting). The examples
spectra are located in ..\IMAGINE 2016\etc\atcor\refspect\resampled.
pine_tm
wavelength (microns)
0.486000
0.570000
0.661000
0.838000
1.676000
2.216000

pine_tm
4.400000
7.200000
5.600000
34.900002
16.400000
8.700000

Example for pine_tm.sif
Also make sure to use the correct file naming convention (for “TM” name the file
xxx_tm.sif , where xxx can be set as you like, _tm is the identifier and .sif the
necessary file-extension. For e.g. SPOT use xxx_sp.sif ).
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For the correct identifiers check the following table:
Sensor
ASTER
HYPERION
GEOEYE1
IRS-2A LISS-4
IRS-1C/D LISS-3
IRS-1A/B LISS-2
MOS-B
MOMS-02
Landsat-4/5 MSS
Landsat-8 OLI
SPOT-4 MS
SPOT-5 MS
MOMS-02 PAN
Cartosat PAN
IRS-1C/D PAN
MSU-E
SPOT-1/2/3 MS
SPOT-1/2/3 PAN
SPOT-5 PAN
QuickBird PAN
IKONOS 2 PAN
Landsat-7 PAN
OrbView PAN
Landsat-4/5 TM
QuickBird
Landsat-7 ETM+
IKONOS 2 MS
OrbView MS
RapidEye
Pleiades
Theos
WiFS-2 RED/NIR
WiFS-3 RED/N/S
WiFS-4 G/R/N/S

Identifier
_as.sif
_hy.sif
_g1.sif
_ic.sif
_ir.sif
_mb.sif
_mo.sif
_ms.sif
_ol.sif
_s4.sif

_sp.sif

_tm.sif

_r1.sif
_pl.sif
_th.sif
_w2.sif
_w3.sif
_w4.sif

7. Solve Calibration

8. Confirm Calibration
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If Yes is selected, the new calibration file is used for all further processing.

New calibration file

 To verify the parameters defining the atmospheric conditions previously selected
in the main ATCOR menu, it is now possible to select the same target with the
standard SPECTRA procedures and display the target plus the spectra selected for
the calibration target in one of the reflectance charts. Result: both spectra should
(almost) exactly match each other (the reference is equal to the sample).



Note: The Auto-Calibration algorithm uses the currently set parameters for
visibility and the atmospheric model to calculate the c0 and c1 values used in the
calibration files. This implies that afterwards the usual SPECTRA procedures to
verify the visibility and atmospheric model should NOT be used with a calibration
file which was generated with Auto-Calibration.

Return to the ATCOR3 Main menu: After having determined an optimal set of
parameters (aerosol type, atmosphere, visibility, calibration file, etc.) with the
SPECTRA module pressing the button Cancel in the control window will close the
SPECTRA module window and return to the ATCOR3 main menu.
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15.5.1

Functional flowchart of the SPECTRA Module for ATCOR3

SPECTRA Module
Parameters: atmospheric model, sensor calibration file, visibility

Start of the interactive, iterative process

Autocalibration
Pick Target

Evaluate spectra and
compare with reference spectra
Spectra incorrect

All targets ok

Spectra ok

Adjust parameters

Save spectra in library

Pick same target

Pick different target

Exit SPECTRA and continue with the correction
process (Run Correction from Main Menu)

Functional flowchart of the SPECTRA Module for ATCOR3.
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15.5.2

Tips to determine the visibility

In most cases the atmospheric parameters have to be estimated from the image data. The
important parameters for atmospheric correction are:
 aerosol type (e.g. rural, urban, maritime)
 visibility (aerosol concentration, optical depth)
 humidity (spectral bands beyond 700 nm, e.g. TM bands 4 to 7)
This information is seldom available for the date and time of image data acquisition. Therefore,
the following strategy is recommended:
Start identifying atmospheric conditions:
 Specify the estimated atmospheric humidity. This may be based on local nearby
weather stations or climatologic charts. The humidity range is dry to very humid:
dry (winter, fall), moderate (US standard, arid), humid (mid-latitude summer), very
humid (tropical).
 Specify a first guess of the visibility from the appearance of the image data: low
contrast (VIS < 10 km), average (VIS = 15 km), clear (VIS = 25 km).
Iterations to get to meaningful atmospheric conditions:
 Select a target with low reflectance (less than 10 %) in the blue to red spectral
region (450 - 700 nm). Possible candidates are water and vegetation. Click-on this
target in the image to display its spectrum for the three main aerosol types (urban,
rural, other; switch to the main menu of ATCOR for this selection). Compare these
reflectance values with the following tables. An incorrect aerosol type will cause
very low reflectance values. The aerosol type with the best performance should be
selected to continue with the next step to vary the visibility.
 Assuming a certain start value of the visibility (e.g. VIS=15 km), additional target
spectra should now be evaluated for some lower (e.g. VIS=12 km) and higher
visibilities (e.g. 20 km), from which the appropriate visibility can iteratively be
determined. The decision criterion should be a consistent trend in the spectra of
different targets, not the match of a certain reflectance value for a special target.
 The simultaneous display of reference spectra from the ATCOR library or userdefined spectra may be helpful.

Target

Blue (0.49µm)

Green (0.55µm) Red (0.66µm)

water
3-5
4–6
dense dark veg.
0.5 - 2.5
2–5
green vegetat.
3-6
6 – 12
agricultural soil
4-8
7 – 12
asphalt (dark)
8-9
9 – 10
asphalt (bright)
14 - 16
16 – 18
Typical reflectance values (%) in different parts of the spectrum

cl

2-3
1-3
4-8
10 - 15
9 - 10
16 - 19

NIR (0.84µm)
0-1
16 - 25
35 - 50
15 - 25
10 - 12
18 - 22
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15.6 Haze Removal and Atmospheric Correction Menu
From the ATCOR3 Main Menu the following Window is be opened when clicking on the button
Run Correction in the ATCOR2 main menu. A quick pre-view processing (DeHaze Preview)
will be active for large images.

15.6.1

Haze Removal

The Haze removal is an independent process of ATCOR and can be used standalone without
the following Atmospheric Correction. If the option Perform Haze Removal before
Correction? is selected with YES the option “Atmospheric Correction” on the right will
become active. If NO is chosen the option “Atmospheric Correction” will become active.


Size of Haze Mask
a) Large Area haze mask (see Chapter 3: HOT  mean( HOT )  0.5 * stdev( HOT )
(This option is the choice in most cases)
b) Compact Smaller Area haze mask (see Chapter 3: HOT  mean( HOT ) )



Dehazing Method In addition, the user can select between haze removal of “Thin to
Medium” haze or “Thin to Thick” haze. The last option is the choice in most cases.
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 NOTE: The algorithm only works for land pixels, so the near infrared band (NIR)
is used to exclude water pixels. If the image does not have a NIR-Band an error
message will appear. The current implementation provides a mask for haze-overland (coded with 255). The cloud mask is coded with 1.



Cloud Threshold. “Detect all pixels higher than x% reflectance in BLUE band as
cloud”.
With this option the threshold for the cloud mask can interactively be controlled. It is
suggested to leave the initial default (after installation it is a 35. This can be set in the
IMAGINE Preferences, category ATCOR). Only if the resulting cloud mask is not
correct, it might be necessary to find a new value. The range is 10 – 60.
The Correction report gives for e.g. the example image tm_essen.img the following:
“158 cloud pixels (reflectance > 35 percent in BLUE band) detected”



Water Threshold. “Detect all pixels lower than x% reflectance in NIR band as water.”
With this option the threshold for the water mask can interactively be controlled. It is
suggested to leave the initial default (after installation it is a 9. This can be set in the
IMAGINE Preferences, category ATCOR). Only if the resulting water mask is not
correct, it might be necessary to find a new value. The range is 2 – 15.
The Correction report gives for e.g. the example image tm_essen.img the following:
“2048 water/snow pixels (reflectance < 2 percent in NIR band) detected”
 For the Chamonix-Example this had to be set to 2 as otherwise all shadows
would also have been added to the water mask.

 NOTE: There is a 3rd threshold for snow. This can be set in the IMAGINE Preferences, category ATCOR. The range is 1 – 30. The default value is a 3. Remember,
water and snow pixels are excluded from haze reduction!



DeHaze Preview. The Constant Atmosphere Module menu has an option on the left
side. The activation depends on the size of the input image. If used, a degradation of the
image will be performed before the Haze Correction. A performance meter will show
the status of the degradation process.
If the input file has an image size of Rows 2  Columns2 < 1000 pixel the option
DeHaze Preview is not active.
The DeHaze Preview feature should be used for large images to assess if haze-reduction
will yield acceptable results and which parameters should best be used (Size of Haze
Mask / Dehazing Method / Thresholds).
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After selecting the above parameters the Option Haze Correction can be started and the Haze
Removal Process begins. The status line explains where it stands and simultaneously the
Correction Report is filled with information:

Options in the above Menu:


Display Buttons:
= Interactive Zoom In (Step: 2)
= Interactive Zoom Out (Step: 2)
= Fit to Window
= Normal Cursor
= Roam / Rotate
Additionally the standard “Quick View” option (mouse right-click within a viewer) can
be started with the options: Arrange Layers, Inquire Cursor…, Zoom, Fit Image to
Window and Geo. Link/Unlink…



Select Overlay:
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This option displays the haze-mask which was used in the detection of haze vs. nonhaze areas. Additionally the pixels detected as clouds or snow are shown in blue. This
file is also accessible in the output directory as: <name>-hazemask.img (default
name).
Additionally a haze-levels file is produced. It shows the detected haze as gray levels. It
has the default name: <name>-haze-levels.img. It is used during the haze reduction
process.

Haze mask image (tm7_chamonix_hazemask.img)



Haze level image (tm7_chamonix_haze_levels.img)

Correction Report:
The correction report gives all information concerning the haze calculation. An example
is shown below:
***** Haze Removal *****
158 cloud pixels (reflectance > 35 percent in BLUE band) detected
2048 water/snow pixels (reflectance < 2 percent in NIR band) detected
----------------------------2206 pixels = 0.4 percent of image area excluded
35.1 percent of image land pixels are clear land
64.9 percent of image land pixels are hazy land
***** time needed for haze removal = 37.0 sec *****
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Possible Information Messages:
The following Info Message will appear for the described conditions:
‘‘No clear land pixels found: haze correction not possible.’’
‘‘Snow Band No.X Not Selected!’’
‘‘Haze correction not possible: correlation coefficient for VIS
bands is below 0.80.’’
‘‘Strange HOT histogram: haze correction not possible.’’

= not enough Haze-levels found (>3)
‘‘No haze pixels found after cloud detection.’’

 Limitations:
- The method needs clear and hazy areas. If only limited clear areas are
available within the image (predominantly clouds and haze) the algorithm
fails.
- If the correlation between the blue and red bands is below a certain level
(r < 0.8) the method also fails to produce good results.
- The method can also be used for data without the blue band but will yield less
perfect results.
- The algorithm is not suitable for haze over water.
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15.6.2

Atmospheric correction

The Atmospheric correction is started by clicking on the Atmospheric Correction button in
the Haze Removal and Atmospheric Correction Menu.


Now a menu for the BRDF Correction pops up:

What is a BRDF Correction? Many surface types exhibit anisotropic reflectance behavior, i.e. the reflectance depends on the viewing and illumination geometry. The relationship is described by the bi-directional reflectance distribution function (BRDF).
Please refer for details to chapter 3.5 “Areas of low illumination: BRDF effects”. For
regions where the effect is expected an Empirical BRDF correction should be included.
Options (1) and (2): Most of the high spatial resolution sensors have view angles close
to nadir, whereas the sun is usually at a greater distance from nadir. Therefore, the
incident angles are more likely to enter the critical region  i =60°-90° and option (1) or
(2) should be applied.
Options (3) and (4) also depend on the exitance angle  e . These options are included
for tilt sensors (SPOT, IKONOS or QuickBird etc.) if scenes are recorded with a larger
off-nadir viewing angle (e.g. 20°-30°), which might be closer to the solar zenith. In this
case, the angles  i and  e may both enter the critical region 60°-90°.
Upon clicking on OK in the BRDF Correction Menu there will be no further questions asked
and the processing starts. The progress can be seen in the status line.
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Menu Constant Atmosphere after Atmospheric Correction


Correction Report:
The correction report gives all information concerning the atmospheric correction. An
example is shown below:

***** Atmospheric Correction *****
Area of Image affected by BRDF = 44.6 percent

Statistics of Band No.1
deltaMAX (before-after) = 0
deltaMIN (before-after) = 45
deltaMEAN (before-after) = 54.55
deltaSTDDEV (before-after) = -0.33

Statistics of Band No.2
deltaMAX (before-after) = 0
deltaMIN (before-after) = 18
deltaMEAN (before-after) = 30.95
deltaSTDDEV (before-after) = 0.18

Statistics of Band No.3
deltaMAX (before-after) = 0
deltaMIN (before-after) = 5
deltaMEAN (before-after) = 25.27
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deltaSTDDEV (before-after) = 3.84

Statistics of Band No.4
deltaMAX (before-after) = -48
deltaMIN (before-after) = 9
deltaMEAN (before-after) = -9.60
deltaSTDDEV (before-after) = -5.25

Statistics of Band No.5
deltaMAX (before-after) = 0
deltaMIN (before-after) = 7
deltaMEAN (before-after) = 2.15
deltaSTDDEV (before-after) = -3.08

Statistics of Band No.6
deltaMAX (before-after) = -38
deltaMIN (before-after) = 61
deltaMEAN (before-after) = 47.16
deltaSTDDEV (before-after) = -20.52

Statistics of Band No.7
deltaMAX (before-after) = 0
deltaMIN (before-after) = 4
deltaMEAN (before-after) = 3.54
deltaSTDDEV (before-after) = -5.05

***** time needed for correction = 45.0 sec *****

Example correction report



Report File: A report file is automatically produced. It is written into the
output directory (where the output file resides - set in the ATCOR Main Menu) and
is labeled with the extension <output_file>.rep. This ASCII file contains the
history of the processing and the results of the statistics.
 Report File will be saved automatically while starting SPECTRA Module or can be
saved manually with the “Save as …”
 Report File automatically save while changing parameters can be activated by
preference setting change.


The following data can be displayed with the Select Overlay: option:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.
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Haze Mask
Illumination Angle
Elevation Classes
Sky View Factor
Cast Shadow Image
BRDF Correction Factor
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15.7 Simple Haze Removal without Calculation of
Reflectance Values
The two options in ATCOR3 for IMAGINE 2013 Haze Removal and Atmospheric Correction are independent and can be used separately. A pure haze removal operation can also be
run without iterating the atmospheric variables using the SPECTRA module. Also all the
Options of Tab-1 and -2 within the ATCOR3 Main Menu which deal with setting the
atmospheric condition at the time of the data take do not need to be elaborated in detail. Only
the derivation of the Haze-Mask is influenced by the calibration file.

15.8

Panchromatic Sensors

Panchromatic images can be corrected within ATCOR3 with the Atmospheric Correction
option. A Haze Removal is not possible as no bands for an estimation of the haze are available.
The effect of an atmospheric correction is -as no haze removal is done- sometimes not very
much recognizable. Only the adjacency effect might be compensated and e.g. roads running
through dark forested regions might appear brighter. For rugged terrain a correction might be
worthwhile as ATCOR3 as well compensates for a topographic effect (shadow removal).

15.9 Meta-Data Information to run an ATCOR3 session
ATCOR3 Input Parameters

Source / Requirements

Input image
Input digital elevation model
SLOPE, ASPECT, SKYVIEW and SHADOW
image
Acquisition Date (Day and Month)
Sequence of Input Bands (Layers)
Sensor type
Gain Settings of the Sensor (menu pops up if
sensor has variable Gain Setting)
Calibration-File

Ortho rectified image
High resolution DEM
Calculated from DEM in step Derive Terrain Files (Chapter 4.3)

Solar Zenith Angle
Solar Azimuth
Model for Aerosol

Model for Solar Region

Model for Thermal Region (if thermal Band is
included)
Ground Visibility

Available in the Meta-Data of the Satellite Scene.
Available in the Meta-Data of the Satellite Scene or set individually.
All Sensors supported can be selected.
Available in the Meta-Data of the Satellite Scene or already included in the
Calibration-File.
Examples to start from are available in the ATCOR3 menu. Detailed values can
be extracted from meta-data of the satellite scene or the data provider .
Available in the Meta-Data of the Satellite Scene.
Available in the Meta-Data of the Satellite Scene.
Library is available from ATCOR3 Menu. External Models can not be
incorporated. If unavailable parameters can be assumed and checked with
SPECTRA Module.
Library is available from ATCOR3 Menu. External Models can not be
incorporated. If unavailable parameters can be assumed and checked with
SPECTRA Module.
Library is available from ATCOR3 Menu. External Models can not be
incorporated. If unavailable parameters can be assumed and checked with
SPECTRA Module.
Available from local Meteorological-Data.
Parameters can be assumed and checked with SPECTRA Module.

The parameters listed above are necessary to run an ATCOR3 session.
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16 ATCOR3 Sample Case
16.1 Landsat 7 ETM+ Scene
As an example of an ATCOR3 processing a Landsat7 ETM+ image is shown in the following
chapter. This example is also available after installation on your PC where it is installed (if
chosen during installation) in this directory: $IMAGINE_HOME/examples/atcor3
For a starter and any demo purposes the following ATCOR project file can be used:
$IMAGINE_HOME/examples/atcor3/tm7_chamonix.rep. It already contains all the
necessary parameters.
 Processing Parameters (Report File):
<<<ATCOR3>>>
<<MainMenu>>
<FileSpecifications>
InputRasterFile = $IMAGINE_HOME/examples/atcor3/tm7_chamonix.img
OutputRasterFile = $IMAGINE_HOME/examples/atcor3/test.img
Day = 12
Month = 8
Year = 2000
LayerBandAssignment = 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
FromBand = 1
ToBand = 7
GainSettings = 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
Fcref[] = 4.000000
Fctem[] = 4.000000
Offtem[] = 0.000000
<GeometrieSpecifications>
Sensor = Landsat-7 ETM+
CalibrationFile = $IMAGINE_HOME/etc/atcor/cal/landsat7/l7_etm_chamonix.cal
<SensorSpecifications>
SolarZenith[degree] = 36.500000
SolarAzimuth[degree] = 141.500000
ElevationUnit = 1
ElevationFile = $IMAGINE_HOME/examples/atcor3/dem_chamonix.img
SlopeFile = $IMAGINE_HOME/examples/atcor3/dem_chamonix_slo.img
AspectFile = $IMAGINE_HOME/examples/atcor3/dem_chamonix_asp.img
SkyViewFile = $IMAGINE_HOME/examples/atcor3/dem_chamonix_sky.img
CastShadowFile = $IMAGINE_HOME/examples/atcor3/dem_chamonix_shd.img
AverageGroundElevation[km] = 1.5000000
<AtmosphericSelections:Visibility>
SceneVisibility[km] = 55.000000
<AtmosphericSelections:Aerosoltype>
SolarAtm = rural
SolarAerosolType = midlat_summer_rural
ThermalAtm = midlat_summer

<<SpectraModule>>

<Parameter>
K0 = 210.600000
<BoxSize>
TargetBox[Pixels] = 5
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AdjacencyRange[m] = 1005.000000

<<ConstantAtmosphereModule>>
<HazeRemovalOptions>
HazeRemovalDone = Yes
SizeOfHazeMask = LargeArea
DehazingMethod = ThinToThick
CloudThreshold[] = 35.000000
WaterThreshold[] = 2.000000
SnowThreshold[] = 3.000000
<BRDFOptions>
BRDFCorrectionDone = Yes
EmpiricalBRDFFunctionG = (1)
ThresholdAngleBeta_t[degree] = 65.000000
LowerBoundaryg = 0.250000



Processing Parameters:

File name:
Location:
Lon/Lat:
Date of Acquisition:
Time of Acquisition:
Size:
Bands:
Gains (are already included in *.cal):
Solar zenith / solar azimuth angle:
DEM:
Atmosphere (solar and thermal):
Calibration file:
Visibility:
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L7_ETM_chamonix.img
Area NW of Chamonix, France
7.376226 / 46.031132
August 12, 2000
10:07:59
781 x 711 pixel
1-7, HG Thermal band is #6
1/1/1/1/1/1/1
36,5 / 141,5
45m Resolution
Mid-latitude summer, rural aerosol
L7_etm_chamonix.cal
55km
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Raw image
Cast Shadow
Haze Mask

DEM
SkyView
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Haze corrected
Haze corrected
Bands 7,4,1 – R,G,B
(Subset, UpperLeft)
Temperature Brightness
(Band 6)
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Topography corrected
Topography corrected
Bands 7,4,1 – R,G,B
(Subset, UpperLeft)
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17 Sensor calibration files
NOTE: For a detailed description of many of the supported Sensors in ATCOR for IMAGINE
refer to the web page http://www.atcor.de/sensor-calibration. On this location you will find
updated information on the different sensors, its geometry as input into the ATCOR menu as
well as information on the radiometry and how to construct the calibration file.
The reflectance calculation depends on the sensor calibration coefficients c 0 
i and c1i , see
chapter 9, equation (9.1). Nominal values of these coefficients for each band i are given in the
appropriate calibration files (extension " .cal" and located at $IMAGINE_HOME/etc/atcor/
cal/<sensor>). For Landsat-4/5 TM, the accuracy of the calibration values is estimated to
be 5 - 14 per cent (Slater et al. 1987, Price 1989). Calibration coefficients from literature may
differ slightly. One reason is that different radiative transfer codes can yield slightly different
radiances, which in turn will lead to reflectance differences. A second reason is that different
ground receiving stations use different processing algorithms and processing techniques may
change. Finally, there are different level products available (e.g. Level-0, Level-1). Last but not
least the sensitivity of instruments may change with time. So updated calibration files may be
included with time.
Since the suppliers of satellite images deliver calibration information in various units it is
important to stick to the radiance unit employed in ATCOR, which is [mW cm-2 sr-1 µm-1]. So
for all sensors this unit should be used except for SPOT where the unit [W -1 m2 sr µm] is
employed (see below).



Negative reflectance values in the measured Spectra: Some of the default calibration
files provided (<sensor>.cal and/or <sensor>_template.cal can be used as a first
starting point. If e.g. the reflectance values in the SPECTRA module are consistently in
the negative range regardless of the visibility and/or aerosol/humidity model used it is
likely that wrong values in the calibration-file cause this negative trend. Then check the
above mentioned website for new values and how to retrieve them from the meta-data. A
second possibility -if no values are available- is to manually adapt iteratively the c0 and
c1 values of the cal-file always comparing with the provided reference spectra. (The *.calfiles are located in the directory: $IMAGINE_HOME/etc/atcor/cal/<sensor>])

 Example format of a *.cal file (tm5_essen.cal):
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7
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

c0
-0.2100
-0.2310
-0.2302
-0.1945
-0.0217
0.1240
-0.0153

c1
0.0626
0.1205
0.0880
0.0873
0.0130
0.00563
0.0070

[mW/cm2 sr micron]

c0 and c1 values in [mW/cm2 sr micron]
Number of bands in this file
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18

Altitude Profiles of Standard Atmospheres

This chapter contains tables of pressure, air temperature, and humidity in the altitude region 0
- 5 km. The tables were taken from the MODTRAN model. Only the lower 5 km altitudes are
shown, since this region usually contains about 95 % of the total water vapor column. The tables
are intended to guide the user in the selection of the appropriate atmosphere. The atmosphere
closest to the measured or assumed water vapor profile for the current scene should be selected.
The fall, arid, dry, and humid atmospheres are not a MODTRAN standard, they were added as
a useful supplement.
The water columns of earlier ATCOR versions (before 2000) were based on equivalent sea
level columns (MODTRAN2 output). Now, vertical ground-to-space water vapor columns
(MODTRAN-4) are given. These values are about 20-30% higher than the previous values.
The following tables are ordered according to an increasing water vapor content.






Mid-latitude winter: u = 0.85 (gcm-2)
Fall (autumn): u = 1.14 (gcm-2)
US Standard: u = 1.42 (gcm-2)
Mid-latitude summer: u = 2.92 (gcm-2)
Tropical: u = 4.11 (gcm-2)

altitude
(km)

pressure
(mbar)

temperature
(°C)

0
1017
-1.0
1
897
-4.5
2
789
-8.0
3
694
-11.5
4
608
-17.5
5
531
-23.5
Altitude profile of the mid-latitude winter atmosphere.
Total (ground-to-space) water vapor content = 0.85 (g cm –2)

altitude
(km)

pressure
(mbar)

temperature
(°C)

0
1013
10.0
1
902
3.0
2
802
-1.0
3
710
-5.0
4
628
-9.1
5
554
-14.0
Altitude profile of the fall (autumn) atmosphere.
Total (ground-to-space) water vapor content = 1.14 (g cm –2)

rel. humidity
(%)
77
70
65
57
50
47

rel. humidity
(%)
56
47
41
40
40
40

abs. humidity
(g/m3)
3.5
2.5
1.8
1.2
0.7
0.4

abs. humidity
(g/m3)
5.2
2.8
1.9
1.4
1.0
0.6
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altitude
(km)

pressure
(mbar)

temperature
(°C)

0
1013
15.0
1
900
8.5
2
795
2.0
3
701
-4.5
4
616
-11.0
5
540
-17.5
Altitude profile of the 1976 US Standard atmosphere.
Total (ground-to-space) water vapor content = 1.42 (g cm –2)

altitude
(km)

pressure
(mbar)

temperature
(°C)

0
1013
21.0
1
902
16.5
2
802
12.0
3
710
6.0
4
628
0.0
5
554
-6.0
Altitude profile of the mid-latitude summer atmosphere.
Total (ground-to-space) water vapor content = 2.92 (g cm –2)

altitude
(km)

pressure
(mbar)

temperature
(°C)

0
1013
26.4
1
904
20.4
2
805
14.4
3
715
10.4
4
633
3.8
5
559
-3.0
Altitude profile of the tropical atmosphere.
Total (ground-to-space) water vapor content = 4.11 (g cm –2)

clxx

rel. humidity
(%)
46
49
52
51
50
48

rel. humidity
(%)
76
66
55
45
39
31

rel. humidity
(%)
75
73
74
48
35
38

abs. humidity
(g/m3)
5.9
4.2
2.9
1.8
1.1
0.6

abs. humidity
(g/m3)
13.9
10.0
5.9
3.9
1.9
1.0

abs. humidity
(g/m3)
18.9
13.0
10.0
4.7
2.2
1.5
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20 Overview
The manual describes value adding products (VAP) that can be derived from the ATCOR
modules. ATCOR performs an atmospheric correction for a flat terrain (ATCOR2) and the
combined atmospheric / topographic correction (ATCOR3) for a mountainous terrain to obtain
ground reflectance data and surface temperature data.
The first group of products include a vegetation index (SAVI), the leaf area index (LAI), the
fraction of absorbed photosynthetically active radiation (FPAR), and ground albedo, i.e. the
ground reflectance integrated over the wavelength region 0.3 – 2.5 µm. The second group
comprises quantities relevant for surface energy balance such as absorbed solar radiation flux,
surface emitted thermal flux and thermal air-to-surface flux, and net radiation.
A simple model based on the SAVI vegetation index is employed to calculate the leaf area index
and the heat flux into the ground. The latent heat of evaporation (LE) is computed with the
scaled normalized difference vegetation index (scaled NDVI). The justification for the simple
approach is that these heat fluxes depend on a number of micrometeorological parameters
(thermal properties of soil, surface roughness, wind velocity, etc.) that are usually not known.
Nevertheless, the simple model is able to provide reasonable flux values over large areas
covered by a satellite sensor. It can be a useful complement to local detailed field campaign
measurements.
 The VAP-option is active only if an IMAGINE Advantage Module is licensed.
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21 Introduction
Remotely sensed imagery of space borne sensors covers large areas of the earth’s surface nearly
at the same time. The combination of this information with point-like local measurements of
meteorological data is indispensable for applications in climatology, monitoring of change
detection, agriculture, and forestry. This report describes some products that can be derived
from atmospherically corrected imagery of optical sensors, i.e., based on surface reflectance
and temperature data.

22 Vegetation Index, Leaf Area Index, FPAR,
Ground Albedo
The ATCOR VAP modules (located in the ATCOR2 and ATCOR3 main menus) generate a
file with the suffix "<filename>_flx.img" that contains the layers described below. They are
coded with 2 bytes per pixel (16-bit):



(8)
(9)
(10)
(11)

Soil adjusted vegetation index SAVI
Leaf area index LAI
Fraction of absorbed photosynthetically active radiation FPAR
Surface albedo (integrated from 0.3 – 2.5 µm)

(12)
(13)
(14)
(15)
(16)
(17)

Absorbed solar radiation flux Rsolar ( W m 2 )
Thermal flux difference Rtherm  Ratm  Rsurface ( W m 2 )
Ground heat flux G ( W m 2 )
Latent heat LE ( W m 2 )
Sensible heat H ( W m 2 )
Net radiation R n ( W m 2 )

Note: Layers 6 – 10 are included only if surface temperature data from a thermal band
are available.

The file containing the above mentioned layers is scaled with the following factors:
(18)
(19)
(20)
(21)

SAVI: range 0 – 1000, scale factor 1000,
so scaled SAVI=500 corresponds to SAVI=0.5
LAI : range 0 – 10000, scale factor 1000,
so scaled LAI=5000 corresponds to LAI=5
FPAR: range 0-1000, scale factor 1000,
so scaled FPAR=500 corresponds to FPAR=0.5
Albedo: range 0-1000, scale factor 10,
so scaled albedo=500 corresponds to albedo=50%
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22.1 SAVI (Layer 1)
The first group of value adding products consists of the following channels: The soil adjusted
vegetation index (SAVI) defined as (Huete 1988, Baret and Guyot 1991)

SAVI 

(  NIR   RED )  1.5
 NIR   RED  0.5

(3.1)

where  RED and  NIR are ground reflectance values for a red (650 nm) and near-infrared (850
nm) band, respectively.



Note: SAVI: range 0 – 1000, scale factor 1000, so a scaled SAVI=500 corresponds to
SAVI=0.5.

The SAVI index was selected from a variety of vegetation indices because it is suitable to
parametrize the leaf area index (LAI), the fraction of absorbed photosynthetically active
radiation (FPAR) and surface energy fluxes (Baret and Guyot 1991, Choudhury 1994). The
range of SAVI is 0 – 1000.

22.2 LAI (Layer 2)
The leaf area index (LAI): an empirical relation between LAI and a vegetation index VI
(VI=SAVI or VI=NDVI) with three parameters is used (Asrar et al. 1984, Baret and Guyot
1991):
VI  a0  a1 exp ( a 2  LAI )

Solving for LAI one obtains

 a  VI 

LAI  ( 1 / a2 ) ln  0
 a1 

(3.2)

Sample sets of parameters are a0  0.82, a1  0.78, a 2  0.6 (cotton with varied soil types),
a 0  0.68, a1  0.50, a 2  0.55 (corn), and a 0  0.72, a1  0.61, a 2  0.65 (soybean) with
VI=SAVI (Choudury et al. 1994).



Note: LAI : range 0 – 10000, scale factor 1000, so e.g. a scaled LAI=5000 corresponds
to LAI=5.

Since the current LAI and FPAR equations are simple empirical relationships based on the
selected vegetation index (either NDVI or SAVI) they can only approximate typical trends.
This application is mainly intended to get the correct trends in multi-temporal studies, therefore
it is recommended to use the same parameter set for all multitemporal scenes, whether it is the
default or user-specified parameters. A quantitative agreement with field measurements of
different crop types in different seasons cannot be expected.
Multitemporal comparisons: The employed LAI equation is an empirical 3-parameter
approximation based on a vegetation index. Since it is difficult to take into account the
parameters for different agricultural fields and different seasons it is suggested to use a fixed
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set of these 3 parameters for multi temporal studies. Then the absolute values of the derived
LAI may not be correct, but the seasonal trends can be captured.
Concerning e.g. urban trees: if you have LAI measurements for e.g. urban trees you may use
these to fit the 3 parameters to your measurements. Then use this set of parameters for all scenes.

The employed relationship between vegetation index (VI) and LAI is
VI = a0 + a1*exp(-a2*LAI)
So the interpretation is:
a0 = offset or start value of VI (if a1=0)
a1 = slope coefficient
a2 = exponential growth factor
This equation (or the inverse LAI equation) could be plotted (e.g. with Excel) for different
values of a0, a1, a2 and a fit to measurements is possible.

22.3 FPAR (Layer 3)
Plants absorb solar radiation mainly in the 0.4-0.7 µm region (PAR region, photosynthetically
active radiation, Asrar 1989). The absorbed photosynthetically active radiation is called APAR,
and the fraction of absorbed photosynthetically active radiation is abbreviated as FPAR. These
terms are associated with the green phytomass and crop productivity. A three-parameter model
can be employed to approximate APAR and FPAR (Asrar et al. 1984, Asrar 1989, Wiegand et
al. 1990, 1991).

FPAR  C  1  A exp (  B  LAI ) 

(3.3)

Typical values are C=1, A=1, B=0.4.



Note: FPAR: range 0-1000, scale factor 1000, so e.g. a scaled FPAR=500 corresponds
to FPAR=0.5.

Equations (3.1) to (3.3) can be the basis for user-customized additional evaluations, e.g., crop
yield estimation (Wiegand et al. 1991).

22.4 Ground Albedo (Layer 4)
The ground albedo: the wavelength-integrated ground reflectance (a directional-hemispherical
reflectance) is used as a substitute for surface albedo (bi-hemispherical reflectance). It is calculated as
clxxxv
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2.5 m

a

  (  ) d

0.3 m
2.5 m

(3.4)

 d

0.3 m

Since most satellite sensors cover only part of the 0.3 – 2.5 µm region the following
assumptions are being made to extrapolate the available region :
Extrapolation for the 0.30-0.40 μm region:
 0.30.4m  0.8   blue if blue a band (0.45-0.50 μm) exists.

 0.30.4m  0.8   green green band, no blue band available.*
Extrapolation for the 0.40-0.45 μm region:
 0.40.45m  0.9   blue if blue a band (0.45-0.50 μm) exists.

 0.40.52m  0.9   green green band, no blue band available.*
The reflectance reduction factors in the blue part of the spectrum account for the decrease of
surface reflection for most land covers (soils, vegetation). The extrapolation to longer wavelengths is computed as:

 2.02.5m  0.5  1.6m
 2.02.5m  1.6m

(vegetation with  NIR /  Re d > 3)
(else)

If no bands at 1.6 and 2.2 µm are available the contribution for these regions is estimated as:
(vegetation with  NIR /  Re d > 3)
1.51.8m  0.50   0.85m
(vegetation with  NIR /  Re d > 3)
 2.02.5m  0.25   0.85m
1.51.8m   0.85m (else)
 2.02.5m   0.85m (else)



Note: Albedo: range 0-1000, scale factor 10, so e.g. a scaled albedo=500 corresponds to
albedo=50%.
* Note: In the current version of ATCOR a blue band is required and the described
options without a blue band are not implemented.

At least four bands in the blue, green, red, and near-infrared are required to derive the albedo
product. Wavelength gap regions are supplemented with interpolation. The contribution of the
2.5-3.0 µm region is neglected here.
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23 Surface Energy Balance
Surface energy balance is an essential part of climatology. The energy balance equation
applicable to most land surfaces can be written as (Asrar 1989)
Rn  G  H  LE

(4.1)

where R n is the net radiant energy absorbed by the surface. The net energy is dissipated by
conduction into the ground (G), convection to the atmosphere (H), and available as latent heat
of evaporation (LE). The amount of energy employed in photosynthesis in case of vegetated
surfaces is usually small compared to the other terms. Therefore, it is neglected here.
The terms on the right hand side of equation (3.1) are called heat fluxes. The soil or ground heat
flux (G) ranges typically from about 10 to 50% of net radiation. Convection to the atmosphere
is called sensible heat flux (H). It may warm or cool the surface depending on whether the air
is warmer or cooler than the surface.
The energy available to evaporate water from the surface (LE) is usually obtained as the residual
to balance the net radiation with the dissipation terms.

23.1 Net Radiation (Layer 10)
Net radiation is expressed as the sum of three radiation components:
Rn  Rsolar  Ratm  Rsurface

(4.2)

where Rsolar is the absorbed short-wave solar radiation (0.3-3 µm), Ratm is the long-wave
radiation (3-14 µm) emitted from the atmosphere toward the surface, and Rsurface is the
longwave radiation emitted from the surface into the atmosphere.

23.2 Absorbed solar radiation (Layer 5)
The absorbed solar radiation can be calculated as
2.5m

Rsolar 

 1   ( )  E g ( ) d

(4.3)

0.3m

where  ( ) is the ground reflectance, 1   ( ) is the absorbed part of radiation, and E g ( ) is
the global (direct plus diffuse) solar flux on the ground. The numerical calculation of equation
(4.3) is based on the same assumptions regarding the extrapolation of bands and interpolation
of gap regions dealing with the ground albedo.
If the satellite imagery contains no thermal band(s) from which ground temperature can be
derived, then Rsolar is the only surface energy component that can be evaluated.
With thermal bands a ground temperature or at least a ground brightness temperature image can
be derived. In this case, the emitted surface radiation can be calculated as

Rsurface   s  Ts4

(4.4)
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where  s is the surface emissivity,   5.669  108 W m 2 K 4 is the Stefan-Boltzmann
constant, and Ts is the kinetic surface temperature.
For sensors with a single thermal band such as Landsat TM or ASTER an assumption has to be
made about the surface emissivity to obtain the surface temperature. Usually,  s is selected in
the range  s =0.95-1, and the corresponding temperature is a brightness temperature. A choice
of  s =0.97 or  s =0.98 is often selected for spectral bands in the 10-12 µm region. It introduces
an acceptable small temperature error of about 1-2 °C for surfaces in the emissivity region 0.951. Examples are vegetated or partially vegetated fields (  s =0.96-0.99), agricultural soil (  s
=0.95-0.97), water (  s =0.98), asphalt and concrete (  s =0.95-0.96). Sand and rocks can have
significantly lower emissivity values (  s =0.80-0.90). Emissivities of various surfaces are
documented in Buettner and Kern 1965, Wolfe and Zissis 1985, Sutherland 1986, Salisbury and
D’Aria 1992.
The atmospheric long-wave radiation Ratm emitted from the atmosphere toward the ground can
be written as

Ratm   a  Ta4

(4.5)

where  a is the air emissivity,  is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant, and Ta is the air
temperature at screen height (2 m above ground, sometimes 50 m above ground are
recommended). For cloud-free conditions, Brutsaert's (1975) equation can be used to predict
the effective air emissivity as

p
 a  1.24   wv
 Ta

1/ 7





(4.6)

where p wv is the water vapour partial pressure in millibars, and Ta the air temperature in
Kelvin. The following figure shows p wv as a function of air temperature for relative humidity
of 20 – 100%. The pressure is calculated as:
p wv  RH e s / 100

(4.7)

where RH is the relative humidity in per cent, and e s is the water vapor pressure in saturated
air (Murray 1967) :
 a T  273.16 
es ( T )  es 0 exp 

T b



(4.8)

The constants are a=17.26939, b=35.86, and es 0  es ( T  273.16K )  6.1078 mbar. T is the
air temperature in Kelvin.
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Figure 1. Water vapour partial pressure as a function of air temperature and humidity.
Relative humidities are 20% to 100% with a 10% increment.

Table 1 contains selected values of  a as a function of Ta and p wv .
Ta(°C)
5

15

20

25

30

Pwv (mbar)
5
6
7
5
10
15
10
15
20
20
25
30
25
30
35

RH (%)
57
69
80
30
59
88
43
64
86
63
79
95
59
71
82

u(g cm –2)
0.66
0.79
0.92
0.63
1.25
1.87
1.22
1.83
2.44
2.40
3.00
3.60
2.92
3.52
4.10

a
0.70
0.72
0.73
0.70
0.77
0.81
0.77
0.81
0.85
0.84
0.87
0.89
0.87
0.89
0.91

Table1: Air emissivity as a function of water vapor partial pressure and air temperature.
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For comparison, relative humidity (RH) and water vapour column values u are given for a
horizontal path of 1.7 km, which corresponds approximately to the 0-100 km water vapor
column for standard meteorological conditions (MODTRAN atmospheres such as US standard,
midlatitude summer, tropical etc.).
Note: If surface temperature data are not available, Rsolar may be used as a rough approximation
for R n if estimated surface temperatures deviate less than 5°C from the air temperature. As an
example, for Ta =25°C ,  a =0.87 , and  s =0.98 the difference Rtherm  Ratm  Rsurface is smaller
than 80 ( W m 2 ) and Rsolar ranges typically from 600 to 800 ( W m 2 ) , so in these cases
Rsolar and R n agree within about 10 - 15 per cent.

23.3 Thermal flux difference (Layer 6)
Difference Rtherm  Ratm  Rsurface (W m-2). See also chapter 4.2 above.

23.4 Ground heat flux (Layer 7)
The heat fluxes G, H, and LE on the right hand side of equation (4.1) are calculated for land
surfaces employing a simple parameterization with the SAVI and scaled NDVI indices
(Choudhury 1994, Carlson et al. 1995) :
G  Rn  0.4  ( SAVI m  SAVI ) / SAVI m

(4.9)

where SAVI m = 0.814 is full vegetation cover.
LE  Rn  G  B ( Ts  Ta )n

(4.10)

B  286 (0.0109  0.051 NDVI  )

(4.10a)

n  1.067  0.372  NDVI 

(4.10b)

NDVI  

 NIR   RED
/ 0.75
 NIR   RED

(4.10c)

Equation (4.10) corresponds to equation (1a) of Carlson et al. (1995), because G is neglected
there, and so Rn  G represents the energy left for evapotranspiration. The factor 286 in
equation (4.10a) converts the unit ( cm / day ) into ( W m 2 ). NDVI  is the scaled NDVI.
Equation (4.10c) corresponds to equation (3) of Carlson et al. (1995) with NDVI 0  0 (bare
soil) and NDVI s  0.75 (full vegetation cover).
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23.5 Sensible heat flux (Layer 9)
The sensible heat flux is computed as the residual:
H  Rn  G  LE

(4.11)

All radiation and heat fluxes are calculated in units of ( W m 2 ). They represent instantaneous
flux values. For applications where daily (24 h) LE values are required the following equation
can be used for the unit conversion:
LE (

cm
1
)
LE (W m2 )
day 286

(4.12)

23.6 Latent heat flux (Layer 8)
The latent heat flux LE is frequently called evapotranspiration (ET). Although LE and ET are
used interchangeably the unit (cm/day) or (mm/day) is mostly employed for ET.
For water surfaces the distribution of net radiation into G, LE, and H is difficult to determine.
Therefore, G and H are set to zero here, and so LE equals R n .
There is a problem in applying equations (3.10-3.11) to urban areas where the vegetation index
is low. In this case the latent heat LE calculated with equations (3.10) is rather high and so the
sensible heat H is very low. The following figure presents a typical situation with a net radiation
of 600 W m 2 . The top left graph shows the ground heat flux as a function of the SAVI
computed with equation (4.9), the top right shows the flux remaining for LE + H. The bottom
left graph contains the latent heat flux according to equations (4.10-4.10c) where the different
curves correspond to five different temperatures of Ts  Ta = -10, -5, 0, 5, 10°C marked with
the symbols plus, asterisk, no symbol, diamond, and triangle, respectively. The plus sign
represents Ts  Ta = -10°C (surface temperature lower than air temperature), the triangle
represents Ts  Ta = +10°C (surface temperature higher than air temperature). The shaded
region indicates SAVI < 0.05 (equivalent to scaled NDVI < 0.14 in this example with
(red)=0.10, (NIR)=0.10, 0.12, 0.14, etc.). For Ts  Ta = +10°C and SAVI=0 (i.e., urban area
with asphalt, concrete, or buildings) the latent heat LE is 320 W m 2 and H is 30 W m 2 , so
LE is overestimated and H is underestimated. More realistic values would be LE = 30 - 60
W m 2 and H = 320 - 290 W m 2 .
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Figure 3.2

Heat fluxes as a function of vegetation index.

Spatial maps of air temperature (equation 4.10) and air emissivity (equations 4.5, 4.6) can also
be included in the processing. Usually, isolated point-like measurements of air temperature are
available from meteorological stations. These have to be interpolated to generate a spatial map
co-registered to the image prior to applying the ATCOR model. Data in the file containing the
air temperature must have the unit ‘Celsius’; data of the emissivity file must range between 0
and 1.
In case of mountainous terrain the air temperature Ta ( z 0 ) and water vapour partial pressure
p wv ( z 0 ) at a reference elevation z 0 have to be specified. The height dependence of air
temperature is then obtained with linear extrapolation employing a user-specified adiabatic
temperature gradient T / z :

Ta ( z )  Ta ( z 0 ) 
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where T / z is typically in the range 0.65 – 0.9 (Celsius / 100 m). The water vapor pressure
is extrapolated exponentially according to :

p wv ( z )  p wv ( z 0 )  10( z  z 0 ) / z s

(4.14)

where z s is the water vapour scale height (default: z s = 6.3 km).
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24 The ATCOR Value Adding Products (VAP )
Menu
 The Value Adding Products Menu is opened via the
button, which is located in ATCOR2 and ATCOR3 in the Main Menu. The button
becomes active after the complete processing of the ATCOR atmospheric correction
procedure. For PAN imagery, the button will not become active at all.
 ATCOR2 Value Adding Module Selection Menu:

For an discussion of the parameters refer to the theory section of this manual.
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 ATCOR3 Value Adding Module Selection Menu:

The difference between ATCOR2 and ATCOR3 VAP-Module Menus is in the definition
of the height related parameters. The defaults usually can be used as a starter.

25 Examples
Example results for ATCOR2 and ATCOR3. The respective examples of the two sections have
been used:
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ATCOR2 Example:
Corrected Image
Surface Albedo
Ground Heat Flux

SAVI
Absorbed Solar Radiation
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ATCOR3 Example:
Corrected Image
Surface Albedo
Ground Heat Flux
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A. Satellite Sensors supported by ATCOR
Presently the following sensors are supported or will be supported as soon as they are successfully launched and operated:
ALI-Advanced LI
ALOS AVNIR-2
ASTER
Cartosat PAN
DMC
Formosat-2
Formosat-2 PAN
GeoEye-1
GeoEye-1 PAN
GökTürk-1
Hyperion
Ikonos-2
Ikonos-2 PAN
IRS-1A/B LISS-2
IRS-1C/D LISS-3
IRS-1C/D PAN
IRS-P6 AWiFS
IRS-P6 LISS-3
IRS-P6 LISS-4
KasEOSat-2 KAIS
KOMPSAT-2
KOMPSAT-2 PAN
KOMPSAT-3
KOMPSAT-3 PAN
Landsat-4/5
Landsat-7
Landsat-7 PAN

Landsat-8 OLI
Landsat-8 PAN
MERIS
OrbView-3
OrbView-3 PAN
Pleiades MS
QuickBird
QuickBird PAN
RapidEye
SAC-C / MMRS
SPOT-1/2/3 MS
SPOT-1/2/3 PAN
SPOT-4 MS
SPOT-5 MS
SPOT-5 PAN
SPOT-6 MS
SPOT-6 PAN
SPOT-7 MS
SPOT-7 PAN
THEOS XS
THEOS PAN
WorldView-2 MS
WorldView-2 MS VNIR
WorldView-2 PAN
WorldView-3 MS
WorldView-3 MS VNIR
WorldView-3 PAN
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B. ATCOR3: Resampling of Radiance Terms

All radiation terms have to be weighted with the channel’s spectral response function R(  ) ,
e.g., for the bandwidth-normalized path radiance L p :
2

 L p (  ) R (  ) d

Lp 

1

(B1)

2

 R (  ) d

1

The spectral response function has no unit, and the bandwidth normalization eliminates any
scale factors that might be used in the definition of R(  ) . So, the response function can range
between 0 and 1, or between 0 and 100%, or any other scaling can be employed.
The unit of bandpass-normalized radiances is the same as the unit of a spectral radiance, i.e.
power per area per solid angle per bandwidth, e.g., mW cm 2 sr 1 m 1 .
In the same manner, the direct solar irradiance transmitted to the sensor (upper index t) is
calculated as
2

  (  ) E s (  )  s (  ) R(  ) d 

(t)
E dir



1

,

2

(B2)

 R(  ) d

1

where  (  ),  s (  ), and E s (  ) are beam transmittance (ground-to-sensor), beam
transmittance (sun-to-ground), and solar irradiance at the top of the atmosphere, respectively,
and the ground reflectance is a separate factor which has to be considered as constant for the
current spectral band, see eq. (B4). The transmitted diffuse flux contribution is :
2

  (  ) E dif (  ) R(  ) d

t
E dif


1

,

2

(B3)

 R(  ) d 

1

where Edif (  ) is the diffuse downwelling flux on the ground. Then, the total at-sensor
radiance can be written as

L  Lp 




E

t
s

t
cos   Edif



,

(B4)

where  is the illumination angle.
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C. ERDAS IMAGINE Preferences for ATCOR

A new category of IMAGINE preferences (in Category ‘Other’) has been set up for ATCOR
handling most of the parameters a user would want to set permanently or on a project basis.
Each user is encouraged to set these preferences for his operating environment. A full list of the
new preference settings is included in the following.

Preference

Description

Range

Default

ATCOR Main Menu: default
selection for the sensor type

This sensor will be used as default when
starting ATCOR

none

Month of acquisition

Default value for the month of the data
acquisition

1 – 12

1

Day of acquisition

Default value for the day of the data
acquisition

1 – 31

1

Year of acquisition

Default value for the year of the data
acquisition

1970 – 2020

2000

Solar zenith angle

Default value for the solar zenith angle

1 - 70

35

Solar azimuth angle

Default value for the solar zenith angle

0 - 359

200

Factor for Reflectance (8 bit Input)

Default value for the factor to use to
scale the output reflectance image

1- 100

4

Factor for Reflectance (16 bit Input)

Default value for the factor to use to
scale the output reflectance image

1- 100

100

Factor for Temperature

Default value for the factor to use to
scale the output ground brightness
temperature image

1 - 99.99

4

Offset for Temperature

Default for the offset to use for negative
Celsius temperatures to scale the output
ground brightness temperature image

0 - 99.99

0

Visibility (km)"

Default for the visibility estimation value
in km

5- 80

15

Ground Elevation (km) (ATCOR2)

Default for the average ground elevation
of the scene (0 - 1 km above sea level

0- 2.5

0.1

Size of the MxM target box in pixels

Enter the default value for the target box
size to use to collect the spectral
information

1 - 51

5

Range of Adjacency Effect (m)

Default value for calculating the
Adjacency Box Size = range/pixel size

0 - 10000

1000

Tasseled Cap Factor Band 1

Enter the Band-1 factor for the Tasseled
Cap Haze Band Calculation

-10 - +10

0.846

Tasseled Cap Factor Band 3

Enter the Band-3 factor for the Tasseled
Cap Haze Band Calculation

-10 - +10

-0.464

Cloud Threshold Value

Enter the Cloud Threshold value shown
in the Haze Mask

10 - 60

35
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Preference

Description

Range

Default

Water Threshold Value

Enter the Water Threshold value shown
in the Haze Mask

2 - 15

9

Snow Threshold Value

Enter the Snow Threshold value shown
in the Haze Mask

1 - 30

3

Default Path for the ASCII-Spectrum
File

ATCO 2 Module Spectra: default path
for the ASCII-Spectrum file

Max length:
256

"$HOME"

Default Path for the IMAGINESpectrum File

ATCOR2 Module Spectra: default path
for the IMAGINE-Format-Spectrum-File
(User Data

Max length:
256

"$HOME"

Default Path for the Resampled
Spectra

ATCOR2 Module Spectra: default path
for the Resampled Reference Spectra"

Max length:
256

$IMAGINE_HOME/
etc/atcor/refspect/res
ampled

Default Path for sensor library:
sensor.dat

Default path for sensor properties saved
in sensor.dat

Max length:
256

$IMAGINE_HOME/
etc/atcor/

Overwrite existing report file

Overwrite existing report file (*.rep)
with updated values

yes / no

no

Gain Setting for Layer 1-14

Gain Setting for Layer 1 - 14

0 - 11

1.0

-End-
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